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Modeling and simulation of a Sigma-Delta
digital to analog converter using VHDL-AMS
M. Vogels, B. De Smedt and G. Gielen*
ESAT-MICAS, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Abstract— Sigma-Delta digital to analog converters are
less vulnerable to circuit imperfections than their A/D counterparts because they have their noise-shaping loop all in the
digital domain. Still the analog part of the system (basically
a low-pass filter) can degrade the overall performance, especially in the case of multi-bit converters. This paper presents
a way of identifying and simulating the major noise and harmonics contributions of the system using VHDL-AMS. The
resulting system-level model can be used to explore different architectures in the digital domain and to determine the
specifications of the different building blocks.
Keywords—D/A conversion, Sigma-Delta, VHDL-AMS
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N past years Sigma-Delta modulators have been a very
popular means for A/D and D/A conversion, mainly because of the low impact of circuit imperfections on the
behavior of the converter, due to the noise shaping. [1].
This makes this type of converter scheme more tolerable
to changes in technology parameters and mismatch. Research in this area has mainly concentrated on architectural exploration and the impact of circuit imperfections.
Because the noise-shaping loop is entirely in the digital domain for a Sigma-Delta D/A converter (Fig. 1), but mainly
in the analog domain for the A/D converter, a greater part
of the research was devoted to the latter. However, the
impact of circuit imperfections in the analog part of the
D/A converter cannot be ignored especially in the case of
a multi-bit converter. In this paper the different circuit imperfections are identified and the impact of these imperfections is modeled and simulated in VHDL-AMS [2]. In the
case that the circuit imperfections are small enough, the
ideal signal to noise ratio can be calculated using the assumption that the quantization noise is white and uniform.
The signal to noise ratio for an n-bit quantizer can then be
calculated [3] using:


3π 2
O S R 2k+1
SN R =
(1)
A (nl)2 (2k + 1)
2
π
Where k is the order of the filter, A is the amplitude of the
input-sinusoid and O S R is the oversampling ratio and nl

I
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Analog
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Fig. 1. A/D and D/A Sigma-Delta converters.

is the number of output levels of the quantizer.
II. M ODELING

I. I NTRODUCTION

Digital
output

OF THE DIFFERENT COMPONENTS

The Sigma-Delta D/A converter can be split up into different components, this is shown in Fig. 2. For each of the
different components a behavioral model is constructed using VHDL-AMS.
current
initialisation
n

2
n-bits digital
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n
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I/V +
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Fig. 2. Block scheme of the Sigma-Delta D/A converter.

A. The digital noise-shaper
This component is the heart of the Sigma-Delta modulator. It is a feedback loop consisting of a truncator and
a noise-shaping filter Fig. 3. The truncator just strips the
least significant bits of the k-bit input word, thus performing a coarse quantization of the signal. The number of
levels resulting from a coarse quantization of n-bits can be
calculated as:
nl = #levels = 2n−1 + 1

(2)

The error resulting from the quantization is filtered and
added to the input. The filter is constructed such that the
error will be shaped [4] following:
Y (z) = X (z) + (1 − H (z)) E(z)
k
Y (z) = X (z) + 1 − z −1 E(z)

(3)

In the model the digital words are replaced by their integer equivalents to facilitate the modeling of the filter and
the adders. The truncator now performs an integer division
and the adder is the normal addition. When modeling systems with feedback loops, care must be taken not to introduce extra delays in the loop. The simplest way to prevent
this is to put the complete noise shaper in one single process block. The order of the filter can then be selected by
means of a case...when statement. Alternatively, the
adders and truncator can be put in separate asynchronous
processes. These are not sensitive to the clock, but to the
output of the preceding block [5]. On the event of a changing input, the process becomes active and will use the new
input value to calculate the new output. For higher-order
k

Σ

k+1

C. Current source D/A converter
The D/A converter in a multi-bit Sigma-Delta, needs to
be fast, but has relatively few output bits. This makes it
suitable to be realized using a current source array. The
resolution must be as high as the desired resolution of
the complete Sigma-Delta modulator. This means that the
constraints on mismatch of the different current sources
are high with respect to the number of output bits. By using DEM techniques, clever layout and scrambling of the
order of current sources, this can be achieved. In general
it will cost more area and power to do so. Because nei-

n-bit
truncator

+
k-n+1 +

Σ

m-th order
filter

-

Vc1

Ics1

Rcs1

Ics2

Rcs2

filters overload can occur, which can be prevented by the
use of a limiter [6]. Modeling of such a limiter can be done
using an if...then statement.
B. Thermometer decoder
The decoder is the block which converts the bit stream
from the noise shaper into a thermometer code. This can
be done in the standard way, but also dynamic element
matching (DEM) techniques can be used. Here on top
of the normal thermometer decoder, two different DEM
techniques are implemented : clocked level averaging (or
barrel-shift) and data-weighted averaging (DWA) [7]. The
main difference between those DEM techniques is the way
the different current cells are selected. The first current cell
cs1 which is selected at time step k can be calculated using:
normal : cs1 (k) = 1
k
X

mod nl
cs1 (i)

n1

Ccs1

Vc2

barrel-shift : cs1 (k) = k

Ron1

n

Fig. 3. n-bit digital noise-shaper.

DWA : cs1 (k) =

counter. The output of the decoder is a bit-vector of
length nl.

mod nl

(4)

i=1

From (4) it can be seen that the DEM techniques are based
on modulo-nl counters. In VHDL-AMS a counter comes
down to storing an index in memory, which can easily be
done using a variable. Since the noise-shaper output
is an integer, the indices are too, which means normal addition and modulo statements can be used to model the

Ccs2

Ron2
Ssw

Fig. 4. Lumped model of D/A converter current sources.

ther the current sources nor the switches can be considered to be ideal, the impedance seen from the output node
n 1 changes when the number of selected current sources
(i.e. the activated cells) changes. A system like this can
be modeled using the scheme depicted in Fig. 4. The current Ics2 , Rcs2 , Ron2 and Ccs2 are the lumped current and
impedances of the part of the array which is switched on
at that moment. The current Ics1 , Rcs2 , Ron2 and Ccs2 are
the lumped current and impedances of the part of the circuit that was already on. If DEM techniques are being
used care must be taken, as even for the same input code,
current sources are being switched on and off. This setup
diminishes the number of quantities used, which causes
the simulation to run faster. However, this setup requires
the impedances and the currents to be changed instantaneously. Although this is possible by the use of signals, it is unpredictable how the simulator reacts to such
an abrupt change. Normally this can be resolved by the
use of break statements. Unfortunately in the simulator
used by us, this was not implemented (yet). This means
that the only proper way to model such a system is by an
array of (nearly) identical current cells. This can be done
by using the generate statement. This approach is of

course much more straightforward, but is also slower, because the number of quantities used is larger. The model
for one such current cell is depicted in Fig. 5

used by the model are given by:
G BW =

gm
,
2π Cint

A = gm Rint ,
RL

RL

RL

RL

Vout

Vref
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III. T HE IMPACT
Vref

Vout

Rcs

I cs

D. The current to voltage converter
If the output of the current-source array would feed into
a normal resistor, its voltage would be sweeped from the
highest output to the lowest output, which would increase
the settling time. To prevent this from happening, a virtual ground is created using an opamp The opamp model
used is depicted in Fig. 6. The model makes it possible

Vinn
inp inn

Vint

Voutp

Cint R int

Rin

Cin

0.5Vint

Rout
Cout

Vref

Cout
0.5Vint

Rout

(5)

OF DIFFERENT CIRCUIT

NON - IDEALITIES

In this section the modeling of the different circuit nonidealites will be described and the impact on the system’s
signal to noise ratio will be examined. It is always assumed
that the maximum output voltage of the buffer is 1 Volt
peak to peak.
A. Mismatch of the current cells

Fig. 5. Model for a current cell.

gm(V -V )

Imax
C
1
τ=
2π RC

SR =

Voutn

Vinp

Fig. 6. Model for the opamp.

to specify finite in- and output impedances, finite gain and
gain-bandwidth product and slewrate. The latter is accomplished by limiting the voltage controlled current source
output current to Imax . The basic equations used to transform the given specifications into the internal equations

The currents in the different current cells are suffering
from mismatch, both due to systematic and random errors.
The systematic errors can be modeled using a linear or
quadratic gradient on the complete current array. In this
manner the cell in the middle will have zero systematic
error and the ones at the beginning and end of the array
will have maximum error. The systematic errors can be
minimized by the use of scrambling and by placing the
different current cells in a quad (or a quad-quad) formation, which makes errors due to a linear gradient add up to
zero (the quadratic error remains however). The errors resulting from random mismatch are modeled by the use of
a random number generator with normal distribution. This
is the current-initialisation block in Fig.2. Since information of the actual output is not fed back to the noiseshaping loop, the random errors of the DAC cannot be
compensated for. If high accuracy is needed, these random errors can diminish the overall signal to noise ratio.
The impact of the random errors can be calculated using
the fact that the deviation in output current for an input
word K can be denoted as:
√
1Iout = 1Icell K
(6)
Normalizing the members of this equation respectively to
the maximum output current and the current of one cell,
yields:
1Iout
1
1Icell √
σ(
) = √ σ(
) K
(7)
Imaxout
Icell
2 nl
Random mismatch can be reduced greatly by careful layout (by using more area per current cell) and by using
DEM techniques.
B. Settling time of the current array output
Since the settling time of the system is an important
specification, the settling behavior will now be investigated. When the opamp is connected to the output of the

current source array, the resulting transfer function can be
calculated. To simplify the equations, the opamp is assumed to have zero output impedance and Rcs  Ron , R f .
Furthermore a capacitance Ch is introduced to deal with
the influence of other cells in the array that are switched
on. This capacitance runs from the opamp input to ground
(the Ron of the other switches is neglected here). The output voltage then becomes:
Vout
Af
= Hb (s) = 2
I
s + 2sωn ζ + ωn 2

(8)

where:
R f A0
den
A0 + 1
2
ωn =
den
τ + 2Cin R f + A0 Csc Ron + Ch R f
2ωn ζ =
den
den = R f (Csc Ron (2Cin + Ch ) + τ (2Cin + Csc + Ch ))
(9)
Af =

In equation (9) it becomes clear that the damping factor
ζ is dependent on all the different time constants in the
system. This damping factor has a large impact on the
system’s behavior, especially for relatively high clock frequencies. If the damping factor is too low, this means that
the impulse response is oscillating. and since at every new
clock pulse one of the current sources is switched on or off,
this oscillatory impulse response modulates the input signal. This oscillation means an error on the expected output
level, resulting in an attenuation of the signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, if the damping factor is too high,
the output signal will never reach its end-value (incomplete settling), which gives a distortion to the signal. The
distortion which occurs for each output value is dependent
on the relative distance of the output value from the output
levels possible. For output values just on or right between
two output levels, the errors will ad up to zero. Otherwise
the resulting error is dependent on the settling time of the
system, which can be calculated from (9). The maximum
error can be obtained calculating the mean difference between the desired step response (which is 1/nl Volt) and
the actual step response:
emax

1
=
2nl

Z

1
fs

0

1
h b (t) ∗ u(t) − dt
nl

power becomes:
2
erms

=

1

Z

emax

emax

e2 de =

0

2
emax
3

(11)

C. Slew rate of the opamp
Not only the opamp’s settling behavior, but also the slew
rate has an important impact on the system’s total signal to
noise ratio. Again the error is dependent on the distance
between the actual (desired) output value and the possible
output levels. If it is assumed that the absolute values of
the positive and negative slew rate are equal and that always the two levels are used that are closest to the desired
value, the resulting maximum possible error can be calculated as:
fs
1
emax =
(12)
2(nl − 1)S R nl − 1
Equation (12) can be explained when it is noted that the
slewing takes place between two adjacent levels (which are
1/nl Volt apart) and that the error is relative to the clock
period. The resulting relative error has to be divided by
nl − 1 to calculate the absolute error. Again the resulting
noise power may be calculated using (11)
IV. S IMULATION

RESULTS

A number of simulations has been performed using the
VHDL-AMS models described in section II. The influence
of slew rate, current mismatch and finite gain-bandwidth
of the opamp are examined.
A. Impact of slew-rate
To investigate the influence of finite slew rate of the
opamp, a 5-bit (17 level) second order Sigma-Delta converter is simulated. The current cells have no mismatch
and the oversampling ratio and input amplitude are chosen such that according to (1) the SNR should be 58 dB.
The results of the simulation are shown in figure 7 Using
(11) the theoretical curve is plotted. Differences between
the simulated and the theoretical value can be explained in
the fact that the equation (11) is an oversimplification of
the real behavior. For slew rates higher than 10V /µs, the
system follows its theoretical signal to noise ratio until it
begins to suffer from other circuit imperfections such as
the described oscillating behavior.
B. The impact of the current cells mismatch

(10)

Where h(t) ∗ u(t) is the response of the opamp output for
an input-current step. Since the minimum error is zero and
a uniform distribution may be assumed, the resulting noise

The impact of the mismatch of the current cells can be
made visible using the same system as described in the
previous section. The opamp slew rate is set to a value
of 20V /µs, just to make sure that it is only the current
mismatch which has high impact on the system’s behavior.

The signal to noise ratio as function of Cin

The change in SNR as function of slew rate
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Fig. 7. SNR as a function of slew rate of the opamp.
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Fig. 9. SNR as a function of the opamp’s input capacitance

SNR as function of the mismatch of the current cells
60

cally, because of the impendance changing with on or off
switching of the current cells. This means the only way to
get insight in this behavior is by the use of models such as
described in this work.

− theoretical
−. simulated
55

50
SNR [dB]

V. C ONCLUSIONS
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10
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Fig. 8. SNR as a function of mismatch of the current cells

In this work a VHDL-AMS model of complete SigmaDelta D/A converter was developed. This model can be
used to perform high-level analysis of the impact of system
non-idealities, such as opamp slewing and current source
mismatch. The results of the analysis can be used to find an
optimum set of building block specification yielding optimum system performance
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Event-Driven Electrothermal Modeling of
Mixed-Signal Circuits1
Xiaoling Huang
Department of Electrical Engineering
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Fayetteville, AR 72701
xxh03@engr.uark.edu

Abstract
This paper describes a novel modeling methodology
for electrothermal effects in large mixed-signal circuits. It
is accomplished by developing analog event-driven
electrothermal and thermal models in an analog hardware
description language (AHDL). The large-scale mixedsignal circuits represented by the analog event-driven
models can be analyzed more efficiently than using
standard analog models.

Keywords
Electrothermal, Analog Event-Driven Modeling, Thermal
Modeling, Mixed-Signal Modeling

1. Introduction
As mixed-signal circuits and systems become more
complex, the design and test issues become increasingly
difficult to manage. One of the most significant barriers is
that of full-chip design verification and test. A primary
goal of the semiconductor industry is to integrate more
circuits onto a single chip. One area that poses a problem
in achieving this goal is designing the circuits such that
heat generated by the operating circuitry is properly
managed. As the feature sizes decrease, thermal
interactions between devices on the same chip will
increase. Moreover, although modern designs dissipate
less power, they are also characterized by an increased
power density. This means that the area available for heat
dissipation decreases more rapidly than the dissipated
power for small feature devices. Hence thermal effects will
be continuously amplified. Designers are more and more
aware of the fact that thermal effects, if not correctly
estimated at the early design phases, may cause a failure of
the designed chip to meet performance requirements,
resulting in a serious increase in design costs and delays.
Many investigations have been conducted into
electrothermal effects that occur in semiconductor
materials and microelectronic circuits. As a result, several
methods for modeling these effects have been developed.
1
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Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Arkansas
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The two most prevalent methods are finite-element
analysis at the device level and lumped-element,
continuous-time approximations at circuit level. Finiteelement simulation is used to study individual device
heating, but while highly accurate, it is too
computationally expensive to be of value for large-scale
circuit design. The lumped-element method is more
suitable for circuit design. It has focused on the
development of compact models that accurately model the
physical effects of heat moving through the semiconductor
material, chip package, and heat sink. These models have
been developed in such a way that they are coupled to the
electrical devices themselves in order to model dynamic
heating or self-heating.
The semiconductor heats up as devices conduct
current. However, the electrical device model’s current is a
function of temperature, the current changes as the
temperature increases. The lumped-element method
effectively captures the heat diffusion through solid
materials according to the heat diffusion equation. Novel
work in dynamic thermal analysis of IGBTs was reported
in [1] and [2]. This work and subsequent investigations led
to a more generalized method of creating compact
dynamic thermal models and compact dynamic
electrothermal semiconductor models [1],[3]. In dynamic
thermal analysis, temperature is treated as a time-varying
quantity during the simulation analysis as opposed to a
constant. This offers the possibility of analyzing any
feedback mechanisms from thermal to electrical as devices
operate. One disadvantage of the lumped-element method
is that the simulation times become exorbitant if more than
a few devices and thermal effects are modeled in this way.
If this approach were applied to modern mixed-signal
circuitry, the simulation times would be unacceptable.
In order to simulate large-scale circuits with an
acceptable accuracy and at a reasonable speed, various
reduced-order modeling techniques, such as PACT [4],
MPVL [5] and PRIMA [6], have been applied. However,
these frequency-domain model reduction techniques are
not effective at handling complex multi-port networks with

This research was supported by Arkansas Science and Technology Authority Award # 00-B-08.

large port counts. Recently, a mixed frequency/time
domain multiport network reduction method that is
specially optimized for reducing the lumped 3D thermal
network for modeling substrate heat conduction has been
presented in [7]. While maintaining the accuracy and
passivity of the reduced system, the method is especially
useful for performing full-chip transient electrothermal
simulation for reliability or temperature-induced signal
integrity analysis. The reduced-order modeling techniques
are not discussed in this paper, but they will be included in
our future work.
As mentioned earlier, the lumped-element,
continuous-time dynamic thermal models increase the
complexity of simulations to a point that this type of
analysis can become quite unwieldy. A new method of
dealing with this issue is to model the temperature as an
event-driven analog entity. An event-driven entity is one
that changes at discrete times. In contrast to a digital signal
that has a finite, quantized number of values (i.e., logic 1,
0, X, Z, and maybe other strengths), an analog eventdriven signal can take on any value in the number
continuum. Analog event-driven signals are often referred
to as discrete-in-time, continuous-in-value signals.
The focus of this work is on improving simulation
efficiency by applying analog event-driven modeling
techniques in electrothermal simulation. The previous
electrothermal network simulation work is briefly
reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 details event-driven
modeling techniques, and provides some simulation
results. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 4.

2. Electrothermal Network Simulation
A typical electrothermal simulator, as conceptualized
in the diagram in Fig. 1, contains three elements:
• Electrothermal device models, which provide
temperature-dependent device characteristics
• Thermal device models, which compute the device
temperature based on the power consumption data
• Electrical device models, which calculate the device
power consumptions.
In standard continuous-time simulation, all models are
analog. In the mixed-signal simulation technique proposed
here, electrical models remain analog while some of
electrothermal and thermal models are event-driven.
2.1 Electrothermal Network
In an electrothermal network the power dissipated in a
device is directly fed into the thermal network through a
thermal node. In other words, each dissipative device acts
as a power source in the thermal network. In return, the
temperature at the thermal node of a device is the
operating temperature of the device. This permits the
device model to adjust its behavior as a function of its

Analog
Electrical
Models
Instantaneous
terminal voltage

Instantaneous
electrical characteristics

Electrothermal
Models
Instantaneous
dissipated power

Instantaneous
device temperature

Thermal
Models

Event-Driven
Fig. 1. Block diagram of a proposed eventdriven electrothermal simulation approach.
operating temperature. This is known as dynamic thermal
analysis.
The electrothermal semiconductor device models
interact with the thermal and electrical networks through
the electrical and thermal terminals, respectively [2]. The
electrothermal
semiconductor
models
use
the
instantaneous device temperature (temperature at the
silicon-chip surface) to evaluate the temperature-dependent
properties of silicon and the temperature-dependent model
parameters. These temperature-dependent values are then
used by the physics-based semiconductor device model to
describe the instantaneous electrical characteristics and
instantaneous dissipated power. The dissipated power
calculated by the electrical model supplies heat to the
surface of silicon-chip thermal model through the thermal
terminal.
2.2 Thermal Network
Heat diffusion through solid materials is modeled by
sourcing dissipated power into a thermal network, which
represents the material properties (i.e., thermal resistance
and capacitance). The temperature profile is the result of
heat flow in a thermal network. Energy conservation
dictates that the sum of all power contributions at a
thermal node equal zero, and that the temperature at all
terminals connected to a thermal node be identical. The
notion of a conservative system as it relates to simulation
can be generalized by referring to two entities: through
variables and across variables. An AHDL model associates

a through and an across variable with each connection
point in the model. In general, the through variables are
summed to zero at a connection point as a means to insure
a conservative system. In a thermal network power is the
through variable and temperature is the across variable.
Thus, the simulator solves for the dynamic temperature
distribution within the thermal network in the same way
that node voltages are solved for within an electrical
network. Due to this generalization of conservation, it is
straightforward to implement both electrical and thermal
systems simultaneously from a simulation standpoint.
The thermal network is represented as an
interconnection of thermal component models. Thermal
component models that model the heat diffusion through
materials are passive in nature. No power is sourced from
them. Collectively, they can be thought of as networks of
thermal resistances and capacitances.

# The ret_e template models a linear
# self-heating resistor
template ret_e p m th st = r0, alpha,
t0, nstep
# Thermal node
thermal_c
th
# Electrical nodes
electrical
p, m
# State node
state nu

st

# Arguments
number r0 = 1,
alpha = 0,
t0 = 27,
nstep = 1

3. Implementation

# Template body
{

The time constants in a typical thermal network (i.e.
for heat flow within the silicon chip, package, and heat
sink) are many orders of magnitude longer than the time
constants in the accompanying electrical network. It is
therefore possible to retain accuracy in the solution of the
thermal network by evaluating the temperature less
frequently than would be done in a coupled electrothermal
analog simulation. To accomplish this, the technique
employed represents the thermal network as an eventdriven network. This eliminates the stiffness in the analog
equations that arise from the presence of the thermal
network. While it’s true that mixed-signal simulation run
times are mostly dictated by the analog portion being
simulated, the transformation of some of the analog
portion to the event-driven portion can improve the overall
simulation times.
Analog models are still used for electrical devices. For
electrothermal components, the thermal signals of the
model will be approximated by analog event-driven
signals, which only change value at specified intervals. At
each interval boundary the temperatures will be
reevaluated based on the latest power dissipation values.
Any electrothermal effects that result from the updated
temperatures will be evaluated at the next solution point of
the continuous-time network. Finally, the thermal
component models are entirely event-driven. They are
activated when a control signal from electrothermal device
models triggers them.
In order to implement the technique described above,
some analog event-driven electrothermal device and
thermal component models were developed.

# Local declarations
state p p_last1, p_last2, p_now, pwrt
val p pwr,power
val r res
state nu count=0

3.1 Electrothermal Semiconductor Models
The electrothermal models for semiconductor devices
couple electrical and thermal networks. The electrical

# DC initialization
when (…) {
……
}
# Convert an analog signal to an
# analog event-driven signal
when(…){
……
}
values{
# Temperature-dependent property of a
#linear self-heating resistor
res=r0*(1+alpha*(tc(th)-t0))
# Calculation of power dissipation
pwr=v(p,m)**2/res
# DC algorithm
if (dc_domain) power=pwr
else power=pwrt
}
equations {
# Governing equation for a resistor
i(p->m) += v(p,m)/res
# Power dissipation sourced out of
thermal node th
p(th) -= power
}
}

Fig. 2. Template of a resistor with linear self-heating.
terminals of these models are connected to the electrical
network and their thermal terminal is connected to the
thermal network. The development of self-heating

semiconductor models using the analog technique requires
modeling the power dissipation in devices and “sourcing”
this power out of a thermal node.
In the analog event-driven modeling method, the
power dissipation is computed for active devices as before,
but the “sourcing” of the power is performed at discrete
intervals rather than continuously. The frequency of these
discrete intervals has been chosen as a function of the
number of analog solution points (e.g., one “power
sourcing” for every 10 analog time points). Furthermore,
the value of the sourced power is the instantaneous
dissipated power with one exception. The exception is that
if a local maximum power dissipation is achieved, then
this value is sourced immediately upon detection (i.e., with
a delay of one time point) independent of the fixed
interval.
There are only a few basic items that must be addressed
to implement self-heating effects in a semiconductor
model. A simplified template of a linear self-heating
resistor described in Fig. 2 outlines these items. They are
described from top to bottom as the template is listed.
However, the order of the sections (i.e., when statements,
values, equations, etc.) is arbitrary. The when statements
section are used for discrete time simulation. It contains
event-dependent assignments and scheduling. The values
section is used to define the primary algebraic
relationships in the model and variables that are to be
extracted during post-processing. In this pseudo-template,
for instance, the temperature-dependent property of the
linear self-heating resistor is implemented in the values
section. Lastly, the equations section describes the terminal
characteristics of the model. This is where, the governing
equation of the resistor and power dissipation sourced out
of thermal node is implemented.
As shown in Fig. 2, the model of linear self-heating
resistor has four nodes: two electrical nodes, one thermal
node and one state node. The electrical nodes are used to
connect electrical network and the thermal node is used to
connect thermal network. The state node is used for
controlling the temperature updates of thermal network.
3.2 Thermal Models
The thermal models are typically lumped
approximations of the heat flow through the chip, package,
or heat sink material. All materials exhibit some resistance
to heat flow as well as a capacity to store heat, expressed
by their specific heat. Therefore, thermal networks consist
mainly of thermal resistance and thermal capacitances
(representing chips, packages, heat sinks, and ambient),
together with power and temperature sources.
A psuedo-template of an event-driven thermal
capacitance is described in Fig. 3. The function of each
section is similar to that of linear self-heating resistor
described in section 3.1. The model of the thermal
capacitance has three nodes: two thermal nodes and one

# Template of thermal capacitances
# Template header and
# header declarations
template ctherm_ev th tl st = cth
# Thermal nodes
thermal_c th, tl
# State node
state nu st
# Arguments
number cth = 0.0001
# Template body
{
# Local declarations
var p pwrc
state p pwrc_last=0
state nu last_time=0
state tc deltc0
val tc deltc
# DC initialization
when (…) {
……
}
# Event-driven algorithm
when(event_on(st)) {
……
}
# DC algorithm
values{
……
}
# Governing equation for thermal
# capacitances
equations{
p(th->tl) += pwrc
pwrc:tc(th,tl)=deltc
}
}

Fig. 3. Psuedo-template of event-driven thermal
capacitance.
state node. The state node is used to connect the state
nodes of the electrothermal models. When an event is
scheduled on the state node by a semiconductor device, the
temperature of the model will be reevaluated.
The template of thermal resistance is similar to that of
thermal capacitance except for the governing equations.
3.3 Simulation
The developed event-driven electrothermal and
thermal models were simulated using the Saber simulator
[8]. The simulations were performed on a set of test
circuits. Fig. 4 is a simple test circuit. Event-driven models
and analog models are used in Figs. 4(A) and 4(B),
respectively. Node A is the connection point of thermal
models (a thermal resistance and a thermal capacitance in

Electrical
Network

Electrothermal
Network

Thermal
Network

A. Simple test circuit employing event-driven modeling

B. Simple test circuit employing continuous-time models

Fig. 4. Simple Test Circuits

this circuit) and electrothermal models (a self-heating
resistance in this circuit). Node B in Fig.4 (A) is a state
node. It functions as a control signal for triggering the
evaluation of the thermal network.
The power dissipation at node A is calculated once
every certain time points. When power dissipation is
updated, an event will be triggered on node B, and the
temperatures at node A will be reevaluated.
Both the event-driven circuit and the analog circuit in
Fig. 4 were simulated. The simulation results are compared
in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 the event-driven simulation is
run with a temperature evaluation every 5 analog solution
points. Although there is some waveform delay (about 5 µs
for this circuit) in the event-driven simulation, the percent
difference of average magnitude between the event-driven
simulation and analog simulation is only 0.0256%.
In Fig. 6, the temperature evaluation is performed
every 50 analog solution points in order to simulate steadystate thermal behavior (as opposed to instantaneous). The
waveforms illustrate this envelope response.
It is not very insightful to compare the simulation
speed for such a simple circuit as Fig. 4. The overhead of
event-driven simulation in Saber is enough to make the
event-driven results equal to or slower than the pure
analog. Future work involves investigation of larger, more
complex circuits and use of simulation technology more
adept at event-driven evaluation.

Fig. 5. Simulation Results  expanded view.

Fig. 6. Simulation Results steady- state comparison.

4. Conclusion
We have presented an event-driven modeling
technique in electrothermal effects simulation. Compared
to the analog method, the simulation results of the analog
event-driven method have been proven to be sufficiently
accurate in both instantaneous and steady-state cases.
Further, the technique allows for selective adjustment of
the accuracy at a model parameter level.
Future work includes some investigation into the
possibility of combination of two techniques
(frequency/time domain model reduction techniques and
analog event-driven modeling techniques), and
developing a method for extraction of event-driven
thermal models from layout.
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Abstract
System
design
requires
experienced
designers that use heuristics and built up
knowledge to propose a high order solution.
Behavioral models can help to formalise,
optimise and speed up this design cycle. A
design case is presented that shows how
behavioral models are used to support system
design. Models of two basic analog functions
(operational amplifier and switch) are
developed in Verilog-A and used in the design
of a 1st-order switched-capacitor low-pass
filter. This allows to find a first-order system
solution on a higher level than the fully
designed
transistor
schematic.
The
specifications of the subblocks can then rapidly
be refined into a transistor netlist by an analog
designer.
1. Introduction
Reuse of analog microelectronic building
blocks is common practice. A designer picks a
design from a previous project, performs some
minor changes to suit his actual specifications
and moves on to the next design task. Clearly a
well known and fast design cycle. However, if
the actual specifications differ too much from
the old ones or if the technology changes are
too important, the design time becomes
comparable to the case where the new design is
made from scratch.
What happens when not small building
blocks like opamps but small analog systems
have to be built such as for example a
switched-capacitor filter (Figure 1)? In this
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case, the nominal design parameters for the
operational amplifier (opamp) need to be
changed for each individual design iteration. If
the effect of a different gain-bandwidth
product, for example, on the filter output has to
be checked, a new nominal opamp design has
to be created making iterations such as this
very time consuming.

in




out



Vcommon

Figure 1 Switched-capacitor filter example

For this reason, it is good to have a highlevel behavioral model available of an opamp
to find the specifications that lead to a good
overall filter performance. When first-order
nominal specifications are obtained in this way,
then a sized transistor netlist of the opamp can
be generated that is most likely close to the
final solution.
This paper describes the Verilog-A solution
that was developed to tackle the above
mentioned design case problem. Also,
experiencesare reported of possible problems
related to the use of a behavioral language and
more specifically Verilog-A for mixed
behavioral/schematic simulations.
In section 2 an overview of the design case is
given. Section 3 covers the Verilog-A models
of the opamp and the switches. In section 4
simulation results are presented. Some more
typical simulation and modelling issues of

Verilog-A are covered in section 5 and finally
the conclusions are presented in section 6.
2. A first-order switched-capacitor lowpass filter
In Figure 1 a single-ended version of the
designed switched-capacitor (SC) filter is
drawn. The real filter (Figure 2) is a differential
implementation of this topology. A different
symbol is used for the one-transistor switches
and the passgates.

parasitic effects of the switches on the filter
performance while the other parts of the filter
can be nearly ideal (a behavioral model) or real
components.
For the case study reported in this paper, a
Miller opamp is modelled. This does not form a
hard limitation on any specification if only the
correct behavior is wanted. If additionally some
kind of circuit synthesis is desired in the form
of 1st-order design parameters such as currents
and transconductance values, this forms a
limitation. In this case, more opamps have to be
modelled. The behavioral models of the design
case are described in the next section.
3.

Behavioral models

Two models are used: one model for the
switches and one model for a Miller opamp.
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Figure 2 Schematic of fully differential
1st-order SC LPF

The design of a filter like this can be split
into different stages. The first stage, the most
creative one, covers the topology selection and
selection of the capacitor sizes. In this stage
ideal switches and an ideal opamp are used.
Next, the switches and the opamp have to be
sized to meet the required performance. Based
on experience and hand formulas high-level
specifications of the opamp are set as goal for
the transistor design. If at this point it is still
not clear whether the filter structure will work
properly, this design approach easily becomes
time consuming. To avoid iterations of the
detailed transistor design before the high-level
filter design has been completely satisfactorily,
a behavioral model for the opamp is used. This
helps to find a first-order estimate of the
specifications and allows fast trade-off studies
between different filter topologies. Also, for the
switches a behavioral model is used. This
allows a study of the impact of separate

Vss

Figure 3 Schematic of a Miller opamp

Miller opamp model
The schematic of a two-stage Millercompensated opamp is well documented in the
literature (e.g. [1]) and is repeated in Figure 3.
First a selection of desired high-level
parameters and model capabilities has to be
made. This is always a trade-off between model
detail and exact SPICE-like behavior on the
one hand, and generality and modeldevelopment time on the other hand. As a
general rule it is good not to forget that the aim
of the model is to decrease the design cycle
time and not to make the actual design. Firstorder system simulation is the goal and thus the
simpler the model the better.
The high-level parameters selected are: gainbandwidth (GBW), gain, slew-rate (SR), total
integrated output white noise, phase margin

(PM), input referred offset (Vos), capacitive
load (CL) and resistive load (RL). Extra
capability of the model is to generate noise at
the in/outputs during a noise analysis. The user
defines the white noise power level as one of
the input specifications and can optionally
specify a corner frequency.
To obtain the correct AC behavior the core
of the behavioral model is the well known
small-signal model of the Miller opamp as
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Small-signal model of Miller opamp

The component values are calculated from
the high-level parameters during the “initial
block” of the Verilog-A model. This implies a
certain rough sizing of the opamp which is
achieved by following some kind of design
plan, that is specific to the topology used here.
For the noise analysis the same AC model is
used. During a transient simulation, however,
many effects come into consideration that are
unimportant for the AC simulation. These
effects are slewing and clipping effects
combined with nonlinear transistor effects. The
differences are programmed in specific “AC”
and “TRAN” conditional simulation blocks.
Slewing is taken into account by simply
limiting the current in each stage. For example,
slewing in the input differential pair is limited
by the tail current. Combined with the typical
tanh form of the differential output current a
full non-ideal 1st-order current behavior is put
into the model. The current through the output
amplifying stage also has to be modelled in
more detail. The constant current-source
current is combined with the quadratic voltagecurrent behavior of the amplifying transistor
Mout. Depending on the voltage of node v1,
these currents are then combined to obtain the
total differential output current. Expressed in a
formula, the output AC-current is a
combination of the DC-current Iout and:

( )

2

( )
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2 ⋅ v1 ⋅ Iout
2
2


Iout ⋅
+
(VGS − VT )out
 (VGS − VT )out 



(1)

Switching between different combinations
occurs when (v1/2) crosses (VGS-VT)out or when
one of the amplifying transistors is switched
off.
Clipping has to occur on both (internal)
nodes and these are separate effects. The
clipping on node v2, which is not equal to the
output nodes (see below), is the most obvious
effect since the outputs can not be smaller or
larger than the supply voltages. Clipping has to
be considered separately for each output
because this depends on the output commonmode voltage. This clipping can be made more
accurate by including the effect of the output
transistors going into their linear region of
operation. The output clipping is realized by
introducing a voltage-driven voltage source or
by copying the v2 voltage. This is necessary to
avoid local feedback and to avoid interaction
between the circuitry connecting to the model
and the wanted model behavior. This will be
explained in more detail later.
v1 or v2
vdd

A lag between
switching
t
Monitor only
the first point!

Figure 5 Large-signal clipping behavior

The clipping on the internal node v1 is less
obvious, but is needed with respect to transient
behavior for large input signals or for switching
behavior (e.g. digital input signals). Figure 5
shows that for a large input signal, the voltage
on node v1 can become very large, depending
on many factors such as for example the gain
required by the user. The output at node v2 in
this example is clipped at Vdd. When the input
voltage is switched, it takes some time before
v2 dives under Vdd and hence before the
output starts changing. This delay is not correct
and must be eliminated. When the absolute
voltage at node v2 becomes larger than twice

the supply voltage, a counter current is injected
into node v1. Note that sensing the voltage at
node v1 and injecting a counter current is not a
good solution. This will lead to an
unpredictable voltage level at node v1. This is
true in general. Every time feedback is used,
one has to check for correct voltage levels and
take into account that simulation time will
increase, sometimes even tremendously.

Figure 6 Transient simulation of the 1st-order
SC LP filter (full transistor schematic)

Finally the interaction with the surrounding
circuitry has to be modelled. Specifically for
the case of a SC filter where glitches coming
from the switches are present (Figure 6). It is
important to keep in mind that any element
present in the behavioral model is translated by
the simulator into the total system matrix. For a
correct behavior, independent of the
surrounding circuitry and with a correct user
provided load, this means that some decoupling
with a voltage-controlled source has to be
foreseen. A controlled voltage source overrules
voltage glitches at the output, hence a
controlled current source with a parallel resistor
is used. If the parallel resistor equals RL, the
output impedance of the opamp as seen by the
surrounding circuitry is correct.

Figure 7 Transient simulation of the SC LPF
with a behavioral opamp

To make sure that the typical common-mode
glitches are attenuated by the common-mode

feedback loop present in the full opamp circuit,
the common-mode output voltage must be fed
back to node v2. In Figure 7 the result of a
transient simulation of the total filter using the
behavioral opamp model is shown. The result
resembles the full transistor schematic
simulation result (Figure 6) very well.
Switch model
The switch is modelled with three extra nonideal effects compared to an ideal model. The
ideal model, that can readily be found in
literature (e.g. [2]), sets the voltage across the
switch to zero when it is closed. When the
switch is opened, the current through the switch
is set to zero. The three effects included in our
model are:
- control-signal feedthrough
- signal-dependent opening/closing
- a channel resistance
Modelling a channel resistance introduces an
important difference compared to the ideal
model. Now a continuously varying channel
resistance value, within one state of the switch,
is abruptly changed to another value when the
state changes. This is a discontinuity and has to
be taken care of in the model in order to ensure
convergence during simulation. The most
straightforward solution is to use the
“transition” operator of Verilog-A. However,
due to the specific implementation of this
operator, the simulation is slowed down
enormously. A possible solution implemented
in the model is to send the resistance through a
low-pass RC filter and to use the output as the
effective channel resistance. Although still
slowing down the simulation, the time loss is
smaller.
Some other remarks concern the DC
convergence of the switch model. For the
simulator to find a DC solution in all situations,
including for example a purely capacitive
output, the output of the switch has to be given
an initial value. A good initial value is to equal
the output voltage to the input voltage or to
state in the model code that the voltage
difference between input and output is zero:
V(out, in) < + 0.0;

(2)

This however introduces in the system matrix a
short connection between the input and output.
The solution is to “probe” the input voltage and
to set the output voltage equal to it:
V(out) < + V(in);

(3)

Using this solution for DC convergence means
that the direction in which the switch is
inserted into the circuit matters. This solution
only works when the input is a known DC
voltage. Since always one side of the switch in
our SC circuit fulfills this requirement, flipping
the switch solves the problem without altering
the transient behavior.
4.

Switched-capacitor simulations

The opamp and switch behavioral models are
now used in the selected SC filter topology.
Typical specifications are a minimal spurious
free dynamic range (SFDR) and a maximal
clock tone at the clock frequency for a given
input signal. In Table 1 an overview of the
simulated values is given.
Table 1 overview of filter simulation results
Simulation
results
Full
schematic
Beh.opamp
Beh.passg.
and opamp
Beh.passg.
Full behav.

SFDR [dB]

Clock tone
[dB]

Simulation
time

75.9

42

100%

71.7

41.2

84%

72.3

42.1

164%

80.5
71

41.4
41.8

154%
169%

A distinction is made between passgate
switches that transmit the signal and other
switches that are always resetting voltages to
the same reference voltage (see Figure 2). The
resulting values using behavioral models are
close to the full schematic results (within 10%).
This is acceptable for a 1st-order high-level
design approach. Making a detailed opamp
design using the obtained high-level parameters
is the next step from here. Note also that
emphasis must go to a gain in overall design
time and not in simulation time. As a matter of
fact, the behavioral models simulate up to 70%
slower.

To check the sensitivity of the approach, a
behavioral opamp was used with a GBW 5
times smaller than the GBW used in the
simulation examples of Table 1. The result was
a decrease (as expected ) in SFDR to 61dB.
5.

High-level design using Verilog-A

Some general remarks related to the use of
Verilog-A as a high-level design aid are
provided here. They were encountered during
the SC design case but can be generalized. For
making a high-level model, 2 approaches are
possible. The first is making a hierarchical
behavioral model using the different models as
subblocks. However, in CADENCE the
parameters of the subblocks have to be
available at compile time and cannot be set any
more during runtime in for example the initial
block. In the Verilog-A language reference
manual a command (defparams) to handle this
problem is defined but it is at this time not yet
implemented in SPECTRE. The second
approach is putting into a schematic all the
different behavioral subblocks. However, when
working with separate modules, it is common
to obtain a rigid loop of voltage sources for the
DC solution and hence convergence problems.
Certainly with switches present, this is a
regular problem. This can easily be tackled by
introducing 1m  UHVLVWRUV LQ WKH EUDQFKHV
where the problem occurs.
When comparing a hardware description
language to for example a scripting language as
MatlabTM for use as a high-level design
environment, it is the author’s belief that a
HDL offers many more opportunities. The
biggest one being of course the possibility to
mix transistors with idealized modules.
However, the problem is that debugging is very
cumbersome. Cryptic error messages such as
“arithmetic exception” or completely wrong
results are common (at least in the current
Verilog-A implementation) and ask a skilled
language knowledge that most designers don’t
have the dedication and time to develop.

6.

Conclusions

Behavioral models of an operational
amplifier and a switch have been developed
and implemented in Verilog-A, and used to
find a first-order estimation of the subblock
specifications of a switched-capacitor filter.
The differences in the simulation results using
the behavioral models or the fully designed
filter are never larger than 10%. After this first
design cycle, the specifications of the opamp
can be refined into a fully sized transistor
netlist. The net gain is a reduced overall design
time, certainly when different topology solution
trade-offs are included in the design.
Throughout the paper attention is given to
encountered problems related to the use of
Verilog-A for modeling and mixed behavioral/
schematic simulations.
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DC characteristics of a Real Diode

Half-wave Rectifier Transient Characteristics
Voltage across Secondary transformer(Vls), Output Voltage(Vout)
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Abstract

This article introduces the concept of combining both
form (CAD models) and behavior (simulation models) of
mechatronic system components into component objects.
By composing these component objects, designers
automatically create a virtual prototype of the system they
are designing. This virtual prototype, in turn, can provide
immediate feedback about design decisions by evaluating
whether the functional requirements are met in simulation.
To achieve the composition of behavioral models, we
introduce a port-based modeling paradigm where systems
consist of component objects and interactions between
component objects. To maintain the consistency between
the form and behavior of component objects, we introduce
parametric relations between these two descriptions. In
addition, we develop algorithms that determine the type and
parameter values of the interaction models; these models
depend on the form of both components that are interacting.
The composable simulation environment has been
implemented as a distributed system in Java and C++,
enabling multiple users to collaborate on the design of a
single system.
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1

Introduction and Motivation

Because of the intense competition in the current
global economy, successful companies must react quickly
to changing trends in the market place. For example, the
need for a new product can be triggered by the introduction
of new technologies, changes in customer demands, or
fluctuations in the cost of basic materials and commodities.
To capitalize on these imbalances in the market, a company
must conceive, design, and manufacture new products
quickly and inexpensively. Because the design process
consumes a significant portion of the total development
time, a shorter design cycle provides a distinct competitive
advantage.
The design cycle can be shortened significantly
through virtual prototyping. A virtual prototype enables the
designers to test whether the design specifications are met
by performing simulations rather than physical

experiments; a physical prototype is only needed for final
testing. Not only does virtual prototyping make design
verification faster and less expensive, it provides the
designer with immediate feedback on design decisions.
This in turn promises a more comprehensive exploration of
design alternatives and a better performing final design. To
fully exploit the advantages of virtual prototyping,
however, simulation models have to be accurate and easy to
create.
Virtual prototypes need to model the behavior of the
equivalent physical prototype accurately; otherwise, the
predicted behavior does not match the actual behavior
resulting in poor design decisions. But creating accurate
models is a hard problem. Only recently has computing
performance reached a level where high fidelity simulation
models are economically viable. For instance, it is now
feasible to evaluate dynamic simulations of finite element
models for crack propagation.
Equally important to accuracy is the requirement that
simulation models be easy to create. Creating high-fidelity
simulation models is a complex activity that can be quite
time-consuming.
To take full advantage of virtual
prototyping, it is necessary to develop a modeling paradigm
that supports model reuse, that is integrated with the design
environment, and that provides a simple and intuitive
interface which requires a minimum of analysis expertise.
This paper introduces such a paradigm, composable
simulation, which is based on model composition from
system components.

2

Composable Simulations

To provide better support for simulation-based design
of mechatronic systems, we have developed a modeling and
design paradigm based on composition. A wide variety of
products, ranging from consumer electronics to cars,
contain mostly off-the-shelve components and components
reused from previous design generations; for instance, in
cars, the portion of completely new components is often
less than twenty percent. As a result, the design of such
systems consists primarily of the configuration or assembly
of existing components.
The modeling of such systems can also be viewed as
composition. We can obtain a system level simulation

model, by combining the component models with the
models that define the interactions between the
components. Assuming that the models for individual
components already exist in a component library, and that
the physics of the interactions between the components
have been modeled in a library of interaction models, a
system level simulation model can be generated through the
composition of existing component and interaction models.
To take advantage of the parallelism between the
design and modeling activities— both consist of the
composition of system components— we have developed a
modeling and design framework in which the form and the
behavior of a component are combined into a single
component object. By composing component objects into
systems, a designer simultaneously designs and models new
artifacts. This is already common practice in electrical
CAD software; when creating a chip layout, the
instantiation of a transistor or logic gate creates the
geometry for the silicon layers as well as the corresponding
simulation model.
In mechanical CAD, the integration between design
and simulation is not as common. For purely mechanical
systems, most commercial CAD packages do provide an
optional module for multi-body simulation, but these
modules lack sufficient support for multi-disciplinary
systems.
Our goal is to extend this design paradigm to
multidisciplinary
systems,
specifically
mechatronic
systems.
The traditional design approach for
multidisciplinary systems has been a sequential design-bydiscipline approach: First design the mechanical system,
than the sensors and actuators, and finally the control
system [16]. This approach imposes artificial constraints
by fixing the design at various points in the design
sequence. In mechatronic design, on the other hand,
synergy between the different disciplines is achieved by
designing all disciplines concurrently. To evaluate whether
a mechatronic design prototype meets the design
specifications, the designer must consider the component
interactions in all energy domains.
This would be
prohibitively expensive without the intensive use of
simulation.
Existing simulation tools for multidisciplinary systems
are very general, stand-alone tools that are not integrated
with the design environment. The main goal of the
simulation and design environment that we have developed
is to support multidisciplinary simulation-based design
within an integrated software environment. Specifically,
the framework has the following characteristics, which we
will address in detail in the subsequent sections:
A port-based modeling paradigm:
To take
advantage of the compositional nature of both design and
modeling of mechatronic systems, we have developed a
port-based modeling paradigm in which the user can
compose system-level simulations from component models.
By connecting the ports of the subcomponents, the user
defines the interactions between them. In Section 4, we
will describe the port-based modeling paradigm in more
detail.

Simulation integrated with CAD: The building
blocks in our simulation and design environment are
component objects; they describe both the form and the
behavior of system components. In Section 5, we describe
how the CAD description of the form may be used to
extract the lumped parameters of the behavioral models. In
addition, we have developed algorithms that instantiate
models of mechanical interactions based on the form of the
interacting components.

3

Related Work

3.1 Simulation-based Design
Many companies are resorting to simulation tools to
improve their design process. A well-publicized example
of virtual prototyping is the design of the Boeing 777
airplane. Boeing switched from a paper-based design
process to a fully digital representation, allowing them to
perform performance analysis (using CFD software) and
assemblability analysis without the need for building
physical prototypes. This resulted in a significantly shorter
design and testing period. A similar all-digital approach is
being adopted by car manufacturers.
Although the success of simulation-based design has
already been demonstrated commercially, many unresolved
research issues remain to be addressed. Ongoing research
includes model validation [1], automatic meshing and
model creation [22], integration of simulation engines in
different domains [21], architectures for collaboration [9],
and visualization using virtual reality technology [4]. In this
paper, we focus on simplifying the process of model
creation, by integrating form and behavior into component
objects.
Our approach is based on the characterization of a
design prototype by its form, function, and behavior [14].
The form is a description of the physical embodiment of an
artifact, while function is the purpose of the artifact— the
behavior that the designer intended to achieve. As is
illustrated in Figure 1, the actual behavior does not depend
on the function, but only on the form. During design or
synthesis, we transform function into form, while, during

Component
Object
Synthesis

Form
Function

Behavior

Analysis

Figure 1. Encapsulation of form and behavior in a
component.

design verification, we derive the behavior from the form
and verify whether this behavior matches the function. In
the context of virtual prototyping, the behavior is described
by mathematical models and design verification is achieved
by performing simulation experiments with these models.

3.2 Multibody Simulation
Baraff [2] used algorithmic methods to simulate the
mechanical dynamics of multi-body systems with
constraints. Such an approach involves setting up the
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that govern the
dynamics of the multi-body system, and solving them using
variable step numerical methods. Our framework extends
this approach by allowing for the composition of models, or
hierarchical systems, and for the easy definition of joint
constraints. Orlandea et al. [12, 13] showed that springs and
dampers could be modeled using sparse systems of linear
equations. This work was subsequently incorporated in the
ADAMS system [11]. However, unlike ADAMS, our
framework can automatically derive the behavioral models
of the components from the geometry.

3.3 Parameter Extraction from CAD
Techniques have been developed to predict the
instantaneous degrees of freedom from the CAD models of
parts composed of polygonal planar faces [10]. These
techniques handle only parts with planar faces; most
mechatronic devices have curved parts. When curved parts
are approximated as piecewise planar parts, erroneous
results are likely. In previous work [17, 18], we reason
about the degrees of freedom at each joint, based on surface
mating constraints that are in turn obtained from analyzing
the nature of body-to-body contact. We obtain a set of
properties that must be satisfied by a general contact
surface in order to obtain linear models. We describe a
method by which the space of allowable motions in the
device can be described concisely.

4

Port-Based Modeling Paradigm

To achieve composability of behavioral models, we
have developed a port-based modeling paradigm. This
paradigm is based on two concepts: ports and connections
[5].
Ports correspond to the points where a component
exchanges energy with the environment - one port for each
separate interaction point. The interactions between
components are represented by connections between ports.
Each connection imposes algebraic constraints on the port
variables. These constraints are the equivalents of the
Kirchoff voltage and current laws in electrical circuits. One
type of constraint requires that the across variables be
equal, the other that the sum of the through variables be
zero.
As a reflection of the underlying physics, both
connections and ports are undirected. In mathematical
terms, this requires that the components and connections be
modeled as declarative equations rather than assignments.

Many recent simulation languages are declarative,
including Modelica [7], VHDL-AMS [8], and Dymola [6];
SimuLink [20], on the other hand, is procedural.
All the ports combined form the interface of the model.
This interface defines how the component can interact with
the other components in the system, but does not contain
any information about the internal behavior of the
component.
Instead, the interface encapsulates the
implementation of the model, which defines the internal
behavior of the component
The port-based modeling paradigm cannot be applied
to all systems; it is limited to systems with lumped
interactions. When an interaction is distributed in nature, as
between a boat and the water on which it floats, it must be
approximated by a large number of lumped interactions.
The internal model of a component, however, may still be
distributed.
Consider, for example, a flexible beam
attached to a structure by its two ends. A finite element
model may describe the internal behavior of the beam, but
the interaction with the structure can still be captured with
only two ports. For mechatronic systems, the primary
interactions between components tend to be lumped, so that
the port-based modeling paradigm is applicable. Only
when very detailed models are required, may we have to
consider phenomena, such as thermal interactions, that are
distributed in nature.
We have implemented the port-based modeling
approach for the electrical, mechanical, and signal domains
[5, 19]. This paper focuses on the mechanical behavior.

5

Mechanical Behavioral Modeling

The mechanical behavior of a three dimensional rigid
body is completely described by the position and
orientation of the body (across variables), and the forces
and torques acting on the body (through variables). Since a
rigid body component has only one set of across and
through variables, it has a single mechanical port. A
common behavioral model for a rigid body is the NewtonEuler model that relates the across and the through
variables of the port. This model is parameterized by a
point mass at the center of gravity and an inertia tensor that
captures the mass distribution. All positions and
orientations of the body are expressed relative to a global
frame of reference.
A rigid body in a multi-body system is constrained in
its motion by other rigid bodies. The constraint is imposed
on the port variables of the bodies and is represented by a
joint component with two ports. The behavioral model of
the joint component relates the variables of the two ports
and captures a kinematic or dynamic relationship between
the rigid body components. The joint types that are
currently supported include the lower pairs, gear pairs and
rack-and-pinion.
Two rigid body models are never connected directly to
each other; they are connected through a joint component.
When the port on a mass component is connected to a port
on a joint component, a node is implicitly created, and the
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consistent with the corresponding form descriptions as
represented by a CAD model.
We distinguish between two different types of
behavioral models: models representing physical
components, and models representing interactions between
components. Examples of physical components are motors,
screws, shafts, or controllers. Their component objects
contain a description of both form and behavior.
Interaction models, on the other hand, do not have any
associated form. Yet, their model parameters can be
extracted from the form of the two interacting components.
Examples of interaction models are lower pairs that result
from surface-to-surface mechanical contact, contact
resistance in an electrical switch, or magnetic forces
between two magnets.

Component Model

Parameters =
Lookup(XYZ)

6.1 Form and Behavior of Component Objects

Figure 2: The relation between form and behavior
parameters.
two ports are connected to this node. A node introduces the
following connection constraints:
v
v
v
p A = p B = K = pi
(1)
R A = RB = K = Ri
and

v

v

∑ F =0
v v
∑ τ =0
i

i

(2)

i

i

where

pi , Ri , {
F ,τ
1
23 i i
across

are the mechanical port variables

through

for mass i.
In a joint component model, the two ports of the joint are
related through an algebraic or a differential-algebraic
equation. A rigid joint, for instance, would define a constant
transform between the positions of the two ports. A revolute
joint has a single degree of freedom— a pure rotation about
an axis. Written in the homogeneous transform notation, we
have:
F1

TF2 = RK (θ )

(3)

where RK (θ ) is the rotation transform about the rotation

[

]

axis Aˆ = k x , k y , k z .

6

Relation between Behavior and Form

Composable simulations are based on the concept of
component objects that combine form and behavior. By
composing component objects into systems, a designer
simultaneously designs and models new artifacts. The
previous two sections introduced a modular modeling
paradigm that supports such composition. In this section,
we focus on guaranteeing that these behavioral models are

A component object contains a description of the form
of the component as well as a model describing its
behavior. Ideally, behavioral models are generated from
the form automatically.
This requires combining
information about geometry and materials with knowledge
of the physical phenomena occurring in the component.
Creating such models automatically is too difficult in the
general case, but can be achieved for certain classes or
families of components. For example, the mechanical
behavior of the set of rigid bodies with homogeneous
material properties is completely defined by the mass and
inertial parameters, as is shown in Figure 2. These rigid
bodies are so common in mechatronic systems, that it
makes sense to develop a procedure that computes the
inertial parameters from the density and the geometry of the
component, as defined in a CAD model. As a result, the
behavior models of homogeneous rigid bodies can be
derived automatically for any material and arbitrary
geometry.
Besides rigid bodies, we can automatically generate
behavioral models for parametric models. In a parametric
CAD model, the designer establishes relationships between
certain geometric dimensions or parameters. As a result,
the form is completely defined by a limited set of
characteristic parameters or features. Behavioral models
also contain parameters, which, in turn, can be related to the
CAD parameters. These relations can be simple, as in the
rigid body example, or can be quite complicated, as for a
hydraulic pipe. As is illustrated in Figure 2, the flow
resistance of the pipe depends on its length, diameter, and
bending radii. Although these dimensions may not be
defined explicitly in the CAD model, they can be extracted
through parametric relations captured as procedures [3, 15].
Finally, one can consider the case in which both
geometric and behavioral parameters are determined
through a lookup table. For instance, given the model type
of a DC motor, a lookup table provides all the parameters
for a detailed behavioral model. Similarly, a parametric
CAD model is instantiated from parameter values in the
lookup table. What makes this example significantly
different from the previous example is that there may not be
any direct relation between the geometric parameters and

the behavioral parameters. The geometry may simply be a
high-level abstraction of the DC-motor, capturing only the
external geometry through which the motor can interact
with other components.
These simplified geometric
representations of the form no longer contain any relevant
information from which an internal behavioral model can
be extracted.

6.2 Form and Behavior of Component
Interactions
In addition to the behavioral models of component
objects, systems include models describing the interactions
between component objects. For each pair of interacting
component objects, there is an interaction model that relates
the port variables of the two objects to each other.
Any interaction in any energy domain requires an
interaction model. However, for the electrical domain, the
interaction model is usually very simple. An electrical
connection between two components is modeled
sufficiently accurately by constraining the voltage at the
two connecting ports to be equal and the current through
them to add to zero. Because this interaction model is so
common, we allow it to be omitted in our modeling
paradigm, as is shown in Figure 3. In the mechanical
domain, the equivalent default model is rarely appropriate.
Even when connecting two components rigidly, their
reference frame is usually in a different location so that a
model representing the coordinate transformation is needed.
Besides rigid connections, other common mechanical
interaction models are the lower pair kinematic constraints.
We have developed algorithms to extract the type and
parameters of a lower pair from the geometry of the
interacting components [19].
Previously, kinematic analysis was limited to parts
with only planar faces [10]. Since most engineering
devices contain curved surfaces, these analyses either did
not apply or failed to recognize certain degrees of freedom
when approximating the curved faces with polygonal facets.
In our work [17, 18], we have extended these results to
curved contacts, as is shown in Figure 4. When two rigid
parts share a surface-to-surface contact, every contact point
is subject to a non-penetration condition. This condition
requires that the instantaneous velocity between the two
bodies does not have a component in the direction opposite
to the surface normal at the contact point. We write this
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Figure 3: Interactions between system components.
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Figure 4: Extracting the type and parameters for
lower pair interaction models.
condition as a linear inequality of the form:

r r r r
(v + ω ×r ) •n ≥ 0 ,

(4)

r
r
where v and ω are the relative translational and angular
r
velocities between the two bodies, r is the position of the
r
point, and n is the normal to the contact surface. Imposing
Equation (4) at every point on the contact surface is
equivalent to imposing the constraint at the vertices of the
convex hull. Therefore, the analysis results in a linear
relationship of the form:

r
v 
J assembly  r ≥ 0 ,
ω 

(5)

where each row of Jassembly represents a non-penetration
constraint, as in Equation (4). From the properties of the
Jassembly matrix, we can determine the kinematic constraints
between two interacting component objects. For example,
the basis vectors of the nullspace of Jassembly define the
contact-preserving degrees of freedom.
Our method can infer behavior from devices with
curved geometry, while at the same time resolving global,
multi-part interactions. We have developed procedures that
derive the Jassembly matrix directly from the CAD models,
and from it determine the type and parameters of the
interaction models.
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Conclusions

To support simulation-based design, we have
developed a design environment in which design and
modeling are tightly integrated. This integration is based
on component objects that combine descriptions of both
form and behavior of system components. By composing
component objects into systems, the design team
simultaneously designs and models new artifacts. To
enable this composition, we have developed a modular
port-based modeling paradigm. The integration between

form and behavior is further enhanced by defining
relationships between CAD and behavioral parameters. To
extract the parameters of interaction models from the form
of interacting components, we have developed procedures
that automatically determine the type and parameters of
lower pair mechanical interactions. We instantiate
parameterized VHDL-AMS behavioral models for rigid
bodies and the interactions between rigid bodies in a multibody system.
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Abstract
This paper describes a table-based behavioral modeling
method and an efficient transient simulation method for
oversampled MEMS systems. A system is represented by
a set of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
numerically described by table-based macromodels.
Cubic spline interpolation is used to evaluate the model
functions. The instant settling approximation and the
explicit ODE solver are employed to enable efficient
transient simulation. These methods are used to simulate a delta-sigma MEMS accelerometer and demonstrate high simulation efficiency.

1. Introduction
The development of micro fabrication technology have
enabled the integration of miniaturized sensors and actuators with analog and digital circuits to create microelectro-mechanical systems (MEMS). Complex systems
consisting of multiple sensors, actuators and electronics
have been developed. Many systems employ closedloop feedback control to enhance performance. Digital
or analog sampled-data circuits are often used in closedloop systems so that more accurate and complex control
algorithms can be implemented. These clocked MEMS
systems are usually over sampled and clocked at frequencies much higher than the bandwidth of transducer
dynamics to offer high control bandwidth, track the high
frequency modes and reduce the quantization noise.
Two examples of the oversampled MEMS systems are
digital output sensors using delta-sigma modulation [1,
2] and MEMS actuators with digital servo. For oversampled systems, the study of system dynamics requires
long, in many cases, clock by clock transient simulation
to collect a large number of data.
MEMS systems typically consist of multiple micro
devices in multiple physical domains. The simulation of
single-domain characteristics of micro devices is usually
performed by solving partial differential equations
(PDE) with geometry-related boundary conditions.
Examples of device-level single-domain simulators

include mechanical and thermomechanical simulators
based on finite element analysis (FEA), capacitance
simulators using finite difference method (FDM) or
boundary element method (BEM), and simulators for
fluid, electromagnetic field and semiconductor devices.
Device-level coupled-domain simulations and dynamic
simulations are very costly in computation and currently
under intensive research.
For complex systems consisting of multiple components, system-level simulation using behavioral representations of devices, is a more efficient way to study
the system dynamics, specially when the transducers are
integrated with electronics. In recent years, behavioral
macromodels have been created for a variety of micro
devices. Based on libraries of macromodels, several system-level MEMS simulators have been developed.
These simulators use circuit simulators such as SPICE,
or general-purpose simulation tools such as MATLAB,
to solve the system equations. Accordingly, the macromodels are represented either in the form of lumped network elements, or in the form of analytical ordinary
differential equations (ODE). There are two limitations
in these simulation tools. First, the accuracy of the simulation is limited by the systematic model errors of the
macromodels. Second, since these tools relies on host
simulators to solve the system equations, it is difficult
for them to exploit certain properties of the systems to
improve the simulation efficiency.
In this paper, a behavioral modeling technique and a
system-level simulation technique are described that
efficiently model and simulate oversampled complex
MEMS systems. A table-based modeling approach [3] is
introduced in which models are built on numerical data
acquired by device-level simulations, and are evaluated
by cubic spline interpolation [6]. Therefore, both the
need to derive analytical functions and systematic model
errors are eliminated. The main advantage of this
approach is that the macromodels are constructed
directly from sets of numerical data without the knowledge of the underlying physics, therefore, the model

extraction can be easily automated. Furthermore, an
automated simulation flow then can be constructed with
individual device-level simulations, the table-based
model extraction and the system-level simulation. The
simulation technique is targeted to oversampled MEMS
systems in which some parts of the systems can be
treated as discrete-time systems. By exploiting the oversampling property, these systems can be simulated by
solving differential equations using clock-driven explicit
ODE solvers under instant settling approximation [4],
which results in significant improvement in simulation
speed.

2. Table-Based Behavioral Modeling
Many continuum physical systems are described by partial differential equations (PDE) of spatial and temporal
variables. For complex systems involving multiple physical domains, it is often impossible to dynamically solve
the large sets of PDEs of different characteristics. To
study complex systems, the systems are partitioned into
lightly coupled components. As the separation of spatial
variables and temporal variable can often be applied to
these components, we are able to simulate the individual
components by solving time-independent PDEs at much
lower computational cost and then represent the components by nonlinear ordinary differential equations
(ODE). The system description is then reduced to a set
of coupled ordinary differential equations. With the spatial variables and geometry-related boundary conditions
removed from the system description, the dynamic simulations of the systems is realized by solving initial
value problems of ODEs, which can be done much more
efficiently than solving PDEs. Specifically, with behavioral modeling, a system is divided into several large
components, and each component is represented by loworder macromodel, hence, a relatively small set of coupled ODEs are obtained, which enables more efficient
yet less accurate simulations.
The behavior of a MEMS device or a MEMS system is
described by a set of ODEs in the following form:
ẋ ( t ) = f ( x ( t ), u ( t ), t )
y ( t ) = g ( x ( t ), u ( t ), t )

(1)

where u is the input vector, x represents the vector of
state variables, y is the output vector, function f gives the
derivative vector, and g is the output function. For each
device, the functions f and g are represented by a set of
model functions obtained from device-level simulations
or experimental measurements. In many cases, the
model functions of MEMS transducers are time invariant, therefore, can be constructed based on static simulations that use methods such as FEA, FDM and BEM, to
solve time-independent PDEs with geometry-related

boundary conditions. For electronic circuits, macromodels can be built based on circuit simulations. For a system, as the system is represented by an interconnected
set of macromodels, the system behavior is described by
a collection of model equations of all components,
which is a set of coupled ordinary differential equations.
Traditionally, the macromodels are represented either in
the form of lumped electrical network elements or
directly by analytical functions and equations. These
models are usually in functional forms with some physical meanings. The model parameters are estimated by
fitting simulated or measured data. And correction terms
are occasionally added to take some second-order
effects into account. It is sometimes difficult to construct
a good analytical model. The model errors of analytical
models will cause systematic and global inaccuracies in
system-level simulation. And more accurate models
often result in complex functional forms which make
both the model parameter estimation and the model
evaluation during the simulation more expensive in
computation. Finally, it is worthwhile to point out that,
although an analytical model is valuable for designing
the device, it is not necessary for simulating the system.
An alternative approach is to represent the coupled
ODEs in a numerical form by using table-based models.
Numerical models of single-domain device characteristics, in the form of tables, are built on the data acquired
by single-domain simulations or experimental measurements. In this approach, only the order and the form of
the ODE, and the state variables need to be determined,
the model functions are directly described by sets of
numerical data organized in tables. Therefore, the difficulties in deriving analytical functions and the systematic model errors are eliminated altogether. And some
nonlinear behaviors that are difficult to describe by analytical functions, such as hysteresis, can be easily represented in tabular form. The construction of these tablebased models requires no knowledge of the underlying
physics, no human intervention, and considerably less
computation than analytical model parameter estimation. The numerical model extraction can be easily automated and be built into general simulation flows as the
bridge between the device-level simulation and the system-level simulation.
In this work, the table-based model functions are evaluated by performing multi-dimensional cubic spline
interpolations [6]. The cubic spline interpolation is a
method that interpolates functions with localized cubic
polynomials and globally determined second derivatives
to ensure smooth first derivatives and continuous second
derivatives everywhere. For simplicity, let us consider

an one-dimensional cubic spline interpolation problem.
The function value y at variable value x between xi and
xi+1 is computed by a cubic polynomial,
y = ay i + by i + 1 + cy′′ i + d y′′ i + 1
xi + 1 – x
a = ---------------------xi + 1 – xi
x – xi
b = ---------------------xi + 1 – xi
2
1 3
c = --- ( a – a ) ( x i + 1 – x i )
6

In this work, the tables of the first and second derivatives are computed in the preprocessing phase of each
simulation. The first derivatives are used to solve nonlinear equations to get the initial operating points. They
may also be used by implicit solvers to solve the differential equations [6]. The second derivatives are used by
the interpolation routine to evaluate the model functions.
The derivative tables can also be established as a part of
the models during the model extraction.

3. Efficient Transient Simulation
(2)

2
1 3
d = --- ( b – b ) ( x i + 1 – x i )
6

As shown in the equation, the second derivatives of the
functions must be pre-computed and stored before interpolation. The calculation of the second derivatives is
called spline construction. Spline interpolation is well
known to have good smoothness and stability property.
Because of the low order of the interpolation polynomials, evaluating functions by spline interpolation is faster
than evaluating many analytical functions. One may
argue that extra efforts are needed to locate the interpolation intervals. However, since most functions vary
continuously, the data in two consecutive simulation
steps, in most cases, will fall in the same interpolation
interval or in the neighboring intervals. Thus, locating
the interpolation intervals gives very little overhead in
simulation. The second derivatives are calculated by
solving a set of linear equations and the equation matrix
is tridiagonal, therefore, a list of all second derivatives
can be computed efficiently in O(n) operations.
For functions with multiple variables, the computational
complexity of spline interpolation increases with the
number of variables. For example, to interpolate a twovariable function with n tabulated values for one variable and m tabulated values for the other variable, m
interpolating operations are first performed on the n tabulated values to calculate the intermediate function values, then a list of m 2rd derivatives are computed, and
finally another interpolating operation is used get the
function value. Thus, unlike in one-dimensional interpolation problems, the spline construction now must be
performed dynamically during the simulation. Since the
reason for the second derivatives to be determined globally is to ensure the interpolation stability to avoid
excessive errors, it is often not necessary to construct the
spline across the whole table. Therefore, for multi-variable problems, the increase of computational complexity can be reduced by limiting the spline construction
and spline interpolation in a fraction of the entire table
surrounding the interpolation point.

Many MEMS systems employ feedback. For closedloop systems, digital circuits such as digital signal processors (DSP) and analog sampled-data circuits such as
switched capacitor (SC) filters are often used due to
their advantages in accuracy and programmability. Several delta-sigma digital output sensors using SC circuits
have been reported [1, 2]. And the advancement of
DSPs makes it very attractive for the control of MEMS
transducers. These clocked systems are often also over
sampled, which means the system is clocked at a frequency much higher than the bandwidth of the transducers, in order to provide larger control bandwidth, to
control the high-frequency modes, and to reduce the
quantization noise. Because of oversampling, the measurement of the system performance requires long transient simulations of many clock cycles to collect large
number of sample data. The efficiency of the simulation
is extremely important for this type of systems, which is
the subject of our investigation.
Time-domain simulation is to solve the initial value
problems for coupled ODEs by numerical integration.
The major challenge in simulating an oversampled system is that the system is a multi-rate system with the
transducers and the clocked control electronics operated
at very different frequencies. Nevertheless, several properties of oversampled MEMS systems can be exploited
to improve the simulation efficiency. First, the system
dynamics is dominated by the transducers and the frontend electronics, while the inner-clock behaviors and settling properties of the clocked control electronics having
very little impacts. Second, the system is over sampled
so that the clock frequency is much higher than the
transducer bandwidth. It is not necessary to accurately
simulate the clocked circuit components, such as SC filters and DSPs, within each clock period. Instead, they
can be modeled as discrete-time systems by instant settling approximation [4]. The instant settling approximation assumes the output of sampled-data circuit settles
instantly at the clock edges and remains constant
between neighboring clock edges. The whole system is
then divided into two interconnected parts, a set of coupled ODEs that describe the transducers and the front-

end electronics, and a discrete-time system that represents the clocked control circuits. Because the system is
oversampled, the clock period is larger than the integration timestep needed to solve the ODEs with adequate
accuracy. Thus, by evoking numerical integration only
at a clock event to limit the number of total integration
steps, the simulation time is reduced.
The use of instant settling approximation is justified by
the fact that only the data at the sampling time and the
signal fed back to the transducer will affect the system
behaviors. It is also verified in our simulation example
that solving the system ODEs by integrating once every
clock cycle is sufficiently accurate for our particular
problem. In addition, non-ideal effects in clocked circuits that might affect the system performance, such as
the rise and fall time of clocks, timing jitters, and slewrate limiting, can be represented by behavioral macromodels within the discrete-time system representation.
The speed of the transient simulation is further
improved by examining the algorithms that solve the
ODEs. Most circuit simulators use implicit methods,
such as trapezoidal and Gear, to solve ODEs by a combination of numerical integration and Newton-Raphson
iterations. Compared with explicit ODE solvers that do
not require Newton iterations, the implicit methods have
better stability property, but are slower and may introduce nonconvergence. In behavioral simulation of
MEMS systems, unlike in circuit simulations where the
system is represented by a large-scale netlist of circuit
elements, the behavioral representation of a system consists of a relatively small number of macromodels. With
clocked circuit blocks reduced into discrete-time models, most simulation problems are non-stiff problems in
nature. All these lead to lower stability requirement for
ODE solvers. It is then possible to use explicit methods,
such as forward Euler and explicit Runge-Kutta, to solve
the system equations. In this work, as spline interpolation on tabulated data is used in simulation, the use of
explicit solvers is further justified because spline interpolation itself has very good stability property. By eliminating Newton iterations, the explicit methods provide
significant speed improvement and avoid the convergence problem completely [6].
In summary, a complex oversampled system can be simulated efficiently by using the clock-driven explicit
method to solve the system ordinary differential equations.

4. Simulation Example
The methods introduced in previous sections are used to
simulate a digital-output delta-sigma (∆−Σ) MEMS

accelerometer shown in Figure 1. This system consists
of a MEMS transducer and circuit blocks including a
readout amplifier, a switched-capacitor filter, an A/D
converter, a digital feedback circuit and a digital decimator that produces the high-resolution digital output. A
micromechanical resonator structure translates the
acceleration into displacement. The displacement is
detected and converted into electrical signal by capacitive sensing. The feedback is applied by an electrostatic
actuator. The resonant frequency of the transducer is
about 8 KHz. And the designed signal bandwidth is
smaller than 1 KHz. To reduce quantization noise, the
system is clocked at 1 MHz to provide over-samplingratio (OSR) greater than 1000. Because of the large
OSR, measuring the system performance, such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), requires multiple runs of long
transient simulations to collect millions of data, which
takes very long time for our existing tool based on circuit simulators. This is the primary motivation of this
investigation.
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Figure 1: The delta-sigma MEMS accelerometer (a)
and its behavioral model representation
used in simulation (b).
To model the system, the transducer is partitioned into a
micromechanical resonator, a capacitive position sensor,
and an electrostatic actuator. The transducer is simulated
by Abaqus which is a FEA mechanical simulator, and
Raphael which is a FDM capacitance solver. The readout amplifier is simulated by HSPICE. Based on these
simulations, table-based macromodels are constructed.
Non-ideal effects, such as the cross-axis sensitivity, the
electrostatic spring softening, and the parasitic capacitance at the sensor-circuit interface, are included in the

models. Each mode of the mechanical resonator is represented by a 2nd-order ODE. Among these modes,
only one mode is in the sensing direction, the others
give rise to cross-axis sensitivity. If n modes are considered in simulation, the transducer is modeled by a nonlinear system of order 2n. As anti-alias filtering is
performed before the sampling to limit the noise bandwidth, a single-pole first-order model is used to
described its low-pass frequency response. Thus, the
total order of the system is 2n+1. During each simulation, the tables of the first and second derivatives are
first computed, and the initial operating points are determined by solving the nonlinear equations, then the
explicit 4th-order Runge-Kutta method is used to solve
the system differential equations. The time derivatives
are evaluated by a series of multi-dimensional cubic
spline interpolations on the tabulated model functions.
The uses of the spline interpolation, the instant settling
approximation and the explicit method were first validated on small simulation problems using SIMULINK.
Compared to implicit methods and methods using small
step size or automatic step control, this clock-driven
explicit method gives the same digital output sequences
while offering significant speed improvement. A custom
simulator written in C++ language has been developed
to simulate the real problems.
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Figure 2: Simulation results: (a) simulated waveforms of decimated output; (b) signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of different modulator architectures.
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5. Conclusions

[4]

In this paper, we presented a table-based behavioral
modeling method that uses spline interpolation to evaluate tabulated model functions, and an efficient transient
simulation method for oversampled MEMS systems
based on behavioral modeling, instant settling approximation and explicit ODE solvers. By combining these
techniques, we are able to simulate a complex MEMS
accelerometer system very efficiently.
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Abstract
In contrast to classical object-oriented electromechanical modeling, i.e. describing plates, suspensions,
drives etc. [4], this paper proposes to combine models
of basic physical effects to object models which in turn
can be used for system modeling. This allows to freely
choose which effects are to be considered for some
simulation. Moreover, the development of new object
models is simplified. The paper shows how to model a
wide variety of electromechanical devices with a welldefined library of basic effects.
Keywords: gyroscope; analytical modeling; mixed
technology; electromechanical effects; VHDL-AMS.

Introduction
Complex mechanical devices can be modeled with
the finite element approach, which is also available in
circuit simulators [1]. Unfortunately these models are
not always suited for system simulation due to their
computing effort. Usually, complete devices can not be
modeled with one finite difference or analytical model,
which would be easy to implement in an analog hardware description language. To overcome these problems, the components of the mechanical device are
modeled separately and the complete behavior of the
device is described by combining the models of its
components, see [4].
For object oriented modeling, the devices are dismantled into masses, springs and dampers. For example an acceleration sensor could be dismantled into a
seismic mass and a spring, which represents the suspension of the mass.
The physical effect approach goes one step beyond the object-oriented method. Its basic idea is to
model effects which occur in or between electromechanical structures. These basic effect models are combined to object models, e.g. plate, suspension or drive
models. For example, one could dissect the seismic
mass in an accelerator sensor into the inertial effect of
the mass, a capacity effect between the mass and it’s

Fig. 1: Basic sketch of gyroscope
surrounding and an electrostatic effect between the
mass and some detection electrode. The advantage of
this kind of modeling is that the designer can decide
which effects are necessary and which effects can be
neglected. So he is able to choose the best trade-off
between simulation accuracy and speed.
A gyroscope is a good demonstrator to show the
benefit of effect modeling since it is a complex structure and comprises a lot of different effects. This paper
investigates the effects occurring in the demonstrator
and its implementation in VHDL-AMS. After this, the
gyroscope, constructed out of the modeled effects, is
simulated.

Drive

Suspension

Mass

Fig. 2: Netlist of the gyroscope with basic test bench

Demonstrator: Gyroscope
The gyroscope is a combination of a sensor and an
actuator. Two comb drives force an oscillation of two
masses in the plane direction with is opposite in phase.
The Coriolis effect causes a tilting of the two plates if
an angular velocity occurs. The tilting of the masses
results in a capacity change between a mass and its
bottom electrode. So the angular velocity value can be
detected by the capacity difference between the two
plates with its bottom electrodes. Fig. 1 shows a basic
sketch of the gyroscope. Fig. 2 displays the schematic
of the gyroscope with some basic electrical components. Out of this schematic we could generate the
mechanical netlist of the gyroscope, which comprises
the basic effect models. Please note that this netlist
respectively the schematic can be reduced by considering symmetries. The used effect models behind the
symbols in Fig. 2 are described in the following.
Let us begin with the electrostatic attraction effect.
A voltage, connected between two plates, induces an
r
attractive force F :
r

(1)

dE
F= r
dx

with electrical energy E and spatial coordinate vector
r
x . Solving this equation gives the results for the attraction force in the comb drive (AttracComb) and the
attraction force induced by a readout voltage between
the masses and its ground electrodes (AttracPlate).
The translational (InertiaTrans) and rotational (InertiaRot) inertia effect of masses calculates to
(2)

F = −m

d2
x
dt 2

and
(3)

d2
T = −J A 2 ϕ
dt

respective. With force F, mass m, displacement x,
torque T, inertia moment JA relating to turning point A
and torsional angle ϕ.
The equation of Coriolis effect (Coriolis) is
(4)

T = 2mωx

d
x
dt

with angular velocity ω.

The bending effect of beams (BendBeam) can be
calculated out of the following differential equation:
(5)

d 2 w (ξ)
dξ

2

=−

M (ξ)
EI( ξ )

with deflection w, bending moment M, elastic modulus
E, inertia Moment I and position ξ.
The next differential equation describes the torsion effect in beams (TorsBeam):
(6)

dϕ ( ξ )
dξ

=

T(ξ )

Listing 1: VHDL-AMS implementation of
user defined variables

GI

with rotational angle ϕ, torque T, sliding module G,
torsional inertia Moment I and position ξ.
The capacity effect between two conductive
structures influences a current i flowing through the
structures:
(7)

i = C (α )

d
v
dt

Implementation and Simulation
To make the effect models compatible with each
other and to provide an easy extension of the model
library, we have to carefully define suited ports for
connection proposes. Table 1 shows the used “through”
and “across” variables in each domain used by the
chosen ports.
type of
electrical
variable
network
"through"current i
variable
voltage v

To demonstrate the implementation of the effects,
Listing 2 displays the used VHDL-AMS code of the
Coriolis effect, see equation (4). Please note the very
easy translation of mathematical models to VHDLAMS description. So with VHDL-AMS, the modeling
task is not an extra charge for the designer, thus contributing to reducing time-to-market.
USE work.translational_system.all;
USE work.rotational_system.all;

where the capacity C depends on the displacement x in
case of the comb drive (CapComb) or it depends on the
rotational angle ϕ in case of the two tilting plates
(CapPlate).

"across"variable

PACKAGE translational_system IS
ATTRIBUTE unit : string;
...
SUBTYPE displacement IS REAL TOLERANCE
"default_displacement";
ATTRIBUTE unit OF displacement :
SUBTYPE IS "m";
SUBTYPE force IS REAL
TOLERANCE "default_force";
ATTRIBUTE unit OF force : SUBTYPE IS "N";
NATURE translational IS
displacement ACROSS
force THROUGH
translational_ref REFERENCE;
END PACKAGE translational_system;

rotational
movement

translational
movement

torque T

force F

angle ϕ
angular
velocity ω

displacement x
velocity v

Table 1: Variable types of the implemented ports
for each domain
In VHDL-AMS we are not restricted to pre-given
variable types. VHDL-AMS provides a comfortable
definition of user defined types. Listing 1 shows an
extract of the package “translational_system” to show
the implementation of the translational movement
variables in Table 1.

ENTITY Coriolis IS
GENERIC (width, length, depth, roh: REAL);
PORT (TERMINAL tran_p,tran_n:TRANSLATIONAL;
TERMINAL rot_p, rot_n: ROTATIONAL;
TERMINAL rot_om_p, rot_om_n:
ROTATIONAL_OMEGA);
END ENTITY Coriolis;
ARCHITECTURE simple OF Coriolis IS
QUANTITY pos ACROSS tran_p TO tran_n;
QUANTITY torque THROUGH rot_p TO rot_n;
QUANTITY omega ACROSS rot_om_p TO rot_om_n;
CONSTANT mass : REAL :=
width*length*depth*roh;
BEGIN
torque == 2.0 * mass * omega * pos * pos’dot;
END ARCHITECTURE simple;

Listing 2: VHDL-AMS implementation of
Coriolis effect
After describing the basic effects, the modeling
and simulation of the gyroscope with some basic electronic components was done. For simulation we used
the mixed signal and multi-level simulator SMASH1.
Fig. 3 displays the simulation results of netlist in Fig. 2.
It shows the applied angular velocity, the translational
displacement of one plate due to a driving voltage
applying on the comb drives, the tilt angle of one plate
and the capacity difference of both plates to their bottom electrodes. This capacity difference is a measure of
the applied angular velocity and can be used in some
further readout circuitry.
1

Dolphin Integration S.A., Grenoble, France.

Conclusion and Outlook
The introduced model of the gyroscope can be
easily extended with further effects like the effect of air
damping. Moreover, with the same introduced effects,
it is possible to model totally different devices like
accelerometers or micro mirrors because the basic
effects, like bending of beams or inertia effects of
masses are the same.
The introduced models extend the model library
of electrical circuit simulation tools with electromechanical effects, so a system simulation becomes easy.

Fig. 3: Position (trace 2), angle (3) and capacity (4) in
dependence on rotational velocity (1)
In the simulation of the gyroscope, some more attention has to be paid to possible simulator artifacts.
Since the gyroscope is driven at its mechanical resonance frequency to get large displacements with relatively low driving voltage amplitudes, some damping
has a strong influence. To reduce simulator intrinsic
damping, simulation parameters have to be chosen for
relatively high simulation accuracy.
We have compared the simulation results with finite element simulations and analytical equations. In an
analytical validation, we have calculated the spring
stiffnesses and masses of the gyroscope elements out of
its geometrical dimensions and its material properties.
With this data we have calculated the first resonance
frequencies of the bending mode in drive direction and
the torsional mode in detection direction. Comparing
the analytical results with finite element modal analysis
leads to corresponding resonance frequencies which
are also confirmed by the physical effects simulation.
Table 2 lists the calculated and simulated resonance
frequencies for the two different excitation modes.

The new standard hardware description language
VHDL-AMS is best suited for modeling mixed domain
simulation needs due to its flexible quantity handling
and the easy implementation of mathematical equations.
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Abstract
A popular mechanism for transport of biological and
non-biological uidic samples in micro-scale geometries is the use of electrical elds. The use of electrical potentials to transport uids is referred to as electroosmosis. In this paper, we present theories and results for electroosmotic transport in Bio-MEMS applications. In particular, we will describe approaches for
eÆcient mixed-domain simulation of electroosmotic
transport, and the extraction of reduced-order or loworder models for electroosmotic transport.
1

Introduction

Within the rapidly growing realm of microelectromechanical systems(MEMS), biological systems
such as micro-total analysis systems(TAS) have received a lot of attention in recent years [1]. Electrokinetic transport is typically utilized both to drive uids through these systems and to separate di erent
components of a sample. Cost-e ective design and
fabrication of these devices requires computationally
eÆcient simulation tools. Currently, these tools use
mesh-based methods such as nite element and nite
di erence methods to solve the governing partial differential equations.
Meshless methods require that the domain be dened only by a point distribution with no connectivity information needed. Such methods are especially
appealing for the emerging technologies such as Microelectromechanical System (MEMS) because of the
mixed-technology nature of microdevices. Typically,
with a nite element method, the complexity of mesh
generation grows signi cantly when more than one energy domain is involved. MEMS devices are typically
mixed-domain systems which often involve at least two
energy domains. Finite cloud method [2], a true mesh To
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less method, is used in this paper to simulate electroosmotic transport.
There has been a growing interest in developing
reduced-order models for MEMS and Bio-MEMS. The
motivation behind developing reduced-order models is
that by gaining information from the transient behavior of a particular ow problem, additional simulations
can be performed by reformulating the problem in
terms of global basis functions that capture the transient behavior, signi cantly reducing the number of
degrees of freedom [3]. This technique drastically reduces the computational time, while at the same time
minimizing the loss in solution accuracy. This new
model can then be used to test the e ects of changing
various parameters in the system with much reduced
time.
In this paper, we focus on simulating electroosmosis, the means for bulk transport for many TAS, using the nite cloud method. In particular, we develop
new meshless formulations for analysis of the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation, the Stokes equations
and Navier-Stokes equations. Finally, reduced-order
models are constructed based on Karhunen-Loeve decomposition [4].
2

Governing Equations

The equations governing the distribution of charge
in the electric double layer near a solution-capillary
interface and the resulting uid motion due to an applied potential di erence are well-known([5]). Under
the assumption that the zeta potential e ects extend
only on a small distance into the channel, the applied
potential gradient can be assumed to have no e ect on
the charge distribution near walls. Therefore, we can
separate the two potentials in the formulation of the
problem.
The  -potential at the solution-capillary interface
results in a - eld. The corresponding charge density,
assuming a symmetric and single-charged salt, is given

by:



E = 2F c0 sinh


F

where  and  are the solution's kinematic viscosity
and density, respectively. F is still given by Equation (8), although the electric eld intensity may vary
with time to control ow rates and directions.

(1)

RT

where F is Faraday's constant, R is the gas constant,
T is the temperature, and c0 represents the intrinsic

3

ionic concentration in the absence of a potential. Combining Equation (1) and Poisson's equation relating
charge and potential, we obtain the Poisson-Boltzman
equation:

r2

=

2F c0



sinh



F
RT





RT
2F 2 c0

(3)

Equation (2) can be reformulated as

r

2

=

1 RT

D 2 F

sinh

F 

2 .
3
..
..
.
6
7
[u] = 6
4 u.1    u.N 75

(4)

RT

..

The potentials applied at the ends of channel result
in a - eld whose distribution can be determined by
solving the Laplacian

r =0
2

When the ow of interest lies within the Stokes
limit and the convective terms of the Navier-Stokes
equations are negligible, uidic transport is modeled
using the Stokes equation and the continuity constraint, with the e ect of the electric eld on the ions
in the double layer being represented by a per-unit
volume force vector, F .

rp = F
ru=0

[u] = U V T

In Equations (6) and (7),  represents the uid viscosity coeÆcient, and p is the pressure. The forcing
term is de ned as

F = E E = 2F c0 sinh

RT

(r)

(8)

For problems where the non-linear convective terms
become signi cant, the full Navier-Stokes equations
must be solved. The transient Navier-Stokes equations
with the electric force term F are given as

@u
+ (u  r) u =  r2 u
@t

ru=0

1



1

rp +  F

(12)

where  contains the corresponding eigenvalues. By
inspecting the eigenvalues, the number of signi cant
modes, for a particular state variable can be determined and those eigenmodes are the new global basis
functions that will be used to reformulate the problem in terms of fewer parameters. For example, if the
rst four eigenvalues are dominant, then the rst four
columns of U are used as the new global basis functions. Thus the system's degree of freedom is greatly
reduced. Given the new basis functions, the approximations to the functions can now be expressed as

(6)
(7)

F 

..

(11)

where N is the number of snapshots. As shown by
Hung et al [3], the global basis functions (or eigenmodes) that compose the reduced-order model can be
taken as the columns of U from the singular value
decomposition:

(5)

r2 u

Reduced-

Employing the nite cloud method, we have developed a stabilized Stokes solver, that solves equation (4)-(7), and a semi-implicit multi-step NS solver
(SIMS), that solves equations (4), (5), (9) and (10). In
developing a reduced-order model, global basis functions must rst be generated from a series of snapshots. Snapshots of nodal velocities and pressures are
obtained by solving the full Navier-Stokes equations
using the SIMS solver and stored at regular intervals
into a matrix of the form (e.g., for u)

(2)
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where  is the permittivity of the solution. Introducing
the Debye length D given by

D =

Development

u(x; y; t) =
v(x; y; t) =

(9)

p(x; y; t) =

(10)
2

q
X
i=1
r
X
i=1
s
X
i=1

i (t)ai (x; y)

(13)

i (t)bi (x; y)

(14)

i (t)ci (x; y)

(15)

where q , r, and s are the respective numbers of modes
of u, v , and p determined to be signi cant. Each ai , bi ,
and ci is one of the global basis functions, or modes,
and each i , i , and i is a time varying parameter.
Together, these parameters and modes form the new
numerical model.
Once these global functions are generated, the
governing equations can be recast in terms of the
reduced-order model. However, the resulting system
of equations is overdetermined because the discretized
equations are still satis ed at each node, but there
are many fewer parameters. To obtain the desired
solution, a Galerkin orthogonality condition is enforced [3]. That is, the residual error in the x and
y components of the split momentum equation must
be orthogonal to each basis function for u and v , respectively. Similarly, the error in the Poisson equation
(second step of SIMS algorithm) is required to be orthogonal to each of the basis functions for p.
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Figure 1: For  = 150mV , linear theory predicts
accurately the plug velocity but not the velocity variation near the wall

Numerical Results

ation of the boundary layer thickness obtained with
linear and nonlinear Poisson-Boltzman equations. For
a given Debye length, the linear theory indicates that
the boundary layer thickness is xed while the nonlinear theory indicates that the boundary layer thickness
decreases. A decreasing boundary layer thickness indicates a more rapid variation of velocity very close to
the wall and thus a reduced hydrodynamic dispersion.
In summary, a nonlinear Poisson-Boltzman equation
should be used for large  -potentials to predict ow in
the channel accurately.

4.1 Signi cance of Nonlinear PoissonBoltzman Equation
The electroosmotic transport in a straight channel
(100m wide and 5mm long) is rst simulated. We
apply a constant  -potential on the top and bottom
walls, a potential at entrance reservoir 1, and hold
exit reservoir 2 at ground. We have prescribed noslip velocity conditions at the top and bottom walls,
as well as p = 0 at the two reservoirs. The Debye
length D = 5m is used in order to be able to capture the behavior near the walls qualitatively without
prohibitively dense node placement. Velocity distribution of this problem has an analytical solution given
by Patankar and Hu [5] for the special case of small  potential. The analytical solution is hereafter referred
to as linear theory solution.
For the case of  = 1mV , and 1 = 500V we
are able to match the analytical result very well. For
larger  -potentials, for which the linearity assumption
sinh( )  no longer holds, our calculation matches
the plug velocity (which is the velocity at the center of the channel) obtained from linear theory. However, the velocity variation closer to the wall di ers
from the linear theory prediction (see Figure 1). This
result indicates that for a larger  -potential the use
of linear Poisson-Boltzman equation is not justi ed.
De ning the boundary layer thickness to be the distance from the wall to a position where the velocity
is 90% of the plug velocity, Figure 2 shows the vari-
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Figure 2: Non-linear variation of boundary layer thickness with  -potential magnitude. D is xed at 5 m
3

4.2 Stokes vs Navier-Stokes

e ect of the convective terms at the higher Reynolds
number is seen in the pressure contours shown in Figure 4. Calculations show that the pressure contours
obtained from the Stokes equation and the NS equation are both symmetric and very close to each other
for a small  , but for a large  , the pressure contours
are no longer symmetric using the Navier-Stokes formulation because the convective terms have changed
the ow characteristic within the intersection (see Figure 4). We conclude that in addition to being in the
non-linear ow regime with respect to the  -potential,
as shown in the previous section, we are also at the
point where the Stokes equation is no longer valid to
simulate uidic transport within the intersection.

Cross-shaped intersection is a common component
of electrophoretic separation systems. This geometry allows us to analyze global ow behavior in the
channels as well as local behavior in the intersection.
We have taken the origin to be the center of the intersection and set the dimensions as W = 1:5mm,
H = :9mm, and L = 30m. In the simulation, we
set 1 = 1500V ,2 = 0V and 3 = 4 = 750V . We
compare the results of our two methods (Stabilized
Stokes and SIMS) not only with previously published
results [5], but also with each other in order to determine the validity of using the Stokes approximation
to the Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, we analyze the signi cance of the convective terms in Equation (9), for a small and large  -potential.
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Figure 3: Cross channel geometry used for more complex analysis of electroosmotic ow characteristics
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Since in the intersection, the ow is no longer axial, we expect the convective terms in the momentum equation to play a more important role than they
will anywhere else in the domain (the convective term
is zero far upstream and downstream of the bifurcation). Furthermore, there is no electroosmotic force
driving the ow within the intersection. Flow within
this region must therefore be due to viscous and inertial forces, as well as due to a small pressure gradient. By investigating the role of each term in the
momentum equation at steady state, we have found
that the convective terms are negligible for the case
of small  , but signi cantly alter the character of the
ow within the intersection for  = 150mV . Within
the main channel, the traditional Reynolds number,
given by Re = LU= , for the small  is 0:021 and for
the large  is 3:204. Although these Reynolds numbers are slightly smaller within the intersection, the
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Figure 4: Pressure contours in P a for  =
using (a) Stabilized Stokes and (b) SIMS
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4.3 Reduced-Order Modeling of Electroosmosis in a Straight Channel

0.6
Full SIMS simulation
Reduced−order 4 u modes
Reduced−order 3 u modes
Reduced−order 2 u modes
Reduced−order 1 u mode

0.5

Because the pressure and v velocity are negligible
for the straight channel geometry, the reduced-order
model has been obtained by accumulating snapshots
of the u velocity only. Furthermore, the equations
governing v and p are not solved within the SIMS algorithm using the reduced-order basis. This procedure
further reduces the number of parameters that must
be obtained at each time step.
The rst reduced-order model has been obtained
by accumulating snapshots from the transient simulation of the straight channel (200 nm wide and 20 m
long) using  = 1:385 mV and an electric eld intensity of 103 V=m. Thirty snapshots have been obtained between the application of the electric eld to
stationary uid and the steady ow pro le, obtained
approximately 30 ns later.
The contribution of each mode to the solution at
1 ns is shown in Figure 5. The rst three modes are
essential to capture the transient behavior of the ow.
Calculations also show that only two modes are necessary to capture the steady ow behavior. In order
for this model to be useful, it must be able to accurately predict the ow pro les for di erent values of 
and electric eld intensity than those used in obtaining
the snapshots. Calculations show that the low-order
model accurately predicts the behavior for a larger
electric eld intensity of 2  103 V=m. However, due
to the nonlinearity of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, the proper ow pro le for  = 138:5 mV cannot
be generated using the basis functions obtained from
snapshots taken with  = 1:385 mV.
The same process of obtaining snapshots and generating the reduced-order model was conducted for a
large  potential of 138:5 mV and a new reducedorder model was constructed. The rst three modes
capture the full time dependent ow characteristics
for a large  potential. Again, the model can not predict the ow for a  potential much di erent from
 = 138:5 mV (e.g.  = 1:385 mV). It is
clear that the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation
changes not only the potential pro le, but also the
shape of the velocity pro le, when the linearity approximation sinh( )  is invalid.
In order to generate a much more useful reducedorder model, snapshots have been taken over a range
of  values between 1:385 mV and 138:5 mV.
Five snapshots over a 30 ns simulation time have
been taken for each of the following values of  :
1:385 mV, 20 mV, 40 mV, 60 mV, 80 mV,
and 138:5 mV. A total of 31 snapshots have been
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Figure 5: Comparison of reduced-order simulations to
full SIMS simulation using di erent numbers of modes.
Solutions are shown at 1 ns.
assembled in order to generate the new reduced-order
model. The SVD of these snapshots has produced a
fourth signi cant mode that allows for accurate simulation over the entire range of values of  , rather than
being restricted to the linear regime. The rst four
modes for this more robust model are shown in Figure 6 along with their respective eigenvalues. The rst
three modes are similar to those obtained in the rst
model, but the fourth mode captures the nonlinearity
of the pro le for larger values of  . In Figure 7, this
model using four modes is shown to match the full
SIMS simulation steady-state results for a range of 
potentials.
Thus a new reduced-order model has been constructed from snapshots of the velocity pro le development for a range of  potentials. This new model can
now accurately predict the ow characteristic within
a straight channel for a wide range of  potentials and
applied electric elds using much fewer degrees of freedom than the full SIMS simulation.
One more important feature of the reduced-order
model is that it can speed up the simulation signi cantly while keeping reasonable accuracy. In the current simulation, 861 nodes were used. For 1200 steps
of transient calculation, the full SIMS simulation costs
715s, and the reduced-order model costs around 13.6s
(of which 2.1s were used to do the singular value decomposition). Thus the speedup factor is about 53.
With increasing number of nodes or time steps, the
speedup can be even more signi cant.
5
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In this paper we have introduced a meshless method
for electroosmosis simulation and have presented a
reduced-order model based on Karhunen-Loeve decomposition. We have simulated electroosmotic transport in two geometries and identi ed the range of  potential over which the linear approximation commonly used in literature is valid. We nd that nonlinear Poisson-Boltzman equation is important for accurate prediction of the velocity pro le when the 
potential is large. We have also identi ed a combination of  potential and electric eld intensity for
which the Stokes approximation is insuÆcient to accurately predict ows within the intersection of the
cross geometry. The reduced-order model developed
shows excellent adaptability to a wide range of operating conditions while speeding up the simulation
signi cantly.
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Figure 6: The four dominant modes obtained from
snapshots over a range of  in the straight channel.
Corresponding eigenvalues are 3:49e 3, 6:22e 5,
2:5e 5, and 2:64e 7.
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Abstract
The PLL response to heavy ions radiation is
investigated. Firstly, the radiation currents in transistors
are introduced at the schematic level thanks to sources
modeled in HDL-A. Secondly, the radiated block is
simulated at the transistor level while the other blocks are
replaced by a behavioral model in HDL-A. This allows to
simulate the whole PLL in order to examine the effects of
radiation at its output. The objective is to obtain a
complete HDL-A behavioral model of PLL, including
heavy ions effects.
Keywords: PLL, HDL-A, SEU, radiation effects,
behavioral model.

1.

Introduction

In radiation environments, such as nuclear reactors,
nuclear weapons, large accelerators and clearly satellites or
space shuttles, a large variety of high-energy particles can
be found with energies from keV to GeV. When these
particles penetrate into silicon, they create along their path,
a great number of free electron-hole pairs. These charges
are separated by the electrical fields within the silicon and
generate a parasitic photocurrent in the drain and source of
transistor that can change the state of logic nodes and
cause false information to be stored or propagated. The
interest for using complex circuits – analog, digital or
mixed-signal circuits- in radiation environments motivates
the study of propagation of these altered signals towards
the rest of the system.
The case of digital parts is well known in the literature
as is showed in [1,2,3]. The number of bit errors produced
by the radiation (Single Event Upsets or SEU) is
represented in function of Linear Energy Transfer (LET) of
incident particle (the energy transferred from the particle
on silicon). Then, with the characteristics of the incident
particles, it is possible to find the number of bit errors and,
consequently, to increase the resistance of more sensible
parts. In contrast, the study of analog and mixed signal

parts were only started a few years ago [4,5] and are still
not clear.
The problem is that the continuous nature of analog
signals makes difficult the definition of what an error is. In
function of where the circuit is, the radiation current can be
propagated to the rest of the system or not. Subsequently,
radiation effects in analog parts must be evaluated from a
system level perspective.
In this article we propose a new approach to study the
propagation of spurious signals dues to radiation in analog
parts using the HDL-A language [6]. The circuit selected
to probe this way of evaluation is a phase locked loop
(PLL) owning to its mixed-signal nature.
A complete PLL HDL-A model has been presented in
[7] and will be briefly reviewed here (section II). The
induced transient currents in transistors are studied first by
device simulation and modeled in HDL-A to allow the
introduction in electrical simulations, as discussed in
section III. This makes the simulation of all the system
faster than by the traditional process coupling the circuit
simulator –SPICE type– with the device simulator –
MEDICI or ATLAS type. A VCO has been radiated with
heavy ions and its response has been analyzed with the
help of the transient currents introduced with HDL-A
(section IV).
Finally, the PLL is simulated with the VCO block at
transistor level with the radiation sources and the other
blocks replaced by HDL-A models in order to reduce the
simulation time (section V).

2.

PLL block diagram

The PLL block diagram of a charge-pump based PLL
[7] is shown in Figure 1. It consists in a phase-frequency
detector (PFD), a charge-pump (CP), a loop filter (LF), a
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and a frequency
divider (FD). The output frequency is given by

f out = N . f ref

(1)

where N is the division factor of the FD and fref is the input
reference frequency.
The PFD detects phase and frequency differences
between the reference clock and the divided output. The

CP injects current into the filter in function of this
difference, so the control voltage of VCO is changed and
the frequency at the output is readjusted. The objective of
this work is to observe how the PLL system reacts to a
spurious signal induced by radiation in the VCO.

like mixed circuits, others approaches have been studied:
the introduction of different current sources [11] or the
transistor substitution by other models with radiation
effects included [12,13] (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The left model represents the approach
proposed in [11] . The right model is presented in
[12].

Figure 1. Charge-pump PLL

3. Evaluation of generated current and
modeling in HDL-A
Device simulators, such as MEDICI or ATLAS [8,9],
allow to calculate the transient current in a transistor
caused by the pass of ionizing particles. In this kind of
simulators, the output current of semiconductor devices is
obtained by numerical resolution of the physical equations
governing the transport mechanisms. The generated current
depends on the particle (type and direction) and in
transistor (topology and polarization) (Figure 2).
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In the first approach, it is necessary to know what is the
polarization of the transistor at the impact and this is not
possible always.
In the second approach, there are some problems to
adjust the model with radiation effects included.
The solution we propose is the use of HDL-A as
an easy way to introduce any electrical curve desired. First
of all, the simulation with MEDICI device simulator for a
transistor with different biases is performed. Then, a HDLA current source model is implemented. This source, with
the help of the HDL-A/C interface, models the best-fitted
curve in function of transistor bias in the impact moment.
With this methodology, the great burden of MEDICI
simulations is only spent once at the beginning of the
analysis. Then, every time that the transistor is changed, or
the polarization conditions are changed, it is not necessary
to repeat the device simulator step.
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In order to study the effects of radiation in the overall
PLL’s, we have started with the study of the VCO response
to irradiation. A first experiment was made in the
Cyclotron of Louvain-la-Neuve. Then, some simulations
have been carried out to obtain the phase changes in the
VCO output.
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Figure 2. Transient currents for 2 different
transistor biases in a FD SOI NMOSFET transistor
with 2µm length. The particle is a 132Xe26+ and the
impact is perpendicular to the channel.
To obtain the circuits response to these effects, it is
possible to introduce limited SPICE netlists – from 100
nodes in ATLAS to 500 in MEDICI- in device simulators
and to make mixed-mode simulation. Due to the long time
necessary to carry out these simulations, only blocks with
low number of transistors are usually studied [10] in this
way (usually memory cells). For more complex systems,

4.1 VCO Characterization under irradiation.
The VCO circuit presents a CCO-based schematic
(Figure 4)[7]. The circuit has been implemented in the
2µm-SOI Fully Depleted technology from the UCL
Microelectronics laboratory.
The circuit biased to oscillate with a constant frequency
about 145.9 MHz. In this case, the VCO functions like a
ring oscillator with a nominal frequency given by the
current in the oscillator.

4.2 VCO simulation with irradiation sources
With the HDL-A current sources presented in section 3
it is possible to simulate the VCO block with ELDO and to
obtain its response to the same radiation than in the
experience (Figure 7). Simulation shows that radiation
currents in the ring oscillator inverters change
instantaneously the phase in the output of oscillator. This
change depends on the particle characteristic, the transistor
position and the moment of the impact.

ncco

Figure 4. VCO schematic with output buffer
In absence of radiations, the output signal spectrum
has dispersion over the nominal frequency that depends on
the spectrum analyzer filter choused (Figure 6 top). Under
irradiation, the spectrum presented new peaks different to
the nominal frequency (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Output frequency spectrum under low
flux radiation
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Figure 7.Example of VCO simulation with 2 impacts
in the transistors of the second ring oscillator inverter.
The first corresponds to the nmos impact and the
second one to the pmos.

It is also possible to compare the spectrum under
irradiation with the spectrum without radiation in order to
explain the experiment observation. Figure 8 presents the
spectrum of a ring oscillator without irradiation and the
spectrum of the output signal modified by one ion impact.
The more important aspect is the peaks apparition in
perturbed signal and the nominal frequency shift (maximal
peak).
To understand the experiment results it must be
considered that the analyzer spends some time to find the
signal power for every frequency required. So, when the
total spectrum is showed, many impacts have happened
and the final result is the superposed effect of all these
single events.

-120

5.

Simulation and characterization of PLL

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 6. Frequency Spectrum of ring oscillator
without radiation (top) and under large flux (bottom).
If the flux of particles is increased, the number of peaks
increases and is not possible to recognize where the
nominal frequency is (Figure 6).

To finish with the circuit analysis, the behavior of PLL
under irradiation must be characterized.

(node ncco) and how the voltage at the input of the VCO
(node Vc) rises to compensate this change. The nx
corresponds to the node between the resistance and the
capacitance in LF block.
Figure 10 shows the PLL output change after particle
strikes for the same case than figure 9.

Figure 8. Fequency Spectrum for simulation of VCO
under normal conditions (-x-) and under irradiation
(-o-).
The objective is to observe the response of the overall
system to perturbations in the VCO. In the future, the
others blocks will be characterized following the same
procedure. It will permit to find the more sensible blocks,
the worst case in phase and frequency changes, and a
behavioral model of PLL under radiation. This overall
model of irradiated PLL will be useful to study the
propagation of single events in PLL to systems more
complexes where the PLL will be integrated. In order to
reduce simulation time, behavioral models for the nonirradiated blocks (FD, PFD, CP) have been used.

Figure 10. VCO Output for the same case than
figure 9.
The changes in the phase and the lost of
synchronization can be observed with the digital signals
that enter in the PFD (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Digital inputs for PFD and VCO output
after digitalization. The marked zone corresponds to
Single Event in the output signal.
Figure 9. Irradiation current and voltages
in the filter node (nx), VCO input (Vc) and
CCO input (ncco)
In figure 9, we can observe one of these simulations
with one heavy ion impact in a VCO PMOS. The figure
shows how the voltage at the control node of CCO changes

Figure 11 shows how the FD output (portdivout) are
not synchronized with the input reference (nref) after the
particle impact (marked zone)
As an example of the analysis utility, consider a
microprocessor system connected to external circuits
through a synchronized BUS. The internal clock is
generated by the PLL as a multiple of the BUS clock

frequency to facilitate the communication with the other
parts of the system. If SEU occurs, bus data will be lost
until the BUS clock and the internal clock will be
resynchronized. The last analysis allows to find how many
data can be lost by particle impacts.

6. Conclusions
A new approach to study the effects of ionizing particle
passing through integrated circuit has been presented. In
this new approach we use HDL-A as an easy way to
introduce radiation effects in the circuits by transient
currents addition simulated by device simulators. The
block and the overall system simulation must be carried
out in order to obtain the effects at the circuit output. As
an example, the response of the PLL to a transient effect in
the VCO has been shown.
In the future, we will characterize the radiation affects
in the other blocks of the PLL. These effects will be
included in a behavioral model of the PLL in order to
allow a fast evaluation on systems using PLL.
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Abstract
This paper presents some examples of behavioral
model hierarchies for optronic and photonic devices.
The methods used to overcome the limitations of

VHDL-AMS1 in modeling propagation phenomena are
described.

This work is part of an ongoing develop-

ment of mixed-domain simulation tools for the design
of optical links in a standard EDA2 framework.

1

Introduction

In the near future, interconnects will be a major
obstacle to the progression of electronic system performance. According to the ITRS[1], next generation
technologies will impose specications that metallic
interconnects will not be able to reach. Optical interconnects may constitute a suitable alternative to
overcome these constraints.
Depending on the length of the optical link, different technological solutions have been put forward:
board to board or chip to chip interconnects generally
use Smart Pixels (based on VCSELs3 and integrated
detectors), while on-chip interconnects are based on
integrated photonic devices (microsources, optical
waveguides, microresonators, photonic bandgap devices, etc.). The development of these alternative solutions is however viable only if CAD tools exist.
Generally, the trade-o in simulation time against
accuracy makes it necessary to build a hierarchy
of models: fast, high-level abstraction models are
needed to perform the simulation of large systems;
and "physics-based" models are necessary to obtain
accurate results at the low level. In the case of multidomain systems, one of the main diculties is to establish a clear, univocal hierarchy of the dierent levels of abstraction. This is due to the strong interaction between components arising from non-electronic
1 Analog

and Mixed Signal extension to VHDL, IEEE stan-

dard 1076.1

2 Electronic Design Automation
3 Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting

Lasers

phenomena (for example, the propagation of the optical eld in a guide depends not only on its own parameters, but also on the characteristics of the light
source). Thus, because of the diversity of component
behavior involved in optronic systems, a unique hierarchy, where each level is associated with a single
dedicated simulation engine, is not sucient. An effective CAD tool should bring together dierent modeling techniques and simulation algorithms. VHDLAMS is a language capable of answering these needs
[2].
However, in the case of optical devices and systems,
the main problem with VHDL-AMS is undoubtedly its
inability to translate partial dierential equations such
as Maxwell's equations, which describe light propagation. This paper shows that it is nevertheless possible
to overcome this fundamental limitation.
The rst part of this paper deals with the behavioral modeling of smart pixel based links: optronic devices and physical phenomena involved in such a link
may be modeled without using propagation equations.
VHDL-AMS is thus well suited to carry out transient
mixed-domain simulations.
The second part of this paper presents on chip interconnect modeling. In this case, photonic integrated
devices require that propagation phenomena should be
taken into consideration and VHDL-AMS is used as a
common description language for dierent simulation
engines.
2
2.1

VCSEL
Device presentation

VCSELs are a promising generation of optical
sources and appear well-suited to photodetection.
Low production costs result from the straightforward
fabrication of two-dimensional arrays, the possibility
for wafer-level testing, and their compatibility with
ip-chip bonding techniques. In terms of performance,
they provide a single longitudinal mode operation, a
small divergence angle and a low threshold current.

Also, their low power consumption and operating voltage make them compatible with simple drive circuits.
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a top-emitting indexguided AlGaAs VCSEL processed at LETI (France)
[3] which was used for validation.
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In the case of this device, all the propagation phenomena can be approximated to a single dimension
by averaging all the magnitudes and phenomena on
the VCSEL surface. Hence, VHDL-AMS can be used
without restriction since all situations necessitating a
nite-element type of analysis have been removed.
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The behavioral model

The behavior of a VCSEL is complex and several
interactions come into play, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Structure of the VCSEL.
Optical power

2.2

Rationale for the use of VHDL-AMS

In the implementation of VCSELs in optoelectronic
integrated circuits, the thermal and optical interaction
with other devices have to be considered, as well as
electrical interaction. Also, it is essential to be capable of performing DC, AC and transient simulations
of these devices for the design and analysis of any optoelectronic system. For such simulations, a two- or
three-dimensional algorithm is not suitable because of
the simulation time constraints. One way of overcoming this problem is the implementation of the electrical
equivalent circuit in SPICE simulators (macromodeling). Even if such an approach was to be successfully applied to lasers and even to VCSELs, several
drawbacks would have to be taken into consideration.
First, the modication of any parameter implies that
at least a major part of the equivalent circuit needs to
be modied. In addition, the resulting relative diculty of linking the physical behavior to the equivalent
circuit elements has to be taken into account. Furthermore, optical component model equations, often
describing purely optical phenomena, must be solved
numerically, and this separately by an external program which has to be linked to the circuit simulator.
And lastly, an equivalent circuit implementation is demanding in terms of simulation time and stability conditions. Consequently, we have adopted another process (behavioral modeling) which enables us, by the
implementation of a relatively simple physical model,
to improve device performance via feedback to process
engineers, while also shortening design cycles.

Polarisation
characteristics

Mode
profile

Optical beam model:
spatial distribution of the optical power from
near field to far field patterns, etc

Figure 2: Synopsis of the VCSEL.
Since the numerous interactions cover dierent domains, it is worth stressing at this point the convenience and relevance of the use of VHDL-AMS.
We are aiming for a temperature dependent, physically based model. The core of the model thus lies in
rate equations, used in conjunction with a basic thermal equation and electrical equations. Self-heating in
a semiconductor laser has several eects on the performance and cannot be neglected. Rigorous analysis
of the thermal behavior of VCSELs requires rather involved numerical calculations [4]. Nevertheless, the
following equation (1) [5] provides a basic and convenient approximation which includes heat sources, heat
ows and thermal properties of VCSELs:
Cth

@T
= (PIV
@t

Poptical )

T

Rth

(1)

The well-known single-mode rate equations can be,
by extension [5], [6], [7], used to describe the VCSEL's static and dynamic properties. Furthermore,
by providing a comprehensive description of physical
phenomena inherent to the VCSEL behavior, the rate
equations are well suited to a behavioral description.
The rate equations discussed previously can be
found in similar forms throughout the literature [8].

dN
dt

= i qNqwJ dqw
dS
dt

vgr g (N; T; F P ) 1+SS

= vgr g(N; T; F P ) 1+SS

S
p

R(N ) (2)

+ N2

(3)

Parameters are adjusted so as to t the experimental curves. This gain formulation allows us to remain
close to physical phenomena and should enable the description of any VCSEL cavity optical gain with sufcient accuracy (in the context of the simulation of
optical links).
However, it is important to note the complexity of
the system that VHDL-AMS has to solve.
We are aiming at modeling an optical link based
on free space propagation and terminating with a
quadratic photodetector. Consequently, it is necessary to determine the intensity distribution of the light
within the beam in order to complete the model.
The output power of a VCSEL can simply be related to the the photon density [9]. The VCSEL beam
is assumed to be Gaussian; the equation that enables
the calculation of the optical power received by a photodetector placed at a position zph from the VCSEL
can be found in the literature [10].
2.4

no commercial mathematical software is presently capable of delivering this solution, essentially due to the
logarithmic part of the optical gain expression. A numerical approximation to the DC solution was thus
developed in order to make the model convergent. The
accuracy of this DC solution (with respect to that
which would be generated by established equations)
needs to be high when using the solution as starting
point for transient and harmonic simulation. If this is
not the case, then these analyses fail to converge.
In this case, the DC solution was elaborated by a
minor simplication of the established equation, which
enabled very good matching between the real and approximated DC solutions.
2.5

characteristics

of VC-

Fig. 3 shows the measured light-current characteristics (source: LETI, France) with dierent cavity and
dielectric aperture ratios. The simulation results are
also plotted in this gure.
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Problems encountered with VHDLAMS

Two sorts of problem had to be solved and were
both due to the simulation engine used (Eldo).
First and foremost, the optical magnitudes are regularly much larger than those typically found in the
electronic domain: for example, the carrier density
and the photon density are often in excess of 1020 ,
whereas the simulator cannot handle variables with
values higher than 1012 . This means that when we set
these densities to their initial values in the rst simulation step, the simulator generates a non-convergence
error. Our solution was to scale all the equations so as
to keep all variable values below the 1012 maximum,
while at the same time taking care that the smallest
values in the equations remain signicantly larger than
machine rounding.
The second problem to be resolved was due to the
strong non-linearity of the equations. The equations
describe the transient as well as the static behavior
by setting all time derivatives to zero. Because of the
strong non-linearity of the equations, the simulator
fails to converge to a DC solution and consequently
disrupts any other type of simulation (transient, harmonic) based on the DC solution. Ideally, the formal
solution of the system should be generated; however,
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Figure 3: Comparison of experimental and simulated
(dashed curves) light-current characteristics of VCSELs with dierent cavity and aperture diameters.
The simulation results t the experimental curves
with a maximum error of 10%: the results concerning
the threshold current match with a maximum error of
5%.
2.6

Transient and harmonic analysis results

The stability and precision of the DC analysis descibed above allows the possibility of running convergent transient and harmonic analysis.
We have simulated (g. 4), on a Sun Sparc 5 workstation, a pre-biased 450Mb/s data emission: the simulation time is about 5 minutes. The optical output
power results are quite similar to those found in the
literature. Transient results have not been validated
experimentally, but they can be supposed suciently
viable since based on both a true validated DC analysis and recognized rate equations.

In this section, we examine the possibility of modeling integrated optics and present the necessary link between VHDL-AMS and a FEMs simulator to achieve
a complete design ow.
3.1

Straight waveguide and coupled parallel waveguides

We can describe propagation in a waveguide by
equation (4):
2hp
(4)
tan hd = 2 2
p h
p

Figure 4: Transient analysis results of optical output power, inner cavity temperature, threshold current variation and input current
It is important to note that the inner-cavity temperature and threshold conditions require a few periods to stabilize to a constant value. Future work can
exploit this property to develop a simplied thermal
model for transient analysis. This can subsequently be
used in a higher-level model to simulate data emission
with reduced simulation time.
The AC behavior has not yet been validated experimentally. Nevertheless, the bandwidth values resulting from simulation match those found in the literature.
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hd
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On-chip Interconnect

As in telecommunication applications, optical interconnects may also be used in photonic or hybrid
integrated circuits. However, their use is conditional
on the availability of optical device libraries compatible with standard IC design ows. To address this
need, we consider VHDL-AMS as capable of building
a self-consistent model hierarchy (with or without the
aid of a backplane nite-element simulator). However,
numerical techniques are also required to simulate an
optronic or optical component at the device-level; this
approach targets post-layout simulation.

kd q 2
n1

2

n22  cos

hd

(5)

2

Parallel waveguides exhibit (g. 5) coupling phenomena, dependent on the modal propagation constant , physical and geometrical parameters.
n2
y
x

n1

Conclusions

Our VCSEL behavioral model is physics-based and
includes all major loss mechanisms that can potentially limit the device performance. It is quite generic,
convergent in all type of analysis and gives rise to simulation times which are compliant with system design
cycles. We can conclude that although VHDL-AMS
is not aimed primarily at the simulation of optoelectronic devices, it can still t depending on the device considered. Reservations have to be expressed
concerning devices where nite-element type analysis
cannot be circumvented.
3

p

2, h =
2 n22 k2 and k = 2 .
where p = n21 k 2

n1 and n2 respectively represent the material and the
air refractive index,  is the free wavelength. is the
propagation constant, the crux of the equation.
Equation (4) does not converge with the VHDLAMS simulation engine, so we have rewritten it in the
following form

d

z

n2

s

n1

d

n2

Figure 5: Geometry of two parallel waveguides
Equation (6) describes the coupling constant g :
g=

2p2 h exp
( hs)

2
d + h (h2 + p2 )

(6)

where s represents the distance between the two parallel waveguides. The distance at which a complete
power transfer occurs from one waveguide to another
is given by Ltrans = 2g [11].
We will now describe the implementation of the
modal constant propagation model in VHDL-AMS.
This is possible since the above equations are algebraic.
Fig. 6 shows the results of a transient simulation
(with Eldo) of the VHDL-AMS coupling model previously described. The simulation gives the output

3.2.1

Figure 6: Upper straight waveguide output
power of the top waveguide for various distances between the waveguides (0:3m, 0:2m, 0:15m).
This simulation requires less than one second to be
achieved on a Sparc5 workstation.
3.2

Microring resonators

Microring resonators [12] can be used as a basic
component in order to build an integrated interconnect network based on wavelength routing. A simple
ring resonator evanescently side coupled to a pair of
signal waveguides is depicted in gure 7.
Sd

Si

Figure 7: Microring resonator lter
As described in [12], we have the following power
transfer characteristics by considering a steady state
incident signal Si with time dependency Si /
exp [j!t].
St

j (! !0 ) + 1 2e
 Si
=
j (! !0 ) + 1

Sd =

2

j (!

e

!0 ) + 1

 Si

Firstly, we must determine the resonant frequencies !0
of the lter. The implicit equation which gives us the
resonant frequencies in terms of the azimuthal mode
number and the radius mode number can be found in
[13]. Unfortunately, we cannot compute the resonant
wavelength with the Eldo simulation engine for two
reasons: rstly, we must give an operating point sucently close to the solution, but we do not know a priori even an approximate value; and secondly, we need
to know all the solutions in a given range wavelength,
but we do not know the number of the solutions.
To overcome this problem, we have implemented an
algorithm in C which solves the previous equation and
passes the dierent resonant frequency values to the
microring model.
3.2.2

(7a)
(7b)

where 1 = 2e + 1l . e and l are the decay rates
related, respectively, to the power leaving the input
waveguide/ring and the power lost by surface scattering. ! and !0 represent, respectively, the input
frequency and the resonant frequency.

Coupling parameter computation

To simplify the model, we neglect the loss due to intrinsic eects, so 1 ' 2e . We nd from [12] a link between e and 2 which represents the fraction of power
coupled out of the ring over the interaction region.
The expression for  is given in [14]. This coecient
is dependent on the geometrical and physical parameters and the transverse propagation constant in the
core. This latter constant depends on the same coefcients but it is given by an implicit equation such as
equation (5). Thus, the implementation and the computation of the coecient is possible via the NewtonRaphson algorithm in VHDL-AMS.
3.2.3

St

Computation of resonant frequencies

Transfer function expression

From the formulation of Sd , we can obtain a power
transfer function in the frequency (eq. (8)) and time
(eq. (9)) domains:

4
S2
2
H (! ) = d2 = 4
Si
!0 )2
 2 + (!
h (t) =

4 exp (i!0 t)


 exp



2



(8)


jtj

(9)

with Ps (t) = h (t) Pe (t), Px (t) = [Sx (t)]2 .
In order to solve this equation, the absolute value
of the innite-impulse response (IIR) h (t) is approximated by a 1st order recursive numerical lter and
thus computes the convolution numerically:
Ps (kTe ) =

4



 Pe (kTe ) + a  Ps ((k

1) Te )

(10)

where a = exp



2Te



and Te is the sampling pe
riod. Finally, we can compute step by step the output
power value.
3.3

FEMs requirement

Dierent levels of abstraction are not always supported by electrical simulators, particularly at the device level and also at the layout level. In the case
of integrated optical device simulation, computational
electromagnetics methods are required.
In cases where the optical carrier cannot be neglected, the use of a method which solves Maxwell's
equations is necessary. The Finite-Dierence TimeDomain (FDTD) algorithm [15] is one of the most popular numerical methods for the solution of problems
in electromagnetics. The FDTD algorithm is based on
a second-order approximation to Maxwell's equations
accurate in both time and space. Accuracy can be
kept high and numerical dispersion small by having a
sucient number of grid spaces per wavelength. Its
main disadvantage is that it is expensive in terms of
memory and CPU time.
In order to simulate systems containing both electronic and optical devices, a link between VHDL-AMS
and a Finite-Elements method is required. Two main
approaches exist: the rst consists of considering 3
simulators: analog, digital and FEM, interconnected
by a co-simulation bus. The second focuses on a Spicelike simulator as a single simulation engine and a simulator based on a FDTD algorithm encapsulated in
a VHDL-AMS architecture. The latter is more interesting, because of the system level designer does
not know that the FDTD algorithm was used. Unfortunately, the FDTD algorithm was called for each
computational step of the electrical simulator and the
time necessary for simulation was not acceptable for
system level simulation.
4

Summary and Conclusions

We have shown that optoelectronic devices such as
VCSELs and passive components for optical interconnects can be modeled using the VHDL-AMS standard
language. Some limitations of the language may be
pointed out. The lack of specic structures able to
handle high frequency phenomena penalizes accuracy
and computation speed for system level simulation.
From the device designer's point of view, the language
should provide a direct interface to a partial dierential equations solver. Thus, to take into account the
particular characteristics of these problems, future developments of HDL's should provide links to dierent
simulation engines. Nevertheless, this work shows that
it is possible to simulate complex systems, including
optics, with VHDL-AMS.
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VHDL Based Simulation of a Sigma-Delta A/D Converter
Martin Schubert, FH Regensburg1, FB Elektrotechnik, Seybothstr. 2, D-93053 Regensburg,
Germany. Email: martin.schubert@e-technik.fh-regensburg.de.
Abstract
The VHDL based mixed-signal event-driven
(MixED) simulation method is employed to
simulate a sigma-delta modulator for A/D
conversion. Results are verified by experimental
data and comparison to PSpice-AD simulations.

1 Introduction
The VHDL based mixed-signal event-driven
(MixED) simulation method [1] has been shown to
allow for effective mixed-signal simulation in a
number of useful applications. The range of possible
applications is smaller than that of tools like VHDLAMS [2,3] or PSpice-AD [4]. However, a number of
useful mixed-signal circuits have already been
successfully simulated, e.g. an analog inverter with
operational amplifier (OA) [5], a switched capacitor
circuit with OA [6] and a phase-locked loop [7].
The three major goals of this communication are
1. to study the accuracy of the MixED-method,
2. to present a simple Σ∆-modulator as one more
useful MixED application and
3. to discuss the clocked comparator as an A/D
interface device.

2 Accuracy studies of the MixED method
After presenting a number of circuits that can be
simulated with the MixED method, there is an
increasing need to demonstrate its accuracy rather
than to increase the scope of simulatable circuits. In
this communication MixED simulations are compared
to both simulated and measured data.

2.1 Suitable applications
Suitable applications for the VHDL based
MixED method are digital designs with some simple
analog functions. The mixed-signal gate array offered
by the Institute for Microelectronics Stuttgart [8] was
identified as an ideal target technology for this
method. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, analog blocks were
incorporated into an otherwise digital gate array, the
so-called "gate forest" [9].
Customers of gate-arrays have a VHDL rather
than a VHDL-AMS simulator. With the MixED
module a silicon foundry is capable of offering mixedsignal circuits together with appropriate VHDL
models.
The mixed-signal circuit employed for the
accuracy studies of this communication is an A/D
converter realized as sigma-delta modulator [9] with
RC lowpass filter as integrator, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.1:
Mixed-signal
cells
incorporated
into an
otherwise
digital gate
array (acc. to
Gärtner et al.
[9]).

analog blocks

digital gate array

pads
1

University of applied sciences.

2.2 MixED versus PSpice-AD simulations

clk

Uinp

Uin

dout=Uin
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cmp
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off chip

pads

on chip

Figure 2.2: Σ∆-modulator using RC-lowpass as
integrator (acc. to [9]): The mean value of d out is
proportional to Uin.

The sigma-delta modulator illustrated in Fig. 2.2
was simulated with two different mixed-signal

simulation tools: Fig. 2.3(a) and (b) show the results
of simulations obtained with PSpice-AD and the
MixED module using ModelSim 5.3 [10], respectively. The MixED module required 0.26 seconds
CPU time on a 500MHz Pentium III processor and
was about six times faster than PSpice-AD 8.0 [4] on
the same system.
In Fig. 2.3 the externally applied analog input
voltage, Uin=Uinp, steps from 0V to 5V with a step
size of 1.25V. The digital clock signal, clk, is the
second externally applied signal. The digital output
signal of the modulator, dout, is identical for both
simulations. Uinn is the voltage at the inverting input
of the comparator. It is the lowpass filtered mean
value of dout and oscillates around Uinp. The results
for the analog signal Uinn obtained from PSpice and
from MixED simulations are very similar, as
illustrated in Figs. 2.3 (a) and (b).

Figure 2.3: Screen shots of simulations of the Σ∆ modulator shown in Fig. 2.2 with uinp=uin stepping from
0...5V with a step size of 1.25V: (a) Simulation performed with PSpice-AD version 8, and (b) Simulation
performed with the VHDL-based MixED module ModelSim 5.3 [10]. (R=1KΩ , C=1µF and fclk=10KHz.)

2.3 Simulated results versus measured data
2.3.1 Measurement techniques.
Measurements described in this communication
are based on a report of Gärtner et al. [9]. It
describes the characterization the Σ∆ modulator
shown in Fig. 2.2 with minimum hardware effort.
Differences of this work compared to [9] are
intended to minimize computational rather than
hardware effort.

The measurement technique according to
Fig. 2.4(a) minimizes the hardware to two counters:
one to measure the interval length L and one to count
the N logic '1'-states. But many intervals have to be
measured to get statistically satisfactory data.
For simulation purposes a decimator according to
Fig. 2.4(b) was employed that delivers an output
value for every bit according to the formula
decimator _ out(n) =

Fig. 2.4(a) illustrates the reported [9] measurement technique: The bit stream dout is subdivided in
intervals of L bit. The number N of '1'-states
contained in an interval is counted while the input
voltage Uin is constant. If N out of L bits are logic '1',
the average output value can be computed from
d out = N / L .

(1)

Using a = V DD − VSS and b = VSS , then Uout
should equal Uin when Uout is computed from
U out = a ⋅d out + b .

(2)

(a)

L− 1

∑d

out (n

− i)

i =0

where the argument (n) indicates an actual
value. The argument (n-i) indicates a value that
occurred i clock cycles before the actual one.
Although the decimator requires L=2M bit memory
instead of 2M bits for two counters, it is
advantageous for simulation: The decimator delivers a
result with every clock cycle and not only at the end
of an interval. Therefore, the decimator acquires L
times more data from the same bit stream.
Before statistical data can be taken, the
modulator must have been running for more than L
bits with constant input voltage to remove the impact
of transient effects from measured results.

SigmaDelta_out
t
N1=3

N2=1

N3=3

N 4=4

N5=3

L = 6 b its

(b)

Simulations documented in this communication
use the supply voltages VDD=5V and VSS =0V. The
decimator length is L=500 bit so that ∆N=100 bit
corresponds to ∆Uout=1V. Following [9] there was
one measurement series performed with L = 215bit.

SigmaDelta_out
t
L = 6 bits
6
4
2

decimator_out
t

0

Figure 2.4: Techniques to measure the mean value
of the Σ∆-modulator’s pseudo-random output bit
stream dout: (a) counters count bits in intervals of
Length L, (b) using a decimator.

2.3.2 Simulation accuracy adjustment.
For the following simulation experiments, the
accuracy of the MixED module was increased until
further accuracy improvement had no more impact
on the output data of the decimator. The accuracy
figured out with this method was 5 times higher than
that used for the simulation shown in Fig. 2.3. CPU
power consumption was found to increase
significantly with accuracy. The low clock frequency
of 10 KHz was chosen to make unknown details of
digital gate delays negligible.

2.3.3 Simulated versus experimental results.
Experimental data [9] is given as statistical
data as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Measuring a good Σ∆
modulator with constant input voltage will deliver B0
intervals containing N logical '1'-states and B 1
intervals containing N+1 logical '1'-states. [9] reports
few intervals contain N-1 or N+2 logic '1'-states as
shown in Fig. 2.5(b). The two extreme cases are: (1)
Uin corresponds exactly to N logic '1'-states as
shown in Fig. 2.5(a), and (2) Uin corresponds to N+½
logic '1'-states as shown in Fig. 2.5(b).
Simulated data was acquired with R=1KΩ ,
C=1µF and fclk=10KHz. There were one or two bars
in the statistics as shown Fig. 2.5: The decimator with
L=500bit delivered B0 and B1 times the values N and
N+1, respectively. The only exception that occurred
was for Uin=½(VDD+VSS )=2.5V, where only one bar
at N=250 was found in the statistics.

N-1

N

N+1

No. of counter = N+j

B0

B0

N-2

N-1

B1

N

d out (U in = 2 .5V ) = 16384 / 32768 = 0.5 ,
U out (U in = 2.5V ) = d out ⋅5V = 2.5V .

For Uin=3.75V the decimator’s output delivered
2 bars in the statistics acc. to Fig. 2.5: B0=29091 and
B1=10909 intervals contained N=23831 and
N+1=23832 logic '1'-states, respectively, corresponding to

d out (U in = 3 .75V ) =

(b)

No. of counter = N+j

(a)

Simulated statistics obtained with a decimator
length of L=215bit=32768bit did not show a wider
shape than for L=500. Used simulation setup: The
first 40000 bit of dout (0 to 4ms) were neglected, then
40000 values of dout (from 4 to 8ms) were observed.
For Uin=2.5V the decimator’s output delivered
B0=40000 times the value N=16384 corresponding to

N+1 N+2

Figure 2.5: Measured data [9] characterizing the
Σ∆-A/D converter: An interval of L bits taken from
the output bit stream dout contains N or N+1 logic '1'states depending on the input voltage Uin.

B0

N
N+ 1
+ B1
L
L = 0.72727 ,
B0 + B1

U out (U in = 3.75V ) = d out ⋅5V = 3.636V .

An increase of the standard deviation as reported
in [9] could not be observed for simulated problems.
This may be due to a number of idealized
assumptions made for the behavioral models.
The simulated characteristics of the A/D
converter is shown in Fig. 2.6

Experimental statistics [9] obtained wider
shapes for longer integration intervals. The situation
B0=B1 as illustrated in Fig. 2.5(b) delivered two bars
in the statistics according to Fig. 2.5 until
L=213bit=8192bit. For an interval of length
L=214bit=16384bit more bars appeared in the
statistics and for L=215bit=32768bit the two cases
illustrated in Fig. 2.5(a) and (b) could no longer be
distinguished. For L=216bit=65536bit the hardware
capabilities were exceeded because more than 8 bars
appeared in the statistics.

Uout = dout,mean*Vdd
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Figure 2.6: A/D conversion characteristics.
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Figure 2.7: Error of A/D conversion characteristics
relative to (V DD-V SS)=5V.

Figure 2.8: CPU power consumption and memory
usage for Σ∆ modulator with 8 bit decimator.

The measured inaccuracy of the ADC in the
range Uin=1...4V is acc. to [9] less than 1.4%.

In Fig. 2.8 at 3.5 s simulation time the consumed
CPU time and memory usage jump from 2113 s and
16,568KB down to 2089 s and 8144KB. After
accidentally restarting computer and simulator the
same problem on the same system ran 1.1% faster
and used 51% less memory. Furthermore, the
simulation speed strongly depends on the simulation
time: The simulation speed decreased from 250 to 4
(simulated clock cycles) / (second CPU time) during
the simulation shown in Fig. 2.7.

err = 100 % ⋅(U out − U in ) /(VDD − V SS )

is symmetric around Uin=2.5V. It rises to 2.8%
for Uin=1..4V (Fig. 2.7) when Uout is computed from
(2) using a=(VDD-VSS )=5V. Computing U out with
a=6.104V reduces the error below 1,4% in the range
Uin=0.1...4.9V. However, a=6.104V results in large
errors at Uin=VSS and VDD that are also documented
in [9]. Fig. 2.7 shows additional spikes in the curve
err(Uin), e.g. at Uin=1.51V and 3.49V. To find all
possible spikes would require smaller steps of ∆Uin.

2.3.4 CPU runtime and memory usage.

To compare the numerical effort for the Σ∆modulator to other digital tasks Figs. 2.8 and 2.9
compare similar simulations with different decimator
lengths: For L=23768bit the total consumed CPU time
at 8s sim. time was 33% larger than for L=8bit.
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All statistical data of this chapter was taken from
simulations on a 733 MHz Intel Pentium III processor
operated under Windows-NT 4.0.
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m
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Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate consumed CPU time
and memory usage of the simulator for a decimator
length of L=8 bit and L=32768 bit, respectively. The
data was taken from the Windows-NT task manager.
The CPU runtime differences between Fig. 2.8 and
Fig. 2.9 correspond to the numerical effort of shifting
32760 bit and counting their '1'-states.
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Figure 2.9: Consumed CPU time and memory
usage for Σ∆ modulator with 32768 bit decimator.

3 The clocked comparator
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4 Conclusions
The VHDL based MixED module is shown to be
capable of simulating a simple sigma-delta modulator
with RC-integrator allowing for A/D conversion. This
building block is suitable for integration in otherwise
digital technologies. Results obtained with the MixED
module were compared to both simulated and
measured data. Both comparisons validated the
MixED method. A clocked comparator model was
included into the MixED module.
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On Accommodating Particular Analog System Models With VHDL
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Abstract
In this paper the problem of accommodating particular
analog system models, with emphasis on interconnection's
representation, with discrete event simulators, and
particularly with VHDL circuit descriptions, is discussed
and a solution is proposed. The results can be successfully
used for VHDL modeling and simulation, but they are
implementation independent.

1: Introduction
A key requirement of hardware description languages
is to accurately represent the timing behavior of the actual
modeled hardware. For the purpose of developing digital
integrated circuits (IC's) and systems VHDL is a leading
solution. The analog behavior of the actual components,
mostly of the interconnections, is the limiting factor of the
IC's overall performances. Consequently modeling and
simulation of analog aspects of the digital components
became increasingly important.
Reduced order approximations of complex linear
networks using Padé like approximations such as AWE [1],
[2], CFH [3], or Krylov subspace approximations such as
PVL [4] or [5], were developed and successfully applied, to
approximate distributed parameter systems such as
interconnections. The purpose is to adjust interconnections'
models with circuit simulators while losing accuracy.
To enhance the simulation speed of VLSI circuits there has
been made efforts to adjust interconnection models into
discrete event simulators [6], [7]. Analog simulation
techniques are incompatible with VHDL. In literature there
are a few results reported on the convenient
interconnections models for VHDL [8], [9].
In this paper the problem of accommodating some
particular analog models with discrete event simulators, and
particularly with VHDL circuit descriptions, is discussed
and a solution is proposed.

2: The modeling approach
The VHDL grammar proposes two syntactic constructs:
inertial and transport delay. The VHDL semantics defines

ways to accurately solve problems of event transactions
using these timing specifications. But this set of events is
unappropriated to describe analog behavior [8], [9]. To
simulate analog behavior with a discrete event simulator an
appropriate set of events must be used and an event
transaction scheme must be developed.
The proposed solution to this problem developed
particularly for VHDL is to incorporate into the models a
supplementary layer which makes the translation from the
set of adequate events for the analog part and the set of
events used by VHDL simulation algorithms. This layer is
also responsible for the synchronization between the analog
and the digital stages of the simulated system.
The discrete event models for analog systems must be
able to be activated by the input signals and, considering
their nature, they must have a mechanism to self activate
until they reach a temporary steady state corresponding to
the input and output signals' state. The initial activation is a
consequence of the activity of the drivers connected at the
interconnection taps while all other events occur in order to
update the state of model during the propagation of the
signals.
Using a reduced order approximation of the circuit
implies knowing the approximating pairs of poles/residues.
Some of these pairs correspond to the dominant poles of the
original system, and a few do not correspond to poles in the
original system, but account for the effects of the remaining
poles. Using y-parameter description for the N-port which
represents the modeled system the in the frequency domain,
its equations are:
I(s) = Y(s)V(s)

where

(1)

Y11 ( s ) Y12 ( s ) á Y1n ( s )
Y(s) =

Y21 ( s ) Y22 ( s ) á Y2n ( s )



(2)

Yn1 ( s ) Yn2 ( s ) á Ynn ( s )
In (2) Ypq , p , q = 1 , á , n are supposed to have the
following shape:

M (s + p )
m1

Ypq = K pq +

kipq

i=1

The case of a single pole is a particular one for which
ji = 1 . Without losing the generality the case of a single

+

j i1

1

i

M

m1+m2

+

kipq

i=m1+1

( s + pi )

j i2

k

+

(3)

pq
i

(s + p

i

)

j i2

All the transfer functions Ypq have the same poles
while their residues are different. Private pole factors can be
easily added in Yii , i = 1 ,á, n without affecting the
pattern of the obtained set of equations. Further the
significance of the elements involved in (3) are as follows:
kipq
( s + pi )

j i1

ji1 = 1 : simple real pole;

<

ji1 > 1 : multiple real pole;

kipq
( s + pi )
<

j i2

k

+

(s + p

i)

j i2

Using an implicit integration method, the order 2
Adams-Moulton algorithm in this particular case, will lead
to the discretisation of (8):
ipq i n+1 = ipq i n +

(4)
#

pi (ipq i n

tn+1 -tn

#

2
pq
+ ipq i n+1) + ki (vq n vq n+1)

(9)

A time domain step involves solving (9) with respect
to ipq i n+1 :

pq
i

pole is further discussed. The time domain equation
corresponding to (7) in this case is:
d
i = pi ipq i + kipq vq
dt pq i
(8)
i ( t0 ) = i0

<

(5)

ipq i n+1 = ipq i n 1 -

ji2 = 1 : simple pair of complex poles;
ji2 > 1 : multiple pair of complex poles;

+

and K pq is a factor representing any direct coupling
between ports.

tn+1 -tn
2

ki (vq n vq n+1)
pq

tn+1 -tn
2
1 +



pi

tn+1 -tn
2

-1

(10)

pi

An amplitude step involves solving (9) with respect to tn+1 -tn
knowing the value of ipq i n+1 when using an amplitude
discretization step.

3: The model synthesis

tn+1 -tn = 2 ( ipq i n+1 - ipq i n ) #

The model is to be deduced from (3) taking into
account the goal to obtain a good accommodation with the
discrete event simulators. For the analog system the current
at the port p can be expressed as the superposition of its
components:

MI
n

Ip =

MMI
n

pq ( s )

q=1

=

1+d

pq i ( s )

(6)

q=1 i=1

This approach enables the use of a multi rating
integration method because of a good equation decoupling.
This is of crucial importance to enforce a good compromise
between the cost of the simulation and the accuracy of the
results.

3.1: Real poles

pi (ipq i n + ipq i n+1) + kipq (vq n vq n+1)

kipq
( s + pi )

j i1

Vq ( s )

(7)

-1

(11)

The VHDL implementation of this approach consists of
a process which is sensitive on the input signal and on a
wait statement based mechanism which schedules the
activation of the process using amplitude steps based on
(11) until a local steady state is reached. When the process
is activated by the activity of the input signal, a
rescheduling step begins with the purpose of synchronizing
the value of the output for the respective moment of time.
This is a time step based on (10).

3.2: Complex Poles
Consider the term:

Consider the term:
Ipq i ( s ) =

#

Ipq i ( s ) =

kipq
( s + pi )

j i2

k

+

pq
i

(s + p

i)

j i2

Vq ( s ) (12)

The case of a single pole is a particular one for which
ji2 = 1 . Without losing the generality the case of a single
pole is further considered. The time domain equations
corresponding to (12) in this case are:
d
i
= pi R ipq i 1 R + pi I ipq i 1 I + ki Rpq vq
dt pq i 1 R
d
i
= pi I ipq i 1 R - pi R ipq i 1 I + ki Ipq vq
dt pq i 1 I
(13)
ipq i 1 R ( t0 ) = ipq i 1 R 0
ipq i 1 I ( t0 ) = ipq i 1 I 0
ipq i = 2 ipq i 1 R

the number of amplitude steps.
By a similar manner, using (13), the amplitude steps
for the case of a pair of complex poles ûipq i 1 R and ûipq i 1 I
are:

ûipq i 1 R

=

ki R pi R + ki I pi I Vq
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ûipq i 1 I
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ki R pi R - ki I pi I Vq
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Obviously, (14) and (15) imposes some inherent
numerical limitations.

4: Experimental results
In (13) the R and I indexes were used to denote the real
part and the imaginary part of the variables affected by them
respectively. The discretization of (13) and the
implementation of the VHDL models is similar, with minor
changes, to the one described in the case of real poles.

3:3 Amplitude discretization
The determination of the appropriate value of the
amplitude step given by the amplitude discretization used is
of crucial importance because it decides in the end the
number of steps to be made during a swing between two
amplitude levels. Too many steps reduce the simulation
efficiency, while too few affect the accuracy of the
simulation results. Because the amplitude swing of the
variables involved in the model can have unrealistic values,
the amplitude step must be calculated using some
assumptions. In this approach a uniform discretization of
the amplitude domain is used, but others strategies might be
taken into account. Also, an important assumption is that
the amplitude swing of the driving signals at the ports is
known.
For the case of a real pole, considering that the local
steady state is given by the value zero of the derivative of
the output when the input value is constant, being a signal
in a digital circuit, from (8) results that the amplitude step ûipq i
is:

ûipq i

=

kipq Vq








M pi



(14)





where Vq is the amplitude swing of the signal vq, and M is

Some simple test structures are presented to prove in
this summary the validity of the proposed approach. In all
the following pictures the input signal is denoted vin, and
the output signals are denoted vout followed by suggestive
prefixes. The amplitude swing of the input signal is 3.0.
In fig. 1 the test structure contains system with one real
pole. The signal denoted vout1 corresponds to the case
when a 3 samples per amplitude unit amplitude sampling
rate is used. The signal vout2 is obtained using a 10 sample
per amplitude unit amplitude sampling rate. The signal
vexact is obtained using a classical integration algorithm
based on the same integration method.
In fig. 2 the test structure contains system with a pair of
complex poles. The signal denoted vout1 corresponds to the
case when a 3 samples per amplitude unit amplitude
sampling rate is used. The signal vout2 is obtained using a
10 sample per amplitude unit amplitude sampling rate. The
signal vexact is obtained using a classical integration
algorithm based on the same integration method.
The next test structure represents an interconnection
with 5 taps. At one tap the input signal vin is connected
while at the other taps there are connected capacitive loads.
The monitored signals are vload(0), vload(1), vload(2) and
vload(3).
In fig. 3 simulation results using only real poles in the
model of the interconnection are presented. The amplitude
discretization step is 3 samples per amplitude unit.
In fig. 4 simulation results using a much more complex
model involving both real and complex poles in the model
of the interconnection are presented. The amplitude
discretization step is 3 samples per amplitude unit.

/test_ orp /v in
/test_ orp /v ou t1
/test_ orp /v ou t2
/test_ orp /v ex ac t

0

5 ns

1 0 ns

1 5 ns

2 0 ns

2 5 ns

Figure 1 Simulation results for a system with one real pole
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/test_ tcp /v o u t2
/test_ tcp /v e x act
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Figure 2 Simulation results for a system with one pair of complex poles
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/vlo ad (0 )

/vload(0)
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Figure 3 Simulation results for a interconnection modeled
using real poles

Figure 4 Simulation results for a interconnection modeled
using both real and complex poles

4: Conclusions

timing behavior of the complex on chip and off chip
interconnections including crosstalk and non monotonic
transitions using available VHDL constructions.
The presented approach is an alternative to a VHDL-AMS
approach and remains usable for VHDL-AMS also. It is
usable only into a particular simulation scenario mainly
when the analog stage of the circuit is represented by
nonideal interconnections.

The paper discusses the development of a VHDL
analog system modeling approach with applications in
interconnections' modeling. It uses a multi rate integration
approach based on an implicit integration algorithm
exploiting latency and superior stability properties of
implicit integration methods. The modeling process is
driven by the limitations of discrete event simulation
algorithms, and particularly by VHDL limitations. The
solution is to integrate an extra layer into the model in order
to adapt the set of events and their transaction imposed by
the analog stage to the discrete event approach used by the
discrete event simulator. In this layer tow kind of iterations
are used: amplitude step and time step. The former is
needed for sincronization purposes.
The obtained modeling solution is able to represent the
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Abstract
Analog simulators typically use a dynamic, adaptive
time step control strategy in order to minimize the
calculations performed during inactive portions of a
system’s operation, while maintaining adequate time
resolution during active portions. Without this dynamic
control of time steps, one could generate too few time steps
to accurately render fast-edged events, or spend a large
percentage of CPU time calculating redundant values.
These Dynamic Time Step (DTS) algorithms are often
overzealous in their relaxation of time steps, and thus can
render waveforms inadequately or inaccurately. Thus, the
user can make poor decisions because of the incorrectly
presented waveforms. Some simulators provide useradjustable control parameters for the DTS. The Saber
simulator, with four primary DTS control parameters,
allows users to “dial in” just about any results they want.
Which one is correct is often debatable.
The techniques presented here allow the user to
override the built-in DTS in order to obtain trustworthy
results.

Introduction
The Saber simulator, like most analog timedomain simulators, makes use of an algorithm
commonly referred to as Dynamic Time Steps (DTS)
to control the time intervals at which the governing
equations are solved. The purpose of this algorithm is
to reduce the number of calculations performed during
the inactive portions of the simulation, while at the
same time maintaining the fidelity of the results during
the active portions. Without DTS, that is, if one were
to use Fixed Time Steps (FTS), the simulator could
produce either:
♦ Results that are too coarse to accurately render
important, transient events (edges, glitches, etc.).
Fast-edged events would have jagged “bumps”.

♦ Results that contain many redundant data points
generated at the expense of CPU time. The user
would wait a long time for the results, possibly
filling the hard drive in the process.
For the most part, Saber’s built-in DTS, using the
default settings for the four primary DTS control
parameters, produces acceptable results, particularly
with simple circuits and systems. However, the builtin algorithm often does not provide an adequate
number of time steps to accurately render waveforms.
The user can adjust these control parameters, and
often obtain better-looking results; however, this
requires a lot of experimentation by even an
experienced user.
Often this “calibrating the
simulator” (as Saber’s creators refer to this task) is
non-productive, as adjusting these parameters can
cause convergence problems, preventing the
simulation from completing. Novice and infrequent
users often don’t even know that these control
parameters exist, much less how to adjust them
properly.
The techniques presented here allow the user to
override the built-in DTS in order to provide more
believable and trustworthy results. These techniques
can be “built-in” to device or sub-system models, so
that the end users of the models are able to use them
without added thought or distress. Adding in some of
these alternative DTS algorithms can make the models
a “no brainer” to use. Although these techniques were
developed to overcome perceived deficiencies with the
Saber simulator, it is hoped that they can be beneficial
with other analog HDL-based simulators.

Example of the Problem
Given the simplistic (but real-world) circuit
below:

FET
or
Relay

Figure 2 – Driver Output Voltage (PSPICE)
However, with Saber’s user-adjustable DTS, we
can observe any number of different results.
Unfortunately, the result we get with the default
settings is nowhere close to “correct”. Figure 3
illustrates only a few of the possible “answers” the
engineer might observe.

Figure 1 – Solenoid & Driver
The Natural Resonance Frequency (NRF) is:

FRe s =

1
≈153.2kHz
2π LCoil (C RFI + C Zener )

The Decay (or Damping) Time-Constant is:

τ Decay = 2

LCoil
= 200µs
RCoil

The time to decay to ½of peak amplitude is:

T 1 Amplitude = 0.69315 * τ Decay = 138.6 µs
2

The Apparent Resonance Frequency (ARF, i.e.
what you would measure with an oscilloscope) is:
FOsc = FRe s

2


1
− 
2π * τ Decay


≈ 153 . 2 kHz

2

2






− 795 . 8 Hz

2

≈153.197kHz
Key points that a designer would be interested in
observing/learning from the simulation are:
♦ Output voltage rise and fall times
♦ Load current rise and fall times
♦ Percentage of overshoot (if any)
♦ Amplitude/frequency of ringing (or oscillation)
What kind of results do we expect from this kind
of circuit? This is a “textbook example” of an underdamped system, which exhibits severe ringing just
after the end of the “Avalanche” interval. PSPICE
easily gives us the classical result shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 – Driver Output Voltage (Saber)
The bottom waveform was the result of the DTS
control parameters being set to their defaults. Notice
that there is hardly any ringing/oscillation present.
The next two waveforms illustrate what happens when
the “Truncation Type” and “Truncation Error” control
parameters were changed individually; some ringing is
present, but nowhere near “correct”. The fourth
waveform from the bottom results from changing the
previous two parameters together whereas the fifth
waveform also changes the “Integration Method” from
“Gear” to “Trapezoid”. This setting provides the most
correct result. The top-most waveform resets the
“Truncation Type” and “Truncation Error” controls
back to their default settings, but leaves the
“Integration Method” set to “Trapezoid”.

When you consider the four major and two minor
control parameters that preside over Saber’s DTS
algorithms, you soon realize that there are an
overwhelming number of combinations that an
engineer might use to achieve useful results.
Table 1 – Saber DTS Control Settings
# of
Parameter
Settings
Settings
Truncation
Default ± 1 decade
(0.05, 0.005, 0.0005)
Error
3
Truncation
Method to use
(Dynamic, Static, All)
Type
3
Truncation
Formula to use
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
Normalization
6
Integration
Method to use
(Gear, Trapezoid)
Method
2
Number of
Default + 2 decades
(1, 10, 100)
Same Points
3
Sample Point
Default + 2 decades
(1, 10, 100)
Density
3
972
As you can see from Table 1, “Calibrating the
simulator” can be a very daunting task. It would be
nice if there was an easier way to get more time steps
when you need them.

The “Limit Step-Out” Template
The first enhancement to the DTS we can make is
to override Saber’s desire to overzealously relax the
time steps whenever it thinks the waveforms are
simple and smooth. Saber automatically relaxes the
time steps by 10X whenever it decides that solving the
system of equations was “easy”. For instance, if the
current time step was 1µs away from the last time step,
then the next time step will be 10µs away and then
100µs, etc.
A simple, rounded voltage rise, as
typically occurs with RC-filtered pulses, gets coarser
and coarser as the voltage rises. On the other hand,
PSPICE only relaxes the time steps by a factor of 2X.
Of course, both simulators have this “hard coded”,
and the user ordinarily cannot adjust it. However,
Saber’s MAST modeling language allows a model
(template) to limit the spacing to the next time step.
The step_size system variable can be set in the
values section of the template to dictate that the
next time step can not be any farther out in time than
what the template demands. Thus, we can make a very
simple symbol/template pair to control the rate at
which time steps are relaxed.

The gist of the code is:
template Limit_StepOut = \ # Model Name
StepOut_Factor
# Parameters
Number StepOut_Factor = 2
{
when(time_step_done) {
Time_Step = time – Last_Time
Last_Time = time
Desired_Step_Size =
Time_Step * StepOut_Factor
}
values {
step_size = Desired_Step_Size
}
}

Simply explained:
♦ At the end of each time step (event captured by
the when(time_step_done) construct), the
template calculates the size of the current step
( Time_Step ) by subtracting the current time
( time ) from the time it was when the last time step
was finished (Last_Time ).
♦ The current time step size is multiplied by the
user-specified relaxation rate (StepOut_Factor ),
which defaults to 2X (to mimic PSPICE), in order
to determine how large the next time step can be
( Desired_Step_Size ).
♦ The DTS is constrained (via step_size system
variable) as to how large it can make the next
time step (Desired_Step_Size ).
The DTS gathers up all of the step_size
constraints given to it by the various templates in the
system, and uses the smallest one to constrain the
distance to the next time step.
The benefits of this technique are astounding.
Figure 4 shows the rising current in the load
inductance of the circuit in Figure 1.

Figure 4 – Limit_StepOut Operation

We all know that the current is supposed to rise
smoothly to something just under 1A (10V into
10Ohm coil + switch resistance). However, letting
Saber use its default DTS settings shows us a very
coarse edge followed by 200µA of overshoot. Yes,
Saber kept us down to 142 time steps, but gave us a
rough (and wrong) answer.
Adding the
Limit_StepOut block, with StepOut_Factor
set to 1.1 gave a slightly smoother curve and reduced
the overshoot to 20µA (10X smaller). The number of
time steps only increased to 445. Changing the
StepOut_Factor to 1.05 yielded a much smoother
curve (with no overshoot) with 759 time steps, which
rivaled that of the 4201 time step result obtained by
adjusting three of Saber’s DTS control parameters.
Thus, we were able to obtain in about 1.76 seconds a
waveform with the same fidelity and accuracy as what
normally would have taken Saber about 9.5 seconds.
Not quite as fast as the wrong answer, using the
default settings, that we obtained in 0.35 seconds, but
well worth the wait. Keep in mind that without the
Limit_StepOut template the accurate answer
would be forthcoming IFF we happened to find the 3
or 4 “silver bullets” (parameter settings) to give us the
right answer. There was a lot of experimentation
needed to get that answer in the first place!

The “Target_Crossing” Template
Another technique to force the DTS to generate
time steps often enough is to tell the simulator at
which values of a given signal a time step must occur.
For instance, it is common for analog circuit designers
to talk about rise/fall times in terms of 10%/90%
points. Similarly, it is common for digital circuit
designers to talk about delay times in terms of 50%
points, or even 30%/70% (CMOS logic level) points.
It would certainly be handy to have time steps that
occur at precisely those levels, so that we can avoid
inaccuracies in the linear interpolation between
whatever time steps happened to be near those levels.
The Saber MAST modeling language provides a
construct to generate an interrupt (event) when a
signal has crossed through a specified level. MAST
also provides a construct that allows the event-driven
simulator to force the time-domain simulator to
backtrack and recalculate values at any desired point
in time. Because of these two constructs, it is easy to
create a template (model) which watches the voltage
of a node or the voltage between two nodes and force
analog time steps to occur at user-specified levels.

The gist of the code is:
template Target_Crossing \ # Model Name
P
\
M
= # Pins
Targets
# Parameters
electrical P, M
number Targets[10] = [ 0.50, # 10% of Vcc
1.50, # 30%
2.50, # 50%
3.50, # 70%
4.50, # 90%
0.00, # 0%
5.00, # 100%
-0.50, # Gnd Clamp
5.50, # Vcc Clamp
inf ] # Unused
{
when(threshold(v(P,M),Targets[1])) {
schedule_next_time(time)
}
.
.
.
when(threshold(v(P,M),Targets[10])) {
schedule_next_time(time)
}
}

Simply explained:
♦ The user specifies up to ten voltage levels at
which time steps should occur (Targets ).
♦ The voltage between the inputs (P and M ) are
monitored (using when(threshold()) construct).
♦ When any of the ten thresholds are crossed, an
analog time step is forced (using the
schedule_next_time construct) at the point in
time ( time ) which the built-in linear interpolation
routine estimated the threshold was crossed.
♦ The analog simulator throws away the data for
the just-calculated time step and goes back to the
specified point in time.
This can be illustrated pictorially:
=Time-Step Thrown Away
=Time-Step Kept (Used)

7

Target[2]

9
8

6

5
3

Target[1]

4
Time2

1

2
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Figure 5 – Target_Crossing Explanation
The simulator is running along solving the system
of equations at time steps 1 and 2, both of which are

below the user-specified threshold (Target[1]).
The conditions of the system change such that the
signal level starts to rise, and a time step is calculated
at position 3. However, this new level is above the
threshold, triggering the when(threshold())
construct, passing down the estimated time of that
crossing (time). The schedule_next_time()
construct is used to force the analog simulator to go
back in time, and generate a time step at position 4.
Once completed, the DTS resumes its normal
operation, and commands the next time step to occur
at position 5. The situation repeats itself when the
time step at position 6 occurs, which is above the
second threshold. Backtracking is performed, and the
time step at position 7 is calculated.
Returning to our test circuit from Figure 1,
applying targets of –0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5,
15.0, 19.5, 20.0:

approached the known target, thus avoiding the
fictitious overshoot condition.

Output Driver (Source) Control
A technique similar to “Target_Crossing” can be
hard coded into a model of an output driver, or signal
source, in order to control the time steps during its
state changes. The standard Saber “pulse” sources
schedule time steps to occur at the beginning and
ending points of the linear ramps (rise and fall
intervals). They do nothing, however, to provide extra
time steps along the way. It is up to the circuitry
connected to the source to govern when the other time
steps will be scheduled.
When writing our own source (driver) models, we
can enhance the performance of the DTS by
scheduling time steps at known points during the
rise/fall ramps. For instance, if we want to force time
steps at 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90% points, we could use
the following code:
T_Start = time
T_Stop = T_Start + T_Transition
schedule_next_time(T_Start)
schedule_next_time(T_Start +
(0.1 * T_Transition))
schedule_next_time(T_Start +
(0.3 * T_Transition))
schedule_next_time(T_Start +
(0.7 * T_Transition))
schedule_next_time(T_Start +
(0.7 * T_Transition))
schedule_next_time(T_Start +
(0.9 * T_Transition))
schedule_next_time(T_Stop)

Figure 6 – Target_Crossing Operation
As you can see, time steps occurred precisely at
the voltages that were commanded. With Saber’s DTS
control parameters set to their default values, Saber
didn’t attempt many more time steps than that which
were required to fulfill the needs of the
Target_Crossing template. Without this model,
the time steps at the beginning and ending of the
avalanche interval were very far apart and produced a
very crude representation of the time response of the
circuit. In fact, not shown here are the targets that
were specified in order to smooth out the curve at the
peak of the avalanche interval at approximately 100V.
Without this block, the DTS generates so few time
steps that the voltage actually overshot the 100V
clamp level (for two time steps). Using this block,
with targets of 90, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 99.5, 100, and
100.5 volts, forced the DTS to slow down as the signal

In this example T_Transition is the rise (or fall)
time of the transition. The result of these commands
is shown pictorially in Figure 7.
100%
90%
70%
50%

T_Start

T_Stop

30%
10%
0%
T_Transition

Figure 7 – Output Driver Control Explanation
If the DTS senses, from other portions of the
design, that more time steps are needed, it will still
generate them. All this technique does is guarantee

that time steps will occur at precise points along this
waveform.

♦ If the shaft angle is between 10 and 30 degrees of
the zero crossing, the desired shaft angle change
per time step is 2 degrees.

The “Angle_DTS” Template

♦ If the shaft angle is greater than 30 degrees of the
zero crossing, the desired shaft angle change per
time step is 10 degrees.

A similar technique can be used in the
electromechanical domain as well.
A Variable
Reluctance (VR) sensor generates an electrical signal
(voltage) as a rotating toothed wheel (or gear) spins
past a magnetically biased coil of wire. A mixeddomain model of the sensor can be created by
monitoring the mechanical “shaft position” input, and
using it as the index into a look-up table to obtain the
value to be applied across the electrical “voltage”
output. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the VR
signal, the standard DTS algorithm has a hard time
generating enough time steps during the “interesting”
parts of the waveform. Left unassisted, the DTS often
spreads out the time steps so rapidly that the signal
generated looks nothing like what it should. Since we
were the ones who generated the look-up table, we
know which shaft angles correspond to “interesting”
portions of the VR waveform, and which do not. We
can thus force the time steps to be closer in the
“interesting” portions and relax them elsewhere. The
gist of the code is:
template Angle_DTS \ # Model Name
Shaft_Posn
# Pin
rotational Shaft_Posn
{
values {
Rev_Num = int(Shaft_Posn/360)
Shaft_Angle = Shaft_Posn –
(Rev_Num * 360)
Angle_Step = 10
if(abs(Shaft_Angle)<30) {
Angle_Step = 2
}
if(abs(Shaft_Angle)<10) {
Angle_Step = 0.4
}
step_size = Angle_Step / Degs_per_sec
}
equations {
Degs_per_sec: Degs_per_sec =
d_by_dt(ang_deg(Shaft_Posn))
}

♦ The step_size system variable is used to
constrain Saber’s DTS algorithm so that the next
time step is the desired distance from the current
time step.
The results are shown below:

Figure 8 – Angle_DTS Example

About The Author

Simply explained:
♦ The model monitors the rotational shaft angle
( Shaft_Posn ), and calculates the position in
degrees in a “modulo” fashion.
♦ If the shaft angle is within 10 degrees of the zero
crossing, the desired shaft angle change per time
step is 0.4 degrees.
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Abstract

The increasing importance of mixed-signal design among today's and tomorrows hardware systems
brings up new challenges in the eld of design tool
construction. We present a newly developed VHDLAMS simulation framework. It consists of a VHDLAMS compiler, elaborator, and simulator comprising
of a digital kernel and an analog kernel. The latter
has an open interface for the integration of di erent
analog solvers. A coupling with a MATLAB kernel
is described in this paper. Furthermore, the framework provides an interface for the integration of di erent synchronization algorithms. The presented framework has an open object-oriented architecture which
provides good capabilities for research in the eld of
mixed-signal simulation.

1 Introduction
The increasing importance and the growing amount
of mixed-signal hardware designs gave rise to the development of new mixed-signal hardware description
languages (MS-HDLs). In comparison to traditional
analog description languages, such as SPICE, the new
MS-HDLs allow mixed analog/digital hardware descriptions on di erent levels of abstraction ranging
from transistor to system level. Moreover, standardization of MS-HDLs accelerates development of language speci c mixed-language simulators thus providing the foundation for the exchange of mixed-signal
hardware models. One of these languages is VHDLAMS [1] which was standardized by IEEE last year
and has found wide acceptance in industry since. Currently, VHDL-AMS is integrated into several industrial design ows and, caused by this activity, research
on language speci c issues is increasing. Research directions include development of eÆcient synchronization algorithms for mixed-language simulators as well
as development of new solvability checks for hierarchical VHDL-AMS models.

A. Windisch, W. Ecker
Corporate Development
In neon Technologies AG
Munich, Germany
A rst approach of a VHDL-AMS simulator was
presented in [2]. In [3] a distributed solution is introduced. In addition, several commercial simulators
are now available [4, 5, 6]. In this paper, we present
a JAVA based VHDL-AMS simulation environment.
It is intended as a basis for future research on mixed
signal simulation. The next chapters will describe the
overall architecture, the simulation data structure and
the simulator components. A detailed example will
show the results of a simulation run.

2

Overall structure

Our VHDL-AMS simulation framework is based on
an already existing VHDL-AMS analysis environment
consisting of a VHDL-AMS compiler and a VHDLAMS elaborator. The environment was implemented
in JAVA, which gained us platform independence and
powerful class libraries. The compiler translates the
VHDL-AMS design les into an intermediate representation. The intermediate is structured as a concrete syntax tree with annotated symbol tables and
additional semantic information.
Compiler

VHDL−AMS Description

Compiler Intermediate

Elaborator
Compiler Intermediate

F
L
O
W

Elaborator Intermediate

VHDL−AMS
Simulator
Elaborator Intermediate

Figure 1: Design Flow
After compilation the design is elaborated.
Thereby, the hierarchical design is attened to a list of
time-discrete(digital) processes and the time continuous(analog) equation sets. The simulation framework

consists of a digital kernel and an analog kernel with
an interface to di erent analog solvers for mathematical calculations. The components of the VHDL-AMS
simulator and the data structures used for simulation
are described in detail in the following chapters. For
a more detailed description of the compiler and the
elaborator the interested reader is referred to [7, 8].

3 Simulation data structure
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Our simulation intermediate structure is an object
oriented data structure implemented in JAVA. It is
built by the VHDL-AMS elaborator [8] which evaluates dynamically pre-compiled VHDL-AMS design
units [7]. The intermediate represents the hierarchical structure of the model consisting of objects representing language scopes, concurrent statements and
simultaneous statements. Objects representing language scopes contain an activation record which holds
instances of VHDL-AMS objects, types, and natures.
These objects are interconnected as shown in gure
3 and therefore represent the complete hierarchical
signal ow(digital) as well as the ow of the quantities(analog) and the connection of terminals. For
the digital VHDL object signal, signal drivers are annotating explicit and implicit signal instances. Signal
drivers store transactions with each transaction denoting a time-value pair of the corresponding signal. In
case of explicit signals the signal driver also annotates
the VHDL process instance of the hierarchical intermediate structure in which the signal appears as target
of a signal assignment. These annotated process instances furthermore store information about objects
being read inside its scope.
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in the generation of an explicit and an implicit set
of characteristic expressions (CEs ) that have to be
solved by the analog solver. The implicit set is a
static set resulting from structural information of the
model. It is built during elaboration of branch quantity
declarations and during the evaluation of hierarchical
interconnection(ports / port map aspects ).
The explicit set is the set of explicitly described
equations in the model using simultaneous statements
provided by VHDL-AMS. Because of control elements
in the simultaneous statements(if/case) this set is a
dynamic set that has to be re-built at each time the
analog solver is executed. During simulation additional augmentation sets are determined.
Characteristic expressions are represented in the
following form: An operand interface is implemented
by all allocated VHDL-AMS objects and literals. The
operators, which implement the operand interface too,
are divided into three subclasses: binary and unary
operators as well as a class for function calls. With
these two objects the left associative expression structure is build and stored in a characteristic expression
object corresponding to a set object. Figure 3 illustrates the characteristic expression V = I  R of a
resistor model stored in the explicit set.
After this discussion of the simulator internal data
structure we now focus on the class hierarchy underlying our VHDL-AMS object implementation. Object
oriented languages like JAVA allow class inheritance
and polymorphism. Based on those two concepts an
eÆcient object structure containing di erent classes
of VHDL-AMS objects was implemented. Figure 4
shows the partial class hierarchy for VHDL signals.

Object instance type and direction

Figure 2: Elaborated data structure
Elaboration of the analog parts of the model results

charac.
expr.

*

V

across quantity

R

interface constant

I

through quantity

Figure 3: Characteristic expression of a resistor model
We distinguish between VHDL-AMS objects of different types. Thus, a signal declaration of type integer
is represented by a scalar signal instance whereas a signal declaration of an array type results in the creation
of an array signal instance which stores n scalar signal
instances.

4

Simulator components

The simulator framework consists of a digital kernel, an analog kernel, an interface to di erent analog
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Figure 4: Object Hierarchy of the VHDL object signal
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Figure 5: The architecture of the simulation framework
4.2

Analog kernel

The analog kernel is called by the scheduler to calculate the values of the quantities in a time interval
current time Tc and time of the next digital event
Tn . It divides this interval into a couple of timesteps Ti were an analog solution point(ASP) has to
be found as described below. Additionally the kernel guards the implicit signals corresponding to the
attribute Q'above(E). If the calculated value of the
quantity Q crosses the threshold de ned by the expression E, an event occurs on the implicit signal and
the analog solvers suspends at its local time Ti .
4.3

abstract
Signal Class

MATLAB

Ping
Pong

The digital kernel contains a set of elementary processes (p1 ,. . . ,pn ), which are activated by the scheduler. Such processes are process statements, concurrent signal assignments, concurrent assertions, concurrent procedure calls and concurrent break statements. These processes can access the above described
elaborated data structure which includes the access to
the corresponding parse-trees.
After elaboration all composite signals are attened
to their scalar sub-elements. This set of signals is updated in every simulation cycle. The update mechanism is encapsulated in the above described data
structure. Each process is associated with an interpreter that executes the corresponding sensitive process until a wait statement occurs. The execution of
a wait statement causes a suspend exception to be
thrown which contains the new sensitivity set or time
out clause and the wait statement node. This information is stored in the process data structure. In the next
simulation cycle, this information is used to determine
the resumption and the sensitivity of the process. The
kernel calls are invoked by a scheduler, which can be
easily adapted to di erent scheduling algorithms. By
default, the digital kernel runs as a VHDL-93 digital
simulator. For mixed-signal simulation the kernel is
extended by an analog kernel which is described in
the next chapter.
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VHDL
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Simulation Model

Synchronisation

solvers and an open scheduler interface for the implementation of di erent synchronization algorithms.
The complete simulator accesses the above described
global data structure. The particular components are
discussed in the next sections.

Analog solver interface

The analog kernel provides an interface to adapt
di erent analog solvers for calculating the analog solution point at a speci c time step Ti . To calculate an
ASP the analog kernel has to export all the unknowns
of the structural- and the explicit equation sets as
well as the unknowns of the current augmentation
set (exportUnknowns() ). Then the analog solver is
invoked to export the equations or the corresponding
matrixes(exportEquations() ) from the above described
data representation into its internal representation,
like symbolic variables or matrix representing datastructures. After this step the calculation of the ASP
is performed(getASP() ) and nally the calculated values of the quantities are passed back to the database
objects/quantities by calling the update-method up-

date() of the interface.
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Figure 6: Implementation of the analog kernel/matlab
coupling
The interface was tested by a prototype implementation of such an analog solver using MATLAB[9].
The implementation consists of a C-library to couple
the MATLAB-engine to the JAVA analog kernel and
a newton-raphson iteration algorithm implemented in
the MATLAB programming language. The algorithm
uses an additional toolbox, the MATLAB symbolic
toolbox to access prede ned symbolic functions like jacobian(F,x) to calculate the jacobian of the functions
F and the unknowns x. Using this approach of symbolic calculations, the performance of the simulation
was very weak in di erence to a second implementation using numerical calculations. To implement the
numerical algorithm the quantity values of previous
time-step had to be stored additionally.
Now in time, the In neon circuit simulator TITAN
will be extended towards VHDL-AMS by using the interface to connect to the presented simulation system.
4.4

Scheduler interface

As mentioned above, the open scheduling interface
provides an easy adaption of di erent synchronization
algorithms. The scheduler interface provides methods
for the integration of sequential and parallel execution
of the analog and digital kernel. Therefore the simulation cycle is divided into atomic steps. For each step,
the scheduler calls a method at the corresponding analog or digital kernel. In a simple lock-step algorithm,
these steps are executed in sequential order. More advanced algorithms can execute some of these steps in
parallel. Both, the analog and the digital kernel, work
on an uniform data structure. This allows the implementation of eÆcient synchronization algorithms.

5 Example

The example shows the simulation results for the
mixed-signal circuit shown in gure 7 below. This circuit is modeled in structural VHDL-AMS. The nmos
transistor(ohmic region) ampli es the sinus input voltage while the schmitt-trigger generates a digital clock

NMOS

VSIN

Figure 7: Mixed signal VHDL-AMS example circuit

Example Source Code
entity mse is
end entity;
architecture struct of mse is
terminal drain, gate, vdd: electrical;
signal clk : bit := '0';
begin
NMOS: entity work.mosfet(nmos)
generic map(tc => 1.0,
vth => 0.7)
port map(drain, gate, ground);
R

: entity work.res(behave)
generic map(100.0)
port map( vdd, drain);

VSIN: entity work.vsin(behave)
generic map (offset => 1.0,
T
=> 1.0e-3,
mag
=> 0.1)
port map(v1 => gate,
v2 => ground);
SCHM: entity work.schmitt(behave)
generic map (vl => 3.5,
vh => 7.5)
port map (refTerm => drain,
s
=> clk);
VDD1: entity work.vdd(behave)
generic map (v => 10.0)
port map(drain, ground);
end struct;
-------------------------------------------entity schmitt is
generic ( constant vl, vh : real :=0.0 );
port
( terminal refTerm: electrical;
signal
s
: out bit:='0');
end entity;

ref == refTerm'reference;
P: process
begin
if(ref'above(vh)) then
s <= '1';
else
if(not(ref'above(vl))) then
s <= '0';
end if;
end if;
wait on ref'above(vh),ref'above(vl);
end process;
end behave;
------------------------------------------entity vsin is
generic ( offset : real := 0.0;
T
: real := 1.0;
mag
: real := 1.0);
port (terminal v1, v2: electrical);
end entity vsin;
architecture behave of vsin is
quantity V across I through v1 to v2;
begin
V == offset +
mag * sin(2.0*MATH_PI/T * now);
end behave;
entity mosfet is
generic ( tc : real := 1.0; -- K' W/L
vth : real := 0.7); -- Vth
port (TERMINAL d, g, s : electrical);
end entity;
architecture nmos of mosfet is
quantity vgs across g to s;
quantity vds across ids through d to s;
quantity vgd across g to d;
begin
if vds >= 0.0 use
-- forward
if (vgs - vth) <= 0.0 use
ids == 0.0;
elsif (vgs - vth) <= vds use
ids == 0.5 * tc *(vgs - vth)**2
else
ids == tc * vds *(vgs - vth
- 0.5*vds)
end use;
else
-- reverse
...
end use;
end nmos;

architecture a_res of res is
quantity Vr across Ir through pr to mr;
begin
Vr == R * Ir;
end;

Our top level architecture of the example circuit is
a structural description connecting the single models
(VSIN, NMOS, VDD1, SCHM, R) to build the circuit
shown in schematic 7.
The sinus voltage source VSIN is a behavioral description providing a sinus voltage with the parameters
DC-O set, magnitude and period time. In our example VSIN is used to stimulate the gate of the transistor
model around the operating point.
The NMOS-transistor model NMOS is a behavioral
description describing the di erent behavior of the
drain-source current ids depending on the values of
the voltages vgs, vds and vt (threshold voltage). In
our example the transistor is working in the ohmic
region to amplify the sinus gate-source voltage. In a
separate simulation run we simulated the transistor
model with an increasing gate-source voltage vgs (see
Figure 8).
The model SCHM of the schmitt-trigger is described
as a digital process triggered on the implicit signals
ref'above(vh) and ref'above(vl) of the reference quantity ref of the connected terminal refTerm. In case
of the value of the reference quantity being above vh
the digital output signal s is high ('1') and changes
it's value to low ('0') when the value of the reference
quantity is below vl. In our example the connected terminal is the drain of the nmos-transistor. This causes
that the reference quantity compared to the voltages
vl and vh equals the drain-source voltage vds.
The models R and VDD are simple behavioral models
describing the behavior of the linear resistor and the
constant source voltage vdd. Figure 9 illustrates the
simulation results of the simulation run.
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Figure 9: The simulation results of the example circuit

6 Outlook

Future research will focus on development of different synchronization algorithms and on checks for
solvability of hierarchical VHDL-AMS models. Furthermore, e ort will be put into the integration of the
In neon in-house analog simulator TITAN [11].
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Neural Network Design for Behavioral Model
Generation with Shape Preserving Properties
Oleg Mikulchenko and Kartikeya Mayaram
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Abstract
A practical method for the design of arti cial neural networks (ANN) for behavioral modeling of various
devices is presented. The approach has been applied
to the modeling of micro- ow sensors and MOS transistors. It is shown that the ANN based behavioral
models are accurate and computationally eÆcient.
Keywords| Behavioral modeling, simulation, device modeling, neural networks, micro- ow sensor
modeling, MOS transistor modeling.
I. Introduction

Behavioral modeling is important in a top-down design methodology [1]. The hierarchy and abstraction
resulting from behavioral models makes it possible to
simulate complex systems in an eÆcient manner. The
performance of a behavioral simulation of a complex
system is determined by the performance of the behavioral models for the various components and subsystems. Therefore, accurate and computationally eÆcient behavioral models are required for the nonlinear
components of a system.
Conventional approaches to behavioral modeling
include use of tables [2], B-splines [3], [4], polynomials
[5] and arti cial neural networks (ANN) [6], [7], [8].
The most promising of these are the ANN-based behavioral models since ANNs can approximate highly
nonlinear characteristics. In addition, ANNs possess
highly desirable characteristics for behavioral modeling. They produce reasonable outputs for inputs not
encountered during training (learning). Furthermore,
ANNs work well with noisy and incomplete data.
However, existing approaches for ANN design do
not provide ANNs guaranteed to be free from undertting (large errors) or over- tting (large oscillations
for small errors) of data [9]. Moreover, as pure approximators, ANNs can approximate a given data set, but
with features not present in the original data. These
include a local non-monotonical approximation for a
monotonical function, a local negative approximation

for a positive function, and false oscillations. Because
of these undesirable features the simulation accuracy
is compromised. Traditional ANN based algorithms
for model generation [7], [8] do not guarantee shape
preserving approximations, which are essential for accurate simulation.
In this paper, an algorithm for creation of ANNs
with shape-preserving properties for multivariate
approximations is described. The paper is organized
as follows. An overview of ANNs and techniques for
behavioral model generation are described in Section
II. Examples of ANN-based behavioral models are
presented in Section III and conclusions are provided
in Section IV.
II. ANN-based behavioral model generation

ANNs are nonlinear mapping schemes the structure of which corresponds to the nervous system. An
ANN consists of simple units, called neurons, which
can be combined in a network resulting in a complicated structure. The most widely used ANN are the
multi-layer perceptrons (MLP), as shown in Fig. 1.
These are a subset of the feed-forward ANN [10]. The
design of an ANN consists of choosing the connection
topology and the connection weights. The information processing by a single neuron is shown in Fig. 2.
These neurons have a smooth nonlinear transformation function as shown in the gure. Neurons in the
output layer employ a linear transformation function.
MLPs with two hidden layers can approximate any
bounded continuous function with an arbitrary accuracy [10], [11], [12]. A MLP with one hidden layer is
not as general but can also be used to approximate
most functions.
In the design of ANN based behavioral models there
are several key considerations. These are:
De nition of the objective function: The optimal
ANN must be shape preserving and have small
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Fig. 1. A multi-layer perceptron. The network consists of
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Fig. 2. Information processing by one arti cial neuron. A neuron collects weighted input signals and nonlinearly transforms
a sum to the output.

errors.
The optimal ANN
structure depends on the number of neurons in
the hidden layers.
Training of ANN: A fast and reliable optimization
algorithm is required for the adjustment of ANN
weights.
Design of experiments: The data set used to train
the ANN must provide a reasonable approximation for data not used to train the ANN.
Design of the ANN topology:

A. De nition of the objective function

The objective function that is minimized is of the
following form:
f (x; V) = f1 (x; V)  f2 (x; V)

(1)

=1

(2)
(3)

where N is the number of weights, x 2 RN is a vector
of ANN weights, Ninp is the number of inputs, No is
the number of outputs, M is the number of points in
the data set, V 2 RN M is the input data set, vj 2
RN is the j-th input vector, fNN : RN ) RN is
the ANN mapping, Y 2 RN M is the output data
set, and Nsign;k is the number of changes in the sign
of the partial derivatives (@ fNN (x; V)=@Vk ) of the NN
output with respect to the inputs V.
The rst factor of Eq. (1) is the standard root
mean square error (RMSE) as given in Eq. (2). This
is used to minimize the error between the data points
and the ANN. The second factor in (1) is a measure of
the numbers of oscillations in the function fNN (x; V).
The minimum of the objective function yields both
the shape reconstruction (a small number of the oscillations expressed by Nsign;k ), and good accuracy
(expressed by the RMSE). Thus, an optimum for the
objective function avoids the over- tting and undertting of data, a problem common to regular ANN
[10].
No parameters have to be determined for the objective function described above. This is an important property, because the adjustable parameters in
an objective function can a ect the optimization performance and the quality of results in unknown ways.
inp

inp

inp

o

out

B. Design of ANN topology

The objective function is a non-smooth function of
parameters x. Therefore, conventional optimization
techniques cannot be applied for the minimization of
the objective function in Eq. (1). Moreover, even for a
smooth RMSE, application of traditional optimization
methods does not guarantee a global minimum [10].
Genetic algorithms [13] can be applied to minimize
Eq. (1). However, our investigations show this approach takes a very long time. A simpler and more
eÆcient algorithm consists of a few repetitions of deterministic optimization with multiple random initializations.
The objective function is directly proportional to
the RMSE. Therefore we can use RMSE (Eq. (2)) as

a function to be minimized for the deterministic local
optimization. A multiple number of neural networks
are generated randomly and optimized based on the
training data. During this step the number of neurons
are varied. From this collection of neural networks the
best neural network is selected which yields ANN with
structure and parameters near a global optimum.
For improved optimization performance and to obtain a model valid for a wide parameter range we use
nonlinear scaling and normalization.
C. Training of ANN

Back-propagation [14], [15] is the most commonly
used method for training multi-layer feed-forward
ANN. From an optimization point of view, this
method is equivalent to gradient descent optimization.
The method is very simple and eÆcient for ANN programming, but has slow convergence [16]. Other approaches for ANN training are the conjugate gradient methods [17] and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [18], [19]. For a small and moderate ANN, the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is preferred, whereas
the conjugate gradient methods are preferred for many
weights.
In this paper, our focus is on relatively small
ANN. Therefore, we use the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The method is applied to the nonlinear least
squares problem:
Minimize f (x) = r(x)T  r(x) = PMj=1 (rj (x))2
where x 2 RN , and r(x) is the residual vector (the difference between the ANN model and the data). This
results in the following iteration:
xk+1 = xk (J(xk )T J(xk ) + k I) 1 J(xk )T r(xk ); (4)
where J(x) 2 RN M ; J(x) = @ r(x)=@ x is the Jacobian matrix and I is the N -dimensional identity matrix.
Our experience shows that di erent implementations of the Levenberg-Marquardt method have di erent performance for di erent tasks. In general, two
approaches are preferred (i) explicit control of k as
implemented in the MATLAB neural network toolbox
[20] and (ii) trust region algorithms [21].
D. Design of Experiments

Design of experiments [22] is a mature eld in process development and process improvement and also
in polynomial model generation. The techniques for
design of experiments (response surface design, factorial design, I-optimal design) use simple polynomial
models and provide a small number of points to determine the coeÆcients of models. However, such meth-

ods do not yield a good sampling for accurate highly
nonlinear model generation. Therefore, the design of
simulation experiments for general models continues
to be a challenging problem.
The use of uniform grids (one-variable-at-a-time)
is a very ineÆcient approach for multivariate models
because of a large number of data points. To avoid
a big data set and to obtain a distribution with
a good uniformity over each variable and over the
multidimensional unit hypercube low-discrepancy
sequences have been developed [23]. Low-discrepancy
sequences are the basic ingredients of quasi-Monte
Carlo methods, e.g., for numerical integration and
global optimization with an improved performance.
We use the low-discrepancy Sobol's ( ) quasirandom number generator [24] for data points used
in model generation. Our testing shows that this
algorithm is superior in comparison with other
generators (e.g., Halton sequences, Faur sequences)
and with a uniform grid. We use the  generator
to obtain di erent point density distributions via the
inversion function method.
III. ANN-based behavioral models

In this section the ANN-based behavioral modeling is demonstrated on two very di erent examples.
The rst example is of MOSFET modeling where the
ANN is used to provide an accurate DC model for the
transistor. The second example is that of a micro- ow
sensor which can only be modeled using a solution of
the partial di erential equations describing the device.
These examples illustrate the generality of the modeling technique whereby this approach can be applied
to other type of devices.
A. MOSFET Transistor Modeling

ANN based models speed up the simulation time
and can therefore be used instead of accurate (but
slow) physics based models. For this reason, we consider the application of ANN to MOSFET modeling. For illustration purposes the circuit simulator
SPICE3f5 is used to generate the data for the BSIM3
MOSFET model [25]. In a real application, measured
data will be used to train the ANN. The model takes
5 input arguments (channel width W, channel length
L, gate-source voltage Vgs, drain-source voltage Vds,
and the bulk-source voltage Vbs) and the output is
the drain current Id. The training data set was obtained by the ( ) quasi-random number generator
with piecewise linear distribution functions for Vds 2
[0, 3] V, Vgs 2 [0, 3] V, and for uniform distribution
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Fig. 3. MOSFET modeling by ANN. W=45 m, L=0.5 m,
Vbs=-2 V. Comparisons are provided for data not used in the
training set.

From these gures the following observations can
be made
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functions for W 2 [1, 100] m, L 2 [0.5, 100] m,
and Vbs 2 [-3, 0] V. The range of Id is [1e-9, 1e-2] A.
Hence, a nonlinear scaling was applied for Vds, Vgs,
and Id.
The nonlinear scaling is described by the transform:
x0 = (log (x) + a)=b;
where a and b are chosen such that x0min =
1; x0max = 1. This scaling results in a
 better condition number for the Jacobian used in
the Levenberg-Marquardt method
 smoothing of the nonlinearity for improved optimization performance
 eÆcient stochastic search with random initialization of NN weights and biases
 the same optimum solution for both the absolute
error of the scaled variable x0 and for the relative
error of the original variable x
 the same percentage error estimate for each scaled
output value
Small-signal analysis is important for analog circuit design. Therefore, good agreement is required not
only for Id, but also for its derivatives gds=@ Id/@ Vds,
and gm=@ Id/@ Vgs. The results for the ANN based
model for di erent parameter values are shown in Figs.
3 and 4.
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Fig. 4. MOSFET modeling by ANN. W=100 m, L=1 m,
Vbs=-2 V. Comparisons are provided for data not used in the
training set.

The conductances gds and gm are accurately
modeled
 Both the high current regimes (Id 2 [1e-3, 1e-2]
A), and low currents (Id 2 [1e-9, 1e-3] A) are
accurately modeled
 The current Id is very close to zero for Vds=0
(jIdj < 1e-12 A)


B. Micro- ow Sensor Modeling

The micro- ow sensor is an important component
of a micro uidic system. We have applied the ANN to
model an anemometer type micro- ow sensor [26] as
shown in Fig. 5. The data set for training the ANN
was obtained from nite-element solutions of the partial di erential equations describing the device operation.
The ANN takes 3 input arguments ( ow velocity U,
sensor separation d and channel height h) and yields
the temperature di erence T , the temperature of the
heater T2, and the temperature of the upstream sensor
T1.
The sequence of steps used to obtain the ANN
model is outlined below:
 A numerical solution is obtained for T , T1, and
T2 for di erent values of U, d, h
 This solution yields discrete data points for T ,
T1, and T2 as a function of U, d, and h
 The discrete data points are then approximated
by neural networks
In our modeling approach, we have used a nonlinear
scaling for U, h, and T (because these values vary
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Fig. 5. Structure of an anemometer type ow sensor. This
sensor is made up of a heating element and two sensing elements.
In this gure, the upstream sensor is placed to the left of the
heater. The downstream sensor is placed to the right of the
heater. The temperature di erence between the downstream
and upstream sensors is used to measure the ow.

over a large interval) and a linear scaling for d, T1 and
T2.
A good agreement was obtained for a large range of
input variables. The ANN model can be used to predict T for parameter values that were not included
in the training set for the ANN. An example of such
a result is shown in Figure 6 where the model is compared with simulation data for a channel height of 50
m. It should be noted that this data was not included in the training set and yet excellent agreement
between the model and data is obtained.
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The optimal ANN-based model (repetitions of ANN
training for multiple random initializations) was
obtained in two days on a PC with a Pentium-II 400
MHz processor. The time required for evaluation
of one data point using the ANN-model is 80 s
compared with 300 s for one PDE solution.

U=10 m m /s

In this paper we have presented a technique for
developing ANN-based behavioral models which
posses the correct physical behavior. The ANN
models are simple, accurate, have shape preserving
properties, and are applicable for a wide range of
device parameters. The models can be generated
from simulated or measured data. Two examples,
a MOS-transistor and a micro- ow sensor are used
to demonstrate the application of the ANN-based
modeling technique. The performance of ANN-based
models is up to 7 orders of magnitude higher compared with PDE solutions. The approach described
in this paper is general and can be used to create fast
and accurate behavioral models of other components
or systems. Furthermore, the models can be incorporated in VHDL-AMS or Verilog-AMS environments
for behavioral simulation.
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Verilog-AMS: Mixed-Signal Simulation and Cross Domain Connect Modules
Peter Frey and Donald O’Riordan
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Abstract
Verilog-AMS is one of the major mixed-signal hardware description
languages on today’s market. In addition to the extended capabilities to
model analog and digital behavior, the language supports a novel approach to merge existing digital and analog designs without rewriting the
individual designs. At the center of this approach is the connect module
and the connection rules. These language features enable the designer to
declare modules which can be automatically or manually inserted at an
intersection of net segments with different disciplines. A mapping between
different disciplines and therefore between the different domains, enhances
the (re)usability of designs and enables a natural approach to mixed-signal
design. Circuitry of interest can be modeled with high accuracy in the analog domain whereas less critical portions of the design are modeled in the
faster but less accurate digital simulation domain. Since Verilog-AMS actively supports the mixed-signal approach, the interchange of digital and
analog portions is straightforward and strongly encouraged.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the semantics of Verilog-AMS
connect modules in greater detail and illustrate the impacts and tradeoffs on the simulation performance. Closely related principles of driverreceiver segregation, discipline resolution and cross domain communication are discussed and evaluated to provide a thorough description of the
extended Verilog-AMS mixed-signal simulation capabilities.

1 Introduction
Traditional designs are uni-domain: either digital or analog. With the
advent of Mixed-Signal Languages like Verilog-AMS a new breed of designs incorporating digital and analog behavior are combined in a unified
description language. While it is now possible to write a single mixedsignal module which contains both analog and digital behavior, it is also
true that many designs are build on top of existing modules. Hence, the
new mixed-signal designs often contain purely analog and digital library
components. The usefulness of a mixed-signal language and simulator
depends on the capability to utilize the existing designs, exchange and interchange different representations of individual components, and expand
critical portions of the design with more detailed models.
Verilog-AMS addresses the cross domain issues specifically with new
language constructs. Nets are clearly partitioned into either discrete (digital) or continuous (analog) domains. Depending on their domain, their behavior is simulated with a discrete event simulator or a differential equation
solver. What remains is the modeling and the simulation of the interface
between the different domains. Verilog-AMS introduces the connect module construct. The definition of a module was extended to provide translation modules, mapping values and timing behavior from one domain into
the other. In general, a connect module provides two ports of different discipline and has a behavioral description stating the transformation process.
These modules can then be manually or automatically inserted to provide
an interface between nets of different disciplines. The behavioral description which implements the transformation process can be freely modeled at
any arbitrary level, from “quick-and-dirty” to low-level and detailed. The
language thus provides full customizability of the transformation from one

domain to the other, which offers significant possibilities for tradeoffs related to both simulation accuracy and speed.
Since the connect module insertion depends on the disciplines of net
segments on either side of a port, several features of Verilog-AMS contribute to determine the final simulation model. This paper describes in
greater detail the features of Simulation Domains (Section 2), Discipline
Resolution and Connect Module Insertion (Section 3), and Driver-Receiver
Segregation (Section 4). The paper concludes with a discussion of connect
module interface modeling and performance factors in Section 5.

2 Simulation Domains
Verilog-AMS captures two different simulation domains, namely the
analog simulation domain and digital simulation domain. As stated earlier,
these domains are mapped onto different simulation kernels which implement different simulation semantics.
In the digital simulation domain a discrete event simulation kernel calculates the discrete signal behavior. Discrete signals exhibit discrete signal
changes at discrete points in time. On the other hand, the analog simulation domain is mapped onto a differential equation kernel, which calculates
at discrete points in time a solution to a set of differential equations. The
signals represented in the solution vector of a differential equation kernel
are assumed to change continuously between the individual solutions (interpolation). As a result, time step selection depends on tolerance factors
and model behavior and can not be predicted.
The difference in the simulation domains is also reflected in the domain specific semantics of the Verilog-AMS language [2]. In the discrete
portion of modules (assign statements, initial block, and always blocks),
time is controlled on a per block base. If a control statement (delay, event
control, etc.) is encountered the whole process is stopped and scheduled at
a point where the control statement is satisfied. This is the opposite in the
analog block of a Verilog-AMS model. Each module may contain zero or
one analog block which states a sequential description of a set of differential equations. Therefore, each time a new solution is calculated in the
differential equation kernel, all equations are evaluated which implies the
complete contents of the analog blocks is executed. An example of the
different semantics is provided in the following pseudo module.
module mixed;
electrical in;
always @(cross(V(in)-1,1))
....
analog begin
@cross(V(in)-1,1)
...
V(in) <+ sineWave;
end
endmodule

Here, the always block is suspended until the event condition (a threshold cross of net ) is satisfied. However, the corresponding event condition in the analog block is evaluated similar to an if statement at any
solution point and the conditional statements are executed as soon as the
cross statement evaluates to true. The contribution statement to ( ) is
therefore executed unconditionally.
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3 Connect Module Insertion
A connect module is required to be inserted into the design whenever
modules with ports of different disciplines are connected. This section
provides an overview of how connect modules are inserted due to the discipline resolution. The insertion can either be performed manually or automatically. In the case where a net of one discipline (say analog) connects
to several ports of the same discipline (say digital) , the Verilog-AMS language provides an option of whether to insert an individual connect module
at each digital port, or whether to merge all of these into a single connect
module which is then connected up to each individual digital port. This option is known as the connect mode, and offers simulation speed/accuracy
tradeoffs, and is explored in detail in section 3.2.
In order to perform connect module insertion, we first need to determine the disciplines of the various nets and ports in the design.

3.1 Discipline Resolution
Verilog-AMS syntax allows a discipline to be associated with a particular net by using a net discipline declaration. For example, if we assume
that the discipline electrical has been previously defined (of domain continuous) and the discipline logic has been previously defined (of domain
discrete), we can declare the nets e1 and e2 to be of discipline electrical,
and the nets l1 and l2 to be of discipline logic using the following syntax:
wire l1, l2;
logic l1, l2;
electrical e1, e2;

The first declaration declares two wires, l1 and l2. The second declaration declares that these wires are of discipline logic, which effectively
declares that they are digital objects. The third declaration declares two
more nets, e1 and e2, and also declares them to be of discipline electrical.
Since electrical is assumed to be previously defined as having a continuous domain, it means that these nets will have their values calculated by
the analog differential equation solver.
Ports can be declared to be of certain disciplines as in:
module foo(in,out)
input in;
output out;
electrical in;
logic out;
...
endmodule

electrical top.f1.a;

Hence, the user has complete control over the final simulation model
from a discipline resolution (and hence domain resolution) perspective.

Here, the first port of module foo is declared as an electrical port. Similarly, the second port is declared to be of the logic discipline. It is also
possible to implicitly declare nets in connectivity statements, simply by
using them as port connections. In this case, the disciplines of the nets
are not declared by the user, and the simulator will need to resolve the
disciplines of these nets. For example:
module top();
foo f1(a,b);
endmodule;

For the two implicitly declared nets a and b, it is not immediately obvious which disciplines they should assume, and which solver will be responsible for calculating their values. However, it would seem appropriate that
net a should be of discipline electrical, and net b should be of discipline
logic, in order to agree with their counterparts (in and out respectively)
within module foo. Further complexity arises when we consider the case
of multiple levels of hierarchy. Consider the following example:
module top();
fee f1(a,b);
endmodule;

the hierarchy, top.a is assigned the same discipline as top.f1.p (which was
resolved as electrical). This processes propagates the disciplines of lower
level nets up the design hierarchy.
Propagating disciplines up the signal hierarchy can take care of resolving certain cases. Hence, in order to determine the domain of a particular
net, it is a requirement to resolve the disciplines of those nets for which
disciplines are not explicitly declared. Once the domain of each net is
determined, the port connections are inspected to determine where connect modules need to be inserted in order to map from one domain to the
other (from continuous to discrete, and vice versa). In fact, Verilog-AMS
provides two discipline resolution algorithms: non-detailed, and detailed.
The introduced example algorithm represented a portion of the standard
non-detailed discipline resolution algorithm, the basic idea of which is to
propagate net disciplines up the hierarchy, starting from the leaf level, until a complete ascent of the design hierarchy is complete. Note however
that after the bottom-up traversal, some net disciplines may still be unresolved. For such remaining nets, the application of a user-defined default
discipline is required.
The standard detailed discipline resolution algorithm is somewhat
more complex, and can be summarized as follows. The idea behind the
detailed discipline resolution algorithm is to propagate analog disciplines
through as much of the design as possible, for those nets that cannot be
easily be determined to be of the discrete domain. In effect, a bottom-up
traversal is performed, where analog disciplines are propagated upwards.
Then a top-down traversal is performed, where the disciplines of port highconnections (of known analog discipline) are propagated downward to any
port low-connections (whose disciplines are still unresolved), effectively
pushing analog down.
Since analog disciplines are pushed both up and down, the detailed
discipline resolution algorithm will typically result in a design which has a
higher portion of its nets resolved to analog. This results in higher accuracy
(detailed) simulations, though at the likely expense of simulation speed.
It should be noted here that the user can always create a design in which
the discipline of every net is predetermined, and discipline resolution is not
necessary. This can be achieved by declaring the discipline of every net
in the design, either by local discipline declarations, or by out-of-context
discipline declarations such as

module fee(p,q);
foo f1(p,q);
endmodule;

Here, the module foo was replaced with an instance of module fee. Net
top.a is connected to top.f1.p (where f1 is an instance of fee). However,
no discipline has been declared for net top.f1.p i.e. no discipline has been
declared for net p within module fee. However, looking further into the
hierarchy, top.f1.p is connected to top.f1.f1.in (where top.f1.f1 is now an
instance of module foo) It makes sense to assign top.f1.p the same discipline as top.f1.f1.in (electrical). Propagating this information up through

3.2 Automatic Connect Module Insertion
It was previously stated that a connect module is required to be inserted
into the design whenever modules with ports of different disciplines are
connected in order to map the signal values from one domain to the other.
The insertion can either be performed manually or automatically. This
section provides an overview of how connect modules are automatically
inserted due to the discipline resolution, and user-supplied connect rules.
In the case where a net of one discipline (and of one domain) connects
to several ports, each of the same discipline, but of the other domain, the
Verilog-AMS language provides an option of whether to insert an individual connect module at each digital port, or whether to merge all of these
into a single connect module which is then connected up to each individual
digital port. This option is known as the connect mode, and offers simulation speed/accuracy tradeoffs.
Consider the following example (Figure 1), in which a net W1 of discipline electrical connects to two ports of discipline logic: The dashed line
represents a module instance boundary. A connect mode of merged results in a single connect module being inserted, which is then connected to
multiple digital ports. A connect module of split results in multiple connect modules being inserted, one for each digital port. Hence, the merged
mode results in less connect module instances than the split mode. This
has several effects:
1. By having one connect module per digital port, the load of each digital port (receiver) on the analog side can be accurately represented.
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Figure 1. Merged/Split connect mode attribute

A connect mode of split achieves this high level of accuracy. Conversely, a connect mode of merged will cause only a single connect
module to be inserted, so that only a single load is presented to the
analog solver, thus losing accuracy in modeling fanout effects.
2. A single connect module instance may contain some locally declared
analog nets, depending on what algorithm is used to map from one
domain to another. (Examples will be presented later). The split
mode, which results in a higher count of connect module instances,
will thus result in a higher count of local analog nets. Hence, use
of the split mode may result in larger systems of equations and may
degrade simulation performance.
The following examples show how connect rules can be specified.
connectrules AMSconnect;
connect elect_to_logic split; // split mode
connect logic_to_elect; // defaults to merged mode
endconnectrules
connectmodule elect_to_logic(aVal, dVal);
input aVal; electrical aVal;
output dVal; logic dVal;
... // body of connect module goes here
endmodule
connectmodule logic_to_elect(dVal, aVal);
input dVal; logic dVal;
output aVal; electrical aVal;
... // body of connect module goes here
endmodule

Initially, a set of connect rules (delimited by connectrules and endconnectrules) specify that modules elect to logic and logic to elect are
to be used as connect modules where appropriate. In addition, the connect
mode where module elect to logic is used is split. The default case is
merged, which applies to module logic to elect.
By examining the port interface of connect module elect to logic, we
see that it has an input port aVal which is of the electrical discipline, and
an output port dVal which is of the logic discipline.
Whenever the simulator detects an electrical net forming the highconnection of an input port which has a net of discipline logic as the low
connection, it now knows that it needs to insert module elect to logic at
the interface. It can determine this by looking at the port disciplines and
directions for the connect modules, and comparing against the port disciplines and directions for our example in which the net of discipline electrical forms the high connection to a port of discipline logic. The only
match in our example would be module elect to logic. Similarly, if a net
of discipline logic forms the high connection to a port which has a (low
connection of) the electrical discipline, and direction input, then the module logic to elect will be inserted.
This section explored how a split connect mode can achieve higher accuracy in modeling fanout/fanin effects, whereas it can also have a degrading effect on simulation performance due to introducing extra equations
that need solution by the analog solver. Overall, the performance of the
simulator will be a tradeoff of accuracy versus simulation speed, and will

be highly influenced by the choice of discipline resolution algorithm, by
the connect mode used for connect module insertion at the various port
boundaries, and by the detail of modeling performed within the connect
modules themselves. In addition, the user has control by specifying statements within the connect rules over what particular connect module classes
get inserted at particular net/port boundaries, and thus can choose to insert
connect modules of varying modeling accuracy.
Verilog-AMS allows the user to declare the disciplines of various nets
in the design using local discipline declarations, and also using out-ofcontext discipline declarations. By using such declarations, writing corresponding connect rules, and choosing the discipline resolution algorithm
appropriately, a great deal of control and flexibility is thus available to the
user in determining how many connect modules are inserted, and where.
Additionally, the contents of the connect modules themselves and the level
of modeling performed therein is also completely user customizable. This
is due to the fact that they are user written/customized modules, and not
some hardcoded inaccessible primitives. The Verilog-AMS user can thus
make intelligent and wide-ranging tradeoffs in simulation speed versus accuracy, provided he/she is aware of tradeoffs involved.

4 Driver-Receiver Segregation
Figure 2 shows two inverters in sequence, which are modeled in the
digital domain, and a capacitor C1, which is modeled in the analog domain,
loading the digital net joining the inverters. The motivation behind driver
receiver segregation is to allow the presence of the analog capacitor to
influence the delay from the first inverter to the second. Since the inverters
are modeled in the digital domain, they essentially know nothing about
the presence of the analog domain, and the digital simulation kernel will
faithfully propagate events from the first inverter (d1) to the second inverter
(d2). Enter the concept of driver receiver segregation, which simply states
that if there is a mixed signal present (i.e digital and analog net segments),
then the digital receivers are segregated from the digital drivers for that
mixed signal. As far as the simulator is concerned, this means that digital
signal n1 is now split internally into two net segments, the driver side (the
side closest to d1 in Figure 2) and the receiver side (that closest to d2 in
Figure 2), and there is no direct link between them. The concept of driver
receiver segregation intends for the connect module to provide that link.
The connect module will be placed between the digital side of n1 and the
analog side (terminal of the capacitor). The connect module is responsible
for propagating the driver side of n1 (i.e. the output of inverter d1) to the
receiver side of n1 (i.e. the input to inverter d2) with the appropriate delay.
Depending on the implementation of this connect module, it may be
written to directly propagate the driver side values to the receiver sides
without any delay, or it may be written to introduce some delay, either a
purely digital delay, or one that is controlled by the analog solver
Of course, the connect module must also do the necessary domain
translation i.e. convert digital to analog or vice versa. The Verilog-AMS
language provides a lot of freedom in customizing these tasks. While the
concept of driver receiver segregation allows a large degree of freedom and
accuracy in modeling the delay on mixed nets, it also introduces:
1. requirements on the connect modules themselves (see Section 5).
2. requirements on the designer to think in a different manner, regarding the concepts of drivers and receivers, which are no longer directly related. However, well written connect modules will reduce
the requirements on the designer.

From a driver-receiver segregation standpoint, it helps to be aware of a
set of rules/guidelines when writing and/or using connect modules:
Rule 1 A mixed net is always subject to driver receiver segregation.
The connect module that gets inserted in this net must also take care of
propagating the digital driver values to the digital receivers. How it does
this is at the discretion of the person who writes or implements the connect
module itself. The easiest way to perform this is via a continuous assignment statement such as ’assign d = d;’ within the connect module, as in
the following example. This module serves two purposes:
1. It reads the value of d (i.e. the resolved value of the ordinary module
drivers, in this case the output of inverter d1), and based on this
value, it drives the corresponding analog node either high or low,
using a transition statement. This performs the domain translation.
2. It reads the value of d (i.e. the resolved value of the ordinary module
drivers, in this case the output of inverter d1), and directly propagates
it to the ordinary module receivers (in this case the input to inverter
d2) by assigning to d in the continuous assignment statement.
In other words, this module both performs the desired domain conversion,
and propagates the digital driver values to the digital receivers, compensating for the “missing link” or segregation that was introduced by the
simulator.
connectmodule c2e(d,a);
logic d; input d;
electrical a; output a;
assign d = d; // d on left side goes to receivers,
// d on right side is resolved drivers.
analog
V(a) <+ transistion( d == 1 ? 5.0 : 0.0 );
endmodule

Rule 2 When the digital port of a connect module is read from, it is the
resolved value of all the ordinary modules drivers that are associated with
the corresponding digital net that is being read, and when it is assigned
to, the value being assigned becomes a driver for the ordinary module
receivers associated with that digital net.
This rule holds regardless of the declared directions of the digital port,
input, output, or inout.
Rule 3 If the digital port of a connect module is not driven, then the ordinary module receivers associated with the digital net connected to that
port may never receive any values from the ordinary drivers.
Rule 4 Driving a value to the digital port of a connect module does not
automatically write this value to the corresponding digital receivers, instead it becomes a contribution to the state of these receivers.
If there are multiple connect modules attached to the same mixed signal, then the values driven to each module’s digital port are collected, and
the resolved value of these drivers is what actually drives the ordinary receivers.
Rule 5 Connect modules are not aware of each others existence.
Any connect module should thus assume that it may be the only one associated with the mixed signal, and must perform driver-receiver propagation.
Rule 6 Any connect module will only see the ordinary module drivers and
receivers for the digital island that it is isolating.
Rule 7 The use of a split connect mode attribute not only causes multiple
connect module instances to be inserted, it also has the effect of splitting
the ordinary module drivers and receivers that can be read from or contributed to by a connect module.
The previous two rules are illustrated with the following Figure 3.
Here, inverters d1, d2 and d3 are on the same digital island. They are
not connected to any other digital drivers/receivers, by any other digital
net, and only by a purely analog net to inverters d4, d5 and d6. Similarly,
inverters d4 and d5 exist on their own digital island, and can only communicate with the other inverters via the analog wire W1, hence through
the analog simulator. In terms of driver receiver segregation, this is important. The connect module c2e1, when reading from its digital port, sees
only the ordinary module drivers d1 and d3. It does not see drivers d4 or
d5, since there is no digital connection to these drivers. In addition, when
connect module c2e1 writes to its digital port to perform driver-receiver
propagation, it only propagates the values of d1,d3 to receiver d2. It does
not contribute to receiver d6.
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Figure 3. Digital Islands

Rule 8 Connect modules inserted in a net, regardless of whether they are
intended as analog-to-digital converters, digital-to-analog converters, or
bidirectional converters, cause driver-receiver segregation of that mixed
net.
Hence they should all perform driver-receiver propagation, regardless of
their port directions.
Rule 9 Any digital nets that are connected to the ports of manually inserted connect module (may be inputs, outputs or inouts) are treated as
mixed nets, in exactly the same fashion that they would be if the connect
module was automatically inserted by the simulator.
A module with a two ports of different domains can be instantiated to map
from one domain to the other. However, if that module is declared as a
connectmodule (rather than as a module), then it will cause driver-receiver
segregation to occur. Hence, the module should perform driver-receiver
propagation.

5 Connect Module Contents
5.1 Cross Domain Access
There are various ways in which values of objects which are calculated
in the analog domain can be made accessible in the digital domain, and
vice versa.

5.1.1 Demand sensitivity
The value of an analog variable or net is available within the digital context (always or initial block), simply by accessing it in an expression as
follows:
analog
aVar = laplace_zp(....);
// aVar is result of laplace function
always begin
dVar = aVar;

// read variable aVar whose value is
// calculated by analog,
if ( V(anet) > 2.5 ) ) // access voltage on anet...
clk = ˜clk; // ... and wiggle clock if necessary
...
end

Similarly, the value of a digital variable or net is available within the
analog context (analog block), by accessing it directly within an expression as follows:
always ( @posedge(clk) )
dVar = ˜dVar; // wiggle a digital variable...
analog begin
if ( dVar == 1 ) // ... and read it in analog block
out_v = 5.0;
V(out) <+ transition(out_v,delay,rise,fall);
end

Here, the analog output voltage V(out) is driven by an analog variable
out v, which is conditionally set whenever the digital variable dVar is equal
to one. Demand sensitivity means that the analog kernel will “demand” the
value of digital objects from the digital simulation kernel only when it next
executes an analog block statement that references the digital object in an
expression, and vice versa. A change in the object in one kernel does not
necessarily result in an immediate recognition of this change in the other
kernel, and a delay can exist between the object changing value in one
kernel, and the other kernel realizing it. Immediate notification of changes
in values from one kernel to the other are served by what is known as
transition sensitivity.

5.1.2 Transition Sensitivity
Transition sensitivity comes with the notion of events and event notification. The digital solver can be immediately notified of a change in an
analog net voltage by referencing a cross event in an event detection statement:
always @ ( cross(V(a_net) - 2.5, 0) )
clk = ˜clk;
// clock is toggled IMMEDIATELY whenever a_net > 2.5

Similarly, the analog simulator kernel can be immediately notified of a
change in a digital object by referencing it in an event detection statement,
such as:
analog begin
always @ ( posedge(clk) )
a_out = 5.0;
V(out) <+ transition(a_out,delay,rise,fall);
end

In this case, the analog simulator will detect the positive edge on digital
signal clk as soon as it happens, and will immediately begin to transition
the analog output to 5.0 volts.

5.2 Performance/Accuracy Tradeoff
There are two ways in which the digital domain can determine if a
threshold crossing has been reached in the analog domain, which is often
required when performing analog-to-digital conversion at the appropriate
interface. In this section we will discuss efficiency aspects of cross event
detection vs. threshold crossing (polling). Cross event detection is implemented using the syntax shown in the first example in Section 5.1.2.
In this case, the analog solver determines exactly (i.e. within tight tolerances) when the voltage of a net crosses the 2.5 volt transition point. It
will arrange for an analog solution point to be placed such that the timing
of this crossing is accurately resolved. It will then inform the digital kernel
that the cross has happened, and the digital process (the always statement)
which was previously blocking, will resume. In order to accurately resolve
the timing of the cross event, the analog solver may have to solve its system of differential equations at many different time points, until it finds
one sufficiently close to the actual time at which the cross event happens.
Such a process can be computationally expensive, as solving the system
of equations in the analog simulator is a CPU intensive process. However,
it does result in the digital always process (which was blocking waiting
for the event to happen) to resume at the correct time, leading to accurate
simulation results at the expense of simulation time.
Polling a threshold crossing is accomplished using the following syntax
(i.e. without the event detection “@” operator, and using a simple ”if”
statement instead)
always begin
if ( V(a_net) > 2.5 ) ) // access voltage on anet...
clk = ˜clk; // ... and wiggle clock if necessary
#1; // delay: very important to break infinite loop!!
end

Here, the always block will continually loop, checking to see if the
voltage on a net has become greater than 2.5. If the important delayed
NULL statement were omitted (the #1; statement in the above example),
then the digital solver would immediately resume the always process, and

digital simulation time would never advance. This corresponds to regular
digital Verilog [1] semantics. In addition, because this always processes
never suspends pending on event notification, the effect is that it will demand the value of V(a net) from the analog solver every digital time tick
(assuming a delay of 1 time-tick #1 as in the example). If the delay was
set to 5 time-ticks, the process would suspend and resume every five time
ticks, inquiring the value of V(a net) from the analog solver, and then comparing to see if it has become greater than 2.5 volts. At one of these digital
time points, it will eventually discover that at some point during the intervening 5 time ticks, the value of a net finally increased above 2.5 volts. It
will not know exactly at what time this happened, as it only discovers it at
one of the time tick multiples governed by the value of the delay. However,
since there is no cross statement that needs accurate resolution by the analog solver now however, the analog solver will thus perform less solutions,
thus resulting in a significant increase in simulation speed from the analog
solver’s perspective. There is a trade-off to be made here, in which the digital solvers simulation time can be increased (thus performance decreased)
by having a smaller delay statement within the always process, while the
accuracy (with regard to clock edge timing) of the simulation is increased.
If accurate timing is critical, the cross event detection mechanism is recommended. However, if it is not so critical, then the threshold detection
(polling) can provide significant performance benefits, with further performance/accuracy tradeoff possible by varying the delay value in the always
process. Note, the use of a delay polling mechanism might also result in
missed thresholds, in case the polled value crosses the threshold an even
number of times within the delay interval.

5.3 Driver Access Functions
When performing a digital-to-analog conversion, it is useful to know
exactly which digital drivers are contributing to the state of a net. By
knowing exactly which digital drivers are contributing, which value each
driver contributes, and by making certain technology assumptions about
such drivers based on their disciplines, a particular connect module can
construct a detailed analog equivalent circuit of these drivers. This equivalent circuit is then presented to the analog simulation kernel. The driver
access functions supported by Verilog-AMS provide this information for a
given net.
The following connect module uses the driver access feature of
Verilog-AMS to examine the individual digital drivers of the digital signal to which it is connected. It uses a number of approximations and assumptions about the analog characteristics of a “cmos1” driver to present
an accurate equivalent circuit of the digital signal to port a. The voltage
at port a is, in turn, used to determine the effective logic state seen by receivers of the digital signal. The following assumptions about “cmos1” are
embodied in the module:
1. The equivalent circuit of an output in this technology is a function
of the rail to ground supply voltage “supply”
2. When a gate output in “cmos1” is driven high, its equivalent circuit
can be approximated by a resistance “r1” between the output and the
power rail.
3. When a gate output in “cmos1” is driven low, its equivalent circuit
can be approximated by a resistance “r0” between the output and
ground.
4. The impedance between rail and output when the output is driven
low, or the impedance between output and ground when the output
is driven high is a few orders of magnitude higher than “r1” and “r0”
so that its effect is not very important
This module effectively adds another parallel resistor from output to
ground whenever a digital output connected to the net goes low, and another parallel resistor from output to rail (supply) whenever a digital output
connected to the net goes high. Thus if this were used as the c2e in Figure 1, then not only would the delay from digital outputs to the digital input
be a function of the value of the capacitor, but, for a given capacitance it
would be approximately half the time with two gates driving the signal as
with one (split/merge).

cmos5v_to_electrical

connectmodule c2e(d,a);
cmos1 d; input d;
electrical a; inout a;

d1
mp

electrical rail;
integer num_ones, num_zeros;
reg tmp;
branch pull_up(rail,a);
branch pull_down(a,ground);
branch power(rail,ground);
parameter real r0=120.0, r1=100.0, roff=1e6;
parameter real vt_hi = 3.5, vt_lo = 1.5;
parameter real supply = 5.0;
always @(driver_update(d)) begin
num_ones = 0;
num_zeros = 0;
for ( i = 0; i < driver_count(d); i++ )
if ( driver_state(i) == 1 )
num_ones = num_ones + 1;
else
num_zeros = num_zeros + 1;
end
assign d = tmp;

// bind d to a reg

always @(cross(V(a) - vt_hi, -1) or
cross(V(a) - vt_lo, +1))
tmp = 1‘bx;
always @(cross(V(a) - vt_hi, +1))
tmp = 1‘b1;
always @(cross(V(a) - vt_lo, -1))
tmp = 1‘b0;
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Figure 4. Different logic connect modules

(contribution statements), this situation will lead to a singular matrix in the
analog simulation kernel. However, in a real world situation, the hardware
implementation of the logic gates d1 and d2 would have some finite analog output impedance, and a real voltage (probably somewhere between 3v
and 5v) would actually result on net n1.
The following module cmos5v to electrical illustrates how a finite
output-impedance can be modeled by use of an intermediate node (n), and
a resistive contribution statement I(a,n) + V(n) / rout.

<

connectmodule cmos5v_to_electrical(d,a);
cmos1 d; inout d;
electrical a; output a;
parameter rout=50; // output impedance, 50 ohms
reg tmp;
electrical n;
// intermediate node

analog begin
// Approximately one r1 resistor to rail
// per high output connected to the digital net
V(pull_up) <+
1/((1/r1)*num_ones+(1/roff)) * I(pull_up);
// Approxately one r0 resistor to ground
// per low output connected to the digital net
V(pull_down) <+
1/((1/r0)*num_zeros+(1/roff)) * I(pull_down);
V(power) <+ supply; // specify power value
end
endmodule

assign d = tmp;
...

The module above is able to model the equivalent output impedance of
the digital drivers, with only the addition of a single analog node, and two
extra branch equations. Traditional approaches to model such impedances
include the placement of transistor models (primitives) within the connect element. While this approach provides even more accuracy (and is
still possible using Verilog-AMS), the complexity of the underlying model
equations, and the extra unknowns that need to be solved by the analog
solver (introduced by internal nodes within the transistor models themselves), can degrade the performance of the analog solver. Hence, by judicious use of driver access functions and the appropriate level of behavioral
modeling, significant increases in simulation speed can be achieved with
small losses in simulation accuracy. This can be a very compelling reason
to use driver update functions within connect modules.

Since Verilog-AMS actively supports the mixed-signal approach, the
interchange of digital and analog portions is straightforward and strongly
encouraged. Connect modules are essential to this, and this paper has illustrated several salient features of the Verilog-AMS language. Included
were differences in simulation semantics between the analog and digital contexts, discipline resolution, auto-insertion of connect modules, and
the significant impacts of driver receiver segregation. Speed/performance
tradeoffs in modeling and implementation of connect modules were investigated, and a set of rules/guidelines was established for use when coding
connect modules. These tradeoffs, rules and guidelines are particularly
applicable to an end-user when simulating a mixed-signal design using
Verilog-AMS.

5.4 Finite Output Impedance

References

Since multiple connect modules might drive the same analog node, the
question of output impedance is crucial for Verilog-AMS models. Well
written connect modules should be written with finite input and output
impedances, regardless of whether they are intended to be used as digitalto-analog converters, or analog-to-digital converters. At first glance it may
seem that a connect module written to map from the digital domain to the
analog domain need not contain any output impedance modeling step, and
that it can simply “write” the corresponding logic high/low voltage value
to the analog net. However, cases (see Figure 4) can arise where multiple connect module instances are simultaneously trying to force values on
the same analog net. If implemented as purely behavioral voltage sources

// bind d to a reg

analog begin
V(n) <+ transition( d == 1 ? 5.0 : 0.0, 3n, 3n);
I(a,n) <+ V(n) / rout; // models output impedance
end
endmodule

6 Conclusion
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Abstract

synthesis is that the language must clearly distinguish functional and performance elements in a specification. Otherwise, erroneous situations might occur where systems are
synthesized to emulate performance aspects. Finally, another
need is to preserve a similar specification style for both the
analog and digital parts of a mixed-signal system. If not, there
will be a dramatic difference between the descriptions of the
two domains. Hence, specification styles must be converted
in order to perform analog/digital trade-off explorations during mixed-signal synthesis.

This paper discusses aBlox - a specification notation that
we defined for automated synthesis of mixed-signal systems.
aBlox addresses two important aspects of mixed-signal system specification: (1) description of functionality and performance issues and (2) expression of analog-digital interactions. The semantics of aBlox embeds concepts and rules of
a computational model that we developed for mixed-signal
systems. Finally, the paper shows some mixed-signal specifications that we developed in aBlox.

We feel that the first step in systematically synthesizing optimized mixed-signal implementations is to start from functional specifications at the Signal Flow Graph (SFG) level
[17]. SFGs indicate the system behavior by showing the
signal processing and flow. Similar approaches for basing a
specification language on SFGs are proposed by Kopec [14]
[15] and Lee et al [16] for synthesis of digital DSP systems.
We present next our concrete arguments for adopting a functional specification style at the level of SFGs:

1 Introduction
Different specification styles can be used for describing
mixed-signal and analog systems i.e. declarative style, imperative style, functional style, object-oriented style etc [10].
Each of the styles is useful for different synthesis scenarios
or synthesis tasks. For example, declarative specifications
are very popular for describing performance constraints and
performance models for parameter optimization of analog circuits [19]. A declarative specification shows what a system
does and not how it achieves its functionality. A declarative
specification expresses relationships and constraints among
objects that describe signals or circuit performances i.e. voltages, current, unity-gain-frequency, slew-rate, etc. Declarative specifications perform well if the implementation (structure) of a mixed-signal system is known and the goal is parameter optimization. Nevertheless, a declarative style does
not provide any clues for producing structural implementations (hardware architectures) for a general system. Hence,
identifying a proper specification style is one of the tasks
when defining a synthesis-oriented specification notation.







A requirement for a specification language for mixed-signal

SFG-s are similar to algorithmic descriptions for digital
synthesis as they explicitly capture signal flow (dependencies) and processing (operations). Keeping similarity between analog and digital specifications is important
for re-targetable mixed-signal synthesis.
Effective synthesis algorithms can be formulated for
SFG-s [5]. SFG blocks suggest the structure of a system
and they are easily mappable to electronic circuits as
they represent operations i.e. amplification, integration,
summing, etc.
The effectiveness of analog synthesis dramatically depends on describing lower-level attributes i.e. frequency, speed, noise.
SFG-s are a convenient
abstraction-level for linking such attributes to the language constructs of a specification.

This paper describes aBlox - a specification notation for automated synthesis of mixed-signal and analog systems. aBlox
notation permits functional descriptions of mixed-signal systems at the level of SFGs. aBlox constructs address two key
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macro receiver is continuous_time
inputs
line is voltage
with range 0-1.0 V;
local is voltage
with range 0-1.0 V;
outputs
earph is voltage
with range 0-1.5 V
with impedance 280.0 Ohms;
attributes
noise <= 80 dB;
bandwidth is range 300-3600 Hz;
arch receiver is
output = (100.0 * line + local) * -1.78;
end arch;
end macro;

aBlox specification of analog system
Connection
style
definition

Performance Model Generator

Architecture Generator
New architecture for system
Parameter optimization
Gain Distribution
Net-list + gains assigned to circuits
Update generic performance model for the new net-list +
Ideal
behavior
of system

System area and AC behavior

Generic performance model

Optimize circuit parameters using the updated symbolic model

Figure 2: Specification of the telephone receiver system

Circuit net-list with minimum area + constraints for op amps +
values of external resistors and capacitors

block1
block1

block2

Figure 1: Behavioral analog synthesis flow

line
local

aspects: (1) description of functionality and performance
issues and (2) expression of analog-digital interactions. Following concrete aBlox elements target the two general goals:

block4 block2
earph line
local
block3

block4
block3

a) Implementation solution 1

earph

b) Implementation solution 2

Figure 3: Net-list samples for receiver module

1. The aBlox "philosophy" is to explicitly describe signal
processing and flows. This is important for having a
similar description style for both analog and digital domains so that analog-digital trade-off exploration can be
easily performed.

2 Synthesis Approach
We illustrate the successive synthesis steps by referring to a
much simplified version of the receiver module of a telephone
set [20]. The receiver provides an audible output signal to
the earphone of the telephone set. It amplifies with different gains incoming signals from the calling part (signal line)
and locally produced by its own microphone amplifier (signal local). The specification imposes that port signals line,
local and earph are voltages and that their value ranges are
[0:0; 1:0]V for inputs and [0:0; 1:5]V for the output.
The
output load is 280Ω. Our synthesis method assumes that
specifications express how continuous-time analog behavior
results as signal flow and processing. Signal-flow graphs
(SFG) accommodate well this description style and they are
specified as aBlox programs in our environment. Figure 2
depicts the aBlox program for the receiver module.

2. aBlox constructs encourage a hierarchical and modular
description of systems. This is useful for increasing the
effectiveness of both specification and synthesis tasks
[5].
3. aBlox provides a notation for linking performance constraints or performance models to the constituting modules of a program. This is important as components of
a mixed-signal system tend to have very heterogeneous
performances. For example, the analog part of a telephone set [20] includes two modules, a receiver and a
transmitter, with different noise constraints.
4. aBlox provides a well defined interface mechanism for
describing analog-digital interactions.

The considered analog synthesis methodology is depicted in
Figure 1. The performance model generator [6] produces
a generic computational tree that describes how system parameters depend on parameters of the blocks composing the
system. A computational tree referred in the paper as Analog
Performance Tree (APT) is an uninterpreted variant of the
closed-form symbolic expressions produced by traditional
methods [11]. Symbolic models for all net-lists explored
during synthesis result by updating the generic model in a
very short time (linear with the number of blocks).

The definition of aBlox was motivated by the absence of
any feasible specification notation for mixed-signal synthesis. Existing languages i.e. VHDL-AMS [3], Verilog-A [2],
MAST [8] are all simulation oriented. There are difficulties
in adapting there semantics for synthesis [4].
The paper has the following structure. Section 2 presents
the main tasks that are performed by our analog synthesis
methodology. Section 3 discusses the aBlox constructs for
specifying system functionality and Section 4 those for expressing higher-order functions. Section 5 concentrates on
performance model description in aBlox. Finally, conclusions will be provided.

The architecture generator [7] creates different implementations for a specification. Specification functionality can be
achieved by interconnecting basic building blocks i.e. op
amps, resistors, capacitors and not necessarily only library
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macro stage
macro filter is continuous_time
inputs
inputs
i1;
i is voltage;
outputs
outputs
out;
o is voltage;
generics
arch two_stage_filter is
constants a1, a2;
variables
arch controlable is
v;
variables
v = stage.controlable(
m, n, p;
i, generics are
o is array[2];
1.7251, -1.9374);
o[1] = i1 + m;
o = stage.controlable(
o[2] = a2 * p;
n = + o;
v, generics are
p = integ(n);
1.7251, -1.9374);
m = a1 * integ (p);
end arch;
out = integ(p);
end macro;
end arch;
end macro;

circuits i.e. adders, integrators etc. Figures 3a and 3b illustrate two distinct implementations for the receiver module
obtained by our method.
Area and AC behavior of each net-list are determined by netlist parameter optimization [6] and used to guide the netlist generator. Parameter optimization step first updates the
implementation dependent part of the generic performance
model corresponding to the net-list to be optimized. Next,
it finds sizes for external resistors and capacitors and bounds
for op amp parameters i.e. input and output impedance, gain
and dominant pole so that total area is minimized and the resulting AC frequency behavior of a system is within an error
margin from the desired behavior. To guarantee that feasible
solutions result, each free parameter was modeled by a feasibility range for CMOS technology [12] i.e. external resistors
are in range [1; 100]kΩ, op amp gains in range [103 ; 104 ] etc.

Figure 4: aBlox specification for a filter



3 aBlox Notation for Specifying MixedSignal Systems for Synthesis
An aBlox program describes interacting analog and digital
domains. These domains can have a hierarchical structure
as a domain is built of parts, stages, components, etc. The
macro construct is the main notation feature for describing
functionality, hierarchy and interface of a system, sub-system
or block. Samples of macro definitions are illustrated in
Figure 4 for a two stage 4-th order filter. The latter figure
suggests how macro definitions and macro calls are employed
for expressing hierarchy description for a system. A mixedsignal specification must contain a top-most macro (the macro
that is not called by other macros). The semantics of the topmost macro is that it executes forever.



Semantic rules for domain definitions:
Rule 1: Each call to a continuous time macro defines a distinct macro structure having as inputs and outputs the variables referred by the call. If more macro calls or operators
take the same variables as inputs then a single macro structure
is generated but its output is linked to all referring places.

A macro definition includes following five elements:






program. Thus operators can be passed as arguments to
macro calls for describing stages built of distinct blocks
but connected in similar patterns.
Attribute section is currently allowed only for macro-s of
the continuous-time analog domain. It allows description of declarative or equational performance models
that can be associated with a macro and then used for
synthesis.
Macro body expresses functionality described as a set
of statements i.e. assignment statements, if statements,
macro-calls and that refer to input ports, output ports
and local variables.

This rule is natural as no macro sharing is feasible for distinct
signals in a continuous-time analog system. The second part
of the rule refers to situations where outputs of the same
operators or macro calls are used as inputs multiple places
(i.e. operation integ (p) in macro stage in Figure 4).

Domain descriptor that indicates the domain of the
macro. It can be continuous time, digital or none if
the domain is not fixed yet. In the latter case, finding
the macro domain is subject to analog-digital trade-off
exploration.
Input and output ports: ports indicate the interface of
a macro with the rest of the specification or with the
external environment. Ports of the top-most macro are
system ports with the external environment.
Generic parameter are used for indicating the generic elements of a macro i.e. constant values, operators, block
identities and performance attributes. Each macro-call
instantiates concrete values for the generics. Generic
parameters are useful for expressing uniformity and hierarchy of macro structures. Linear operators i.e. addition, integration, etc. can also be generics for a macro.
The two filter stages in Figure 4 are characterized by different filter constants that are specified as generics in the

Rule 2: Inside a macro with a continuous time domain descriptor only macros with continuous time or without any
domain descriptor can be called. Inside a macro with a digital domain descriptor only macros with digital or without
any domain descriptor can be called.
Rule 3: Inside a macro without a domain descriptor following
three cases are correct: (1) only macros with continuous time
or without a domain descriptor are called or (2) only macros
with digital or without a domain descriptor are called. (3) A
top most macro without a domain descriptor can call macros
with both continuous time and digital domain descriptors.
These semantic rules prohibit developing a hierarchy of subsystems in which a subsystem (excepting the top-most macro)
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(statement1)

... = ... u ... ;

value of state object at time t-q-time

is a link between the abstract specification and a physical
implementation.

(statement2)

u = ... ;

value of state object at time t

Semantic rules for aBlox objects:

(statement 3)

... = ... u ... ;

value of state object at time t

Rule 7: All variables of continuous time macros denote
memory-less objects. Variables can be of three types: voltage
- when they only correspond to voltages in implementations,
current - when they are "realized" as currents and unspecified
- when both voltage and current alternatives are acceptable
in an implementation.

a)
Hardware for
instruction 1

Hardware for u
instruction 2

Hardware for
instruction 3

Rule 8: Variables in digital macros are either memory or
memory-less objects. Input and output ports of the top-most
macro are memory-elements, always. Memory elements are
indicated by using the keyword static before variable definitions. Digital variables can be of type bit or bitstring. Bitstring is an array with either static dimension or a dimension
is described using generics. However, bitstring dimensions
must be computable at compile time.

b)

Figure 5: Semantics of instruction sequence

includes both time models. Hence, a synthesis tool can easily
identify the parts meant for analog and digital realizations.

Rule 9: Expression operators are different for the two domains:

Semantic rule for mapping variables to ports



Rule 4: Ports of the top-most macro have types voltage,
current or digital as the interface with the environment is
assumed to be well defined. These ports can be annotated
with attributes i.e. value ranges, impedances etc using the
with construct (see Figure 2).
Semantic rule for variable scoping
Rule 5: The scope of variables defined inside a macro is
limited to the macro body.



Semantic rule 5 is important to guarantee that macro definitions have the meaning of functions, thus the property of
referential transparency [10]. Hence, a macro’s functionality (meaning) is not influenced by its connections with other
macros.

The continuous time macros include the following arithmetic operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication
by a constant and integration. This is a complete operator set for a linear system [22] and it can be implemented
with simple electronic circuits [9]. For smoothening the
specification task we introduced unary add and minus
operators (i.e. in statement n = + o in Figure 4). Its
argument is an array variable. The operator returns the
sum of all array elements. The operator is useful for
describing multi-entry additions.
Digital macros include arithmetic operators i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and logical
operators i.e. and, or, negation, etc.

Semantic rules for assignment statement:

Semantic rule for describing domain interactions

Unconstrained assignment statements violate the functional
character of a specification as they introduce side-effects.
Although side-effects do not pose any problem for digital
synthesis they might be difficult for analog synthesis. Thus,
we accept assignment statements in our functional model but
we enforce a functional semantics for being consistent with
the rest of the mixed-signal model.

Rule 6: Interdomain interactions happen through macrocalls, port mappings and variable/port assignments at the
level of the top-most macro. Explicit conversions from bit or
bitstring to float and vice-versa are performed depending on
variable/port types.
Data objects, expressions and assignment instruction

Rule 10: An assignment statement is viewed as a connection
between a name (the left part of an assignment) and an anonymous function definition (-expression [10]) defined by the
right part of the statement. All references to assigned objects
are actually calls to the lambda expression with the same
values for input parameters as in the assignment statement.
Memory elements reside only in the top most macro.

We defined two types of data objects depending on the time
intervals they are capable of preserving their values (their
life-time). Data objects can be with or without memory.
Memory-less objects preserve their value for one q -time (a
very small time interval) if they are in continuous time macros
or one clock cycle if they pertain to digital macros. Memory
elements can store their values for more than one q -time or
one clock cycle. This classification is due to implementation
specifics for objects i.e. as wires, latches, flip-flops and

Rule 11: Memory-less objects are updated immediately after
their corresponding assignment statement is executed.
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Rule 12: Updating of memory variables implicitly happens
after executing the last statement of its defining macro.

...
...
Summing
part

Semantic rule for instruction sequence:
...

Rule 13: It is not allowed to assign a variable of a continuous time macro more than once in a sequence of statements.

Feedback ...
path
...
...

Direct
path

...

Direct ...
path 1

...

Direct ...
path 2

...

Direct
path k ...

...

...

If a variable were assigned twice or more times in a sequence
of statements it means that for the same q , time it has more
than one value. Variables can have only a single value in
our model (we assumed that each distinct data object has a
different name).

a) Feedback structure

...

Rule 14: Any variable or output port of a continuous time
macro that is referred by a statement must also appear in the
left part of an assignment statement.

Output
stage

...

b) Convergent paths

Direct
... path 1

...

... Direct
path 2

...

... Direct
path k

...

...

c) Divergent paths

This guarantees that a continuous-time data object has a value
at any q -time.

Output
stage

...

...

...

d) Series connection

Figure 6: Block structure

Rule 15: Semantics of data dependencies among instructions
of continuous time macros describes signal flows among processing blocks.

The rule also accommodates well a functional specification
style where all object assignments are inside the same scope
(the scope of the if statement in this case).

For example, consider the situation in Figure 5, where object
u denotes a variable of the analog domain. Figure 5(a) depicts
a program fragment and Figure 5(b) shows how data dependencies among instructions express signal flows between the
processing macros.

Rule 18: For the analog domain, conditions of if statements
refer only to digital input ports of a macro.
There are two reasons for this rule:

Observation: If previous semantic rules hold for the continuous time macro then any sequencing (ordering) of a given
set of instructions produces the same block structure.



If statements denote a conditional behavior of a system with
multiple modes of behavior. For example, a variable-gain
block has multiple modes of behavior fixed by its distinct
gains and its behavior can be described with if statements.
There are no special semantic rules for the digital domain
but there are some requirements for if statements of continuous time macros.



For addressed applications, the modes of functioning of
the analog domain are selected by signals coming from
outside the continuous-time domain. This is reasonable as we assume that any non-linear functionality i.e.
comparing two analog signals is outside the system.
To avoid repeated "switching" of if statement executions due to changes in each q-time. The semantics for
updating digital objects prohibits repeated switchings.

Semantic rules for if statement:

4 Higher-order functions

Rule 16: If a variable of a continuous time macro is assigned
by one if-branch then it has to be assigned by the other branch,
also.

An important aspect for mixed-signal synthesis is the possibility to use hierarchical specifications. Hierarchy helps not
only in abstracting design elements irrelevant to a particular
synthesis task but also in approaching synthesis complexity.
Another opportunity for addressing synthesis complexity is
to identify and exploit any uniform (similar) parts in a system.
Thus, hierarchy and uniformity are important for making system specification easier and more readable and synthesis tasks
i.e. performance model generation more efficient.

This is a consequence of the life-time rule for analog object
values, which are considered to be permanently a-life. If
an object were updated by only one of the branches then,
the object will not have a value when the opposite branch is
executed. This contradicts the assumption that any analog
object is permanently a-life.
Rule 17: An object of the analog domain that is assigned
inside an if statement cannot be also assigned outside the if
statement.

Macro definitions and macro calls permit a hierarchical specification of a system. For example, a two stage filter is
described in Figure 4. Both stages are in controllable form

This is a particular case of Rule 13 for instruction sequence.
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feedback_structure is
inputs ...
outputs ...
summing part is
...
end summing part;
direct path is
...
end direct path;
feedback
path is
...
end feedback path;

end feedback_structure;
a) feedback_structure construct

5 Description of performance models

convergent_paths is
inputs ...
outputs ...
direct path 1 is
...
end direct path 1;
direct path k is
...
end direct path k;
output stage is
...
end output stage;

In the process of exploring different notations for specifying
mixed-signal systems for synthesis, we found that a declarative description style is still needed. Following reasons
motivate our conclusion:



end convergent_paths;
b) convergent_paths construct

divergent_paths is
inputs ...
outputs ...
input stage is
...
end input stage;
direct path 1 is
...
end direct path 1;
direct path k is
...
end direct path k;

series_blocks is



inputs ...
outputs ...

...
aBlox instructions
for indicating
block connections;

...
end series_blocks;

end divergent_paths;
c) divergent_paths construct

d) series_blocks construct

Figure 7: aBlox instructions for expressing block structure

Macro-s can express structures with heterogeneous
design-performance constraints. In Figure 2, the transmitter and the receiver module of the telephone set have
different noise and bandwidth constraints.
Explicit description of performance models of a system
could be required for synthesis. An ideal mixed-signal
synthesis tool would have the ability of automatically
inferring all performance models needed for synthesis.
We already automated linear performance model generation. Nevertheless, there is currently no solution for
automated generation of non-linear performance models. To overcome this limitation, aBlox notation permits
explicit definition of performance models.

We stress that declarations do not express system functionality, thus they are not mapped to hardware. They are thought
as performance requirements and models for macro implementations. In our synthesis methodology, they are useful
for parameter optimization.

and they contain blocks performing similar kind of functionality. Macros are a convenient way for describing identical
parts of a system. Moreover, it can happen that similar block
structures occur in a system but involving different blocks.
Such situations introduce structural uniformity that can be
exploited for synthesis [6].

aBlox has a flexible mechanism of attribute definition based
on the principle that a language must offer the possibility of
describing new entities based on primitive constructs. This
avoids an explosion of dedicated keywords for many possible
performance elements i.e. raise-time, fall-time, settle-time,
slew-rate, sensitivity, unity-gain frequency etc.

aBlox notation permits definition of higher-order functions
to allow full re-use of structural uniformities. Higher-order
functions are macro-s that have other macro-s among their
parameters. Structural uniformities are expressed as interconnections of generic blocks. Such macros are instantiated
for different actual aBlox blocks or macro-s. The only restriction for higher-order function definitions is that is must
be possible to produce the global block structure of a system
at compile time.

We extended the formulation of Rosenberger et al [18] for
system-level performances by defining a flexible notation.
Rule 21: The notation for declarative descriptions includes
four types of constructs:






Rule 19: No direct or indirect recursions are allowed for any
macro-calls including higher-order macro calls.
Rule 20: A higher-order function is described in aBlox language by indicating in the generics part the signature of the
generic macro structure. Signature is defined by enumerating
the type of inputs and outputs for the generic structure so that
it can be verified when calling the higher-order macro.

Primitive constructs
Predicate definitions
Attributes definitions
Model definitions

Declarative constructions can be global or local to aBlox
macros. Global declarations are defined using an attribute package construct. Global declarations are made visible to a macro by importing its definitions in the attribute
section of the macro. Local declarations are defined using the
attributes construct. Attributes can refer to generic elements
that are instantiated by macro-calls.

A special category of higher order functions are aBlox
constructs feedback structure, convergent paths, divergent paths and series blocks. Figure 6 illustrates the corresponding block structures. These constructs are not orthogonal as their behavior can be achieved with the already
existing aBlox instructions. They were introduced to increase
the readability of aBlox programs. Figure 7 depicts the syntax
of the four aBlox constructs.

For example, it is not necessary to redefine slew-rate for all
macros in a specification. Slew-rate can be described in an
attribute package section and then imported in all macros
that require slew-rate definitions.
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Rule 22: The primitive constructs for declarative specifications are:

how model definitions are solved but linear or non-linear
solvers are possible options. The concept of this mechanism
is similar to simultaneous statements [3] in VHDL-AMS.
Model definitions are useful to indicate behavioral performance models. For example, we described in aBlox the
behavioral model of a PLL system as indicated by Vassiliou
et al [21]:

1. Signal characteristics such as voltage, current, phase
and frequency can be denoted using the dot construct.
2. Following predicates are defined for signals: min for
indicating the minimum value of a signal, max for the
maximum signal value, current for the momentary value
of a signal and final for the final signal value (value at
time infinite). Using predicate in it can be tested that a
signal value pertains to a given range.
3. Time aspects: Keywords StartTime and EndTime denote time moments for start and end of execution. Construct Time.(event at i) indicates the time moment when
the i-th occurrence of event event happens. The happening of the event is indicated by predicate event being
true. Construct a.voltage(event at i) denotes the voltage of signal a at the i-th occurrence of event event.
Similar constructs exist in aBlox for currents, phase and
frequency.
4. Frequency aspects: Construct Frequency.(event at i)
indicates the frequency for the i-th occurrence of event
event. Keyword DC denotes a frequency of 0 Hz.

derivate (phase (Vi.voltage), Time) == 2 * Pi * frequency
(Vi.voltage);
derivate (Vc.voltage, Time) == 1 / C2 * Ipeff.current 1/(R*C2) * Vc.voltage + 1/(RC2) * Vx.voltage;
derivate (Vx.voltage, Time) == 1/(R * C2) * Vc.voltage 1/(R * C) * Vx.voltage;
derivate (phase (Vj.voltage), Time) == 2 * Pi * nd * (Fo +
ko * Vc.voltage);

6 Conclusions
This paper discusses specification issues for synthesis of
mixed-signal and analog systems by defining the aBlox specification notation. aBlox provides constructs for expressing system functionality and structure, interactions among
the analog and digital domains and performance models and
constraints. The soundness of the notation semantics was
achieved by basing it on a computational model for mixedsignal systems. The analog component of aBlox already
serves as a specification notation for our existing top-down
synthesis methodology [5]. The research described in the
paper is also important because it identifies situations for
which functionality can be moved across the analog and digital domains so that semantics of the resulting systems is the
same.

For example, the construct v.voltage denotes the voltage facet
of signal v. The settle-time of a circuit is the time moment
for which the value of its output signal stays in a given range.
The condition that the voltage facet of signal a is within a
2% error margin from its final output value is defined as the
aBlox predicate
a.voltage in [0.98 * final (a.voltage), 1.02 * final
(a.voltage)].
The 3-db bandwidth of a system is defined in aBlox as
define Bandwidth = Frequency. ((output.voltage output.voltage (DC) < 3dB) at 1)
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